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ABSTRACT
As early as 1907, Russian director Vsevolod Meyerhold writes of the need to renovate
the theater by "means of new forms and new methods of scenic presentation" predicated on
the "collective enterprise" of the author, director, actor and audience. The "new forms and
new methods" that Meyerhold refers to undergo an astonishing number of transformations
throughout his career as does his understanding of what exactly constitutes a "collective
enterprise". While contemporary critics continue to fold Meyerhold's investigation into the
modernist paradigm of self-reflexive criticality and autonomy, this thesis claims that
Meyerhold's activity, like that of the Russian and Soviet avant-garde, must be considered
as nothing less than a willful attempt to constitute fundamentally new modes of theatrical
production, dissemination and reception.
This thesis tracks the development of Meyerhold's work. First, we will investigate the
parallel development of formalist theory in literary criticism and the emergence of high
modernism on the Russian stage. Second, we will complicate this formalist description by
demonstrating its paradoxical maintenance of the "low". In Meyerhold's work this is
manifested in his attempt to reimbue the stage with ritualistic forms of folk experience
through the grotesque. Third, we will consider biomechanics, stage constructivism and
their impact in transforming the grotesque. The fourth and last section of the thesis will
analyze Meyerhold's transformation of audience and author relationships as theorized in the
positions of productivism.
Thesis Advisor: Benjamin Buchloh
Title: Associate Professor of the History of Art
3For Jagat - and your revolution.
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I. SPECTERS AND SPECTATORS
The point is that the center of gravity in
theater has shifted from the acting to the
production and mechanics.
-Alexander Kugel
FROM NATURALISM TO FORMALISM THROUGH SYMBOLISM
The identity of Meyerhold's stage has been constructed primarily through its opposition
to "Naturalism". Characterized by its attempt to imitate life, naturalist theater sets out to
represent a picture of the world in all of its immediacy. Every element is to support this
reflection: each actor is to develop his or her inner technique, the particular psychic
development of the character, with the goal of representing the absolute sincerity of feeling;
the action is to manifest the elevated, universal psychic problems of individuals here and
now; the stage, lighting and sound effects are to recreate with exactitude and complete
plausibility the "real" environment of the action depicted. Stemming from personal
experience and individual psychology, it is not surprising that naturalism would privilege
the uniform narrative of the play or drama. Nor is it surprising that in its striving for the
maximum of reality through the utmost of illusion, naturalist theater desires the deep silence
of concentration from the darkened auditorium. Applause is forbidden. The auditorium is
separated from the stage by an imaginary "fourth wall" delineated by the frame of the
proscenium, the audience set in opposition to a stage that is deliberately neutral, aloof,
distant. The frame of the proscenium cuts the picture off from that which lies beyond its
boundaries while simultaneously offering its contents to the audience's gaze. Life and art
find in the stage a point of caesura: the pacified viewer is allowed into the scene only as a
voyeur gazing through the peep hole, transfixed by the sight.
The development of naturalism parallels the triumph of the bourgeoisie in the last half
of the nineteenth century in Western Europe. With naturalism, industrial capitalism's
demand for rationality and objectivity, the ability to "fix" the real in commodity relations,
are sublimated into the work of art. In Russia, a country which would remain under a
repressive autocracy until 1917 and would not experience industrialization until the 1890's,
naturalism developed at this time as a means of not only constructing bourgeois identity but
also challenging the autocracy. The fact that many naturalist texts were censored by the
government only seems to confirm this. 1 Major Russian naturalist writers, such as
Tolstoy, Ostrovsky, Chekhov and Gorky, may have been attempting to politically activate
their readers or audiences to support progressive causes by uncovering the disturbing
"facts" of peasant poverty or exposing the cruel realities of the emerging middle-class
family. Though none of these writers were revolutionaries, their pursuit of naturalist aims
took effect in that palpable self-consciousness about the social forms of modernity on the
one hand, and the practical means of representation on the other, which was subsequently
defined as modernism. Yet, Naturalists present immediate empirical reality as an
objectified "given", abstracted from individual and historical change. 2 Events are merely
presented as a "setting" or "background". In naturalist work, social and hereditary
pressures overpower human action and determine human character, and the social world is
rendered as an independent mechanism which escapes purposeful human action. The
writer becomes a mere observer of scenes, while the reader or audience is reduced to the
passive observer of what appears to be natural events.
In Russia, naturalism gained recognition in literature long before it was accepted in
theater. In 1898, however, Konstantin Stanislavsky and Vladimir Nemirovich-Danchenko
opened The Moscow Art Theater in Petersburg with the expressed intent of establishing a
naturalist theater. For the opening production of Alexei Tolstoy's previously banned Tsar
Fyodor Ivanovich , a critical depiction of the former tsar's life, Stanislavsky and
Nemirovich-Danchenko had actors, painters, and members of the staff organize expeditions
to monasteries, local fairs, and old provincial towns to find to items of the sixteenth
century. Marc Slonim in his study of the Russian theater notes that "the public was literally
astonished when they saw on the stage the exact replica of the Archangel's Cathedral or the
Tsar's quarters in the Kremlin reproduced with such exactitude that the actors had to bend
1Turgenev's A Month in the Country (1850), Saltyakov's Death of Pazukhin (1857), Sukhovo-Kobylin's
Trilogy (1854) and Tolstoy's The Power of Darkness (1886), to name just a few, were heavily censored or
banned until the twentieth century.
2Eugene Lunn, Marxism and Modernism, (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1982), p. 80.
down to pass through the low doors leading from the stage." 3 The acting was also "true to
life" although "the audience paid less attention to actors than the real wood frames and
metallic handles of windows and doors, or to authentic furnishings and arms."4 The
actor's played as if in a picture frame; they were set apart in another world, divided from
the spectator by a wall of darkness. The main purpose of this theater was to make the
audience gasp in awe.
Playing Vassily Shiusky in this production was Meyerhold. He had studied drama at
the Moscow Philharmonic Society under Nemirovich-Danchenko, graduating in 1898 and
immediately invited to become a founding member of the new Moscow Art Theater. But
antagonisms quickly arose and when the theater was changed into a joint stock company in
1902, Meyerhold was not invited to become a partner. The fundamental cause for the split
between Stanislavsky and Meyerhold lay in their divergent views of the relationship
between actor and audience in the dramatic event. Stanislavsky taught that what must be
retained at all cost is the separation of stage and auditorium, of action and viewing, and it is
the actor's role to maintain this line. As Stanislavsky writes: "an actor must have a point of
attention, and this point of attention must not be in the auditorium" and "during a
performance ... it is important that the sequence of objects you focus on should form a
solid line. That line must remain on our side of the footlights, and not stray once into the
auditorium. "5
Meyerhold always opposed this conception of the actor deliberately and unwaveringly
excluding the spectator from his consciousness, and as early as 1907 posited an actor who
"stands face to face with the spectator . . . and freely reveals his soul to him, thus
intensifying the fundamental theatrical relationship of performer and spectator."6 For
Meyerhold, the audience was a vital "fourth creator" without which there was no theater.
3 Marc Slonim, Russian Theater: Form the Empire to the Soviet. (NY: World Publishing Company,
1961), p. 114.
4 1bid., p. 115.
5 Stanislavsky, An Actor Prepares, (London: Bles, 1937), pp. 75 and 258. Italics as in original.
6Vsevolod Meyerhold, Meyerhold on Theater, (New York: Hill and Wang, 1969), p. 52. Referred to below
as "Meyerhold".
The other three "creators" - author, director, actor - worked to no avail if they had no
audience, for it was the space between them and their audience in which theater happened.
Thus, while "the naturalist theater has conducted a never-ending search for the fourth wall"
that "divides the theater into two opposed camps, the performers and the spectators," 7
Meyerhold intended "the audience not merely to observe, but participate in the corporate
creative act."8
The affirmation of the conventional worth of the spectacle, the problem of the
unification of the stage and the audience, as well as the overturning of artifice into real life,
had by the first years of the twentieth-century become part of an already well-established
thematic throughout Europe. In 1904 the symbolist director Georg Fuchs had exalted the
free expression of the human body as the basis of an anti-naturalist theater rich in ritual
suggestion. Even earlier, Fuchs and the architect Peter Behrens had celebrated, in front of
the Olbrich-designed house of Ernst Ludwig von Hessen, the mystical marriage of life and
art, in the name of the crystalline Sign, the symbol of the sublimated fusion of actor-priest
with an elite audience. In 1900 Behrens writes: "The theater must not offer us the illusion
of nature, but rather that of our superiority over it. It must not try to carry us from one
reality to another, but rather to have us enter into the world of art by means of the symbols
of our culture."9
Of course, what Fuchs and Behrens articulate is the theory of symbolism. The
importance of this theory lay in its welding together of a claim for the autonomy of
language and art as symbol systems, with the claim for the value of aesthetic experience
and artistic insight. Formalized at first in literature in a series of manifestoes which
appeared in the 1880's (but whose practice developed from the earlier works of Baudelaire,
Rimbaud, and Verlain), symbolism refers to an aesthetic practice which attempts to escape
the confines of naturalism by removing poetic language as far as possible from its merely
7Ibid., pp. 36 and 59.8Ibid., p 60.
9Peter Behrens as quoted in Manfredo Tafuri, The Sphere and the Labyrinth, (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1987),
p. 96.
discursive, referential, or representational function. For Baudelaire and the later
symbolists, nature is no longer experienced as an independent reality existing in and for
itself, the imagination merely its reflection; it is, rather, an immense reservoir of analogies,
correspondences and signs, a stimulant to the creative use of language. In symbolist
theory, the meaning of a work of art is not secured by its resemblance to features of the real
world but the internal relation between parts that secures the secures the possibility of
meaning and effect for the whole. Symbolists insist that reality is mediated by the language
which mentally construct it. 10 Today such ideas are the basis of linguistic theory.
To this understanding of the internal autonomy of form, the symbolists joined a critique
of the value of objective perception as a means to knowledge of reality, asserting instead
the priority of disinterested but subjective intuition. By reestablishing the Romantic claim
that artists are distinguished as such by the relative vividness of their "inner life" and the
relative strength of their intuitions, their abstractions could then be advanced as significant
forms of an underlying and enduring reality, their critical potential all the greater for their
emancipation from the merely apparent and contingent realities of the physical and social
world. 11 Adoption of such ideas inevitably entailed the disparagement of naturalist
techniques for their supposed subservience to the merely superficial. Symbolism was to
give access to that world which naturalism was blind to, conjuring up the more mysterious
linguistic world that lay beyond, behind or beneath apparent reality.
Symbolism developed within a wider context of declining religious faith among the
educated population in the late nineteenth century, encouraging among artists, writers, and
musicians an attitude toward art and its craft as a surrogate for religious certainties. 12 In
100n the symbolist theory of language, see Andrew Lehmann, The Symbolist Aesthetic in France, 1885-
1895, (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1968), pp. 129-193.
11See Tdodor de Wyzewa, "Wagnerian Painting," in Charles Harrison and Paul Wood, eds., Art in Theory,
(Oxford: Blackwell, 1992), pp. 17-20. Wyzewa was a leading theorist of the Symbolist movement, close
to Mallarm6.12
"At the time, art reacted with the doctrine of l'art pour l'art, that is, with a theology of art. This gave rise
to what might be called a negative theology in the form of the idea of 'pure' art, which not only denied any
social function of art but also any categorizing by subject matter. (In poetry, Mallarm6 was the first to take
this position)." Walter Benjamin, "The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction," in
Illuminations, (New York: Schocken, 1969), p. 224
addition, the turn away from positivism in natural sciences and social thought, anticipated
by Baudelaire and Nietzsche in the 1860's and 1870's, gained momentum by the 1890's
and helped the spread of the pioneering symbolist revolt against naturalist aesthetics. 13
Such threats to positivist science and secular optimism at the end of the nineteenth century
were brought, in part, by political and intellectual crisis of liberalism: the failure of middle-
class radicalism waned by the 1880's; aristocratic absolutism was proving increasingly
resilient to industrial, parliamentary society; the protracted depression of 1873-1896 led
many in the middle classes to fear that the economic system was running down; liberal
intellectuals in particular feared for their future in mass society. 14
The influence of such broad cultural and political changes upon these modernists was
mediated by their own particular social and economic position, their new professional role
as artists in an increasingly urbanized, commercial society. Often forming defensive and
belligerent coteries and circles, the symbolists viewed the tyrannies of commercialization,
conventional public opinion, and an innocuous and cliched culture as provocations for
revolt. Their assault on language of conventional discourse and on liberal assumptions of
bourgeois and classical culture was an attempt to open experience from the confines of
politics and commerce. On one hand, the decline of the patronage system and the
conditions of salability in a crowded, competitive market placed new emphasis upon
originality and innovation, promising fame and fortune for such creative work; on the other
hand, however, the uncertain response of the distant middle-class public, the sheer
dependence on impersonal business considerations, and the alienation engendered by the
modern metropolis in general, encouraged feelings of martyrdom among artists, writers
and directors and threatened to render them ineffectual. Thus, symbolism also developed
as an aesthetic strategy of coping and survival in a hostile world. This can be seen as a
matter of withdrawal and flight from social reality into an alternative mythical world
constructed through the poetic transformation of what is said and heard. Such social
13Lunn, Marxism and Modernism, pp. 38.
14Ibid., p. 39.
pessimism and paralysis, surprisingly enough, provides a point of contact between
symbolism and the contemporary movement of naturalism.
Symbolism was introduced to Russia in the last decade of the nineteenth century by a
group of poets and writers centered around Valerii Briusov, Fedor Sologub, Konstantin
Balmont, and Dmitrii Merezhkovsky and Vyacheslav Ivanov. In a country whose
intellectuals all spoke French as their second language (a tradition that went back to
Catherine the Great), Baudelaire and his symbolist progeny were rapidly discovered,
translated, and assimilated. After 1900 a new generation of symbolists - led by Alexander
Blok, Alexei Remizov's, and Andrei Bely - advanced these discoveries considerably. For
example, Bely's Symphonies push symbolism's tendency to foreground the phonetic over
the semantic such that "sound was all that was left; there was no meaning." 15 Instead of
examining the phonetics, Remizov dismantled the structure of literary narrative in his 1905
novel The Pond which progresses as a series of disjointed episodes, mingles fantastic
elements with realistic description, and is laden with archaisms and neologisms. Such
experiments anticipate the experiments of the Futurists and their theorization in formalist
linguistics.
Paralleling the development of symbolism in Russian literature, Meyerhold made
several attempts to translate symbolist texts onto the stage. After his dismissal from the
Moscow Art Theater he organized the "Fellowship of the New Drama," hiring Remizov as
literary manager. This theater troop toured the provinces performing not only Ibsen,
Chekhov, Tolstoy and Ostrovsky but, in the later years, the symbolist dramas of
Hauptmann, Schnitzler, Maeterlinck and Przybyszewski. Although by 1905 Meyerhold
had actually done very little that would be called revolutionary, his attempts resulted in his
designation by certain Petersburg symbolist poets as the head of the symbolist movement in
the theater. 16 Indeed, after the Moscow Art Theater collapsed in 1904, Ivanov and the
15Serge Fauchereau, Moscow, (NY: Mallard Press, 1988), p. 119.
16James Symons, Meyerhold's Theater of the Grotesque, (Coral Gables: University of Miami Press, 1971),
p. 25.
Petersburg symbolists appealed to Meyerhold to help found their new theater. But the
"Torches Theater", as it was to be called, never materialized beyond the meetings held
every Wednesday at Ivanov's flat were discussions centered around philosophy, religion,
poetry, the occult and so on.
These meetings, along with his later reading of Fuchs, Appia and Wagner, deeply
influenced Meyerhold. If literary symbolism breaks from naturalism, in part, through a
claim for the autonomy of the word as a symbol system, then theatrical symbolism must
turn to the movement, for "above all, drama is the art of the actor."17 "Movement is the
most powerful means of theatrical expression," he writes in 1914. "The role of movement
is more important than that of any other theatrical element. Deprived of dialogue, costume,
footlights, wings and an auditorium, and left only the actor and his mastery of movement,
the theater remains the theater."18 "A theater which relies on physical elements is at least
assured of clarity," Meyerhold writes in 1922, and "every movement is a hieroglyph with
its own peculiar meaning." 19 Thus for Meyerhold as well as Fuchs, the body, in scenic
space, acquired an autonomous value. The body liberated from the machinery of the stage
is, for Meyerhold at this time, the Dalcroze dancer.20
Symbolism also promised to constitute new modes of aesthetic experience for the stage.
Reflecting symbolist thought as far back as Wagner, Fuchs called for the restoration of the
theater as a festive ritual, involving performers and spectators alike in a common aesthetic
experience that would reveal the universal significance of their personal existence. The
symbolic gestures of actor was to emancipate the audience from the merely apparent and
contingent realities of the physical and social world, and provide access to the "inner life"
of humanity. The mysticism of the poetic symbol puts humanity in touch with the
17Meyerhold, p. 52.
18Ibid., p. 147 Ten years earlier Fuchs had expressed: "Drama is possible without words and without
sounds, without sets and without costumes, as pure rhythmic motion of the human body. The authentic
provoker of the dramatic phenomenon is the actor." Georg Fuchs, Revolution in the Theater, (Ithaca:
Cornell University Press, 1959), p. 65.
19Meyerhold, pp. 199-200
20Ibid., p. 142.
supernatural. For Fuchs, the stage thus became not only a point of caesura with individual
life but of transcendence as well: "By virtue of their origins, the player and the spectator,
the stage and the auditorium are not opposed to each other, they are a unity." 21 In short,
the theater becomes the means for the recovery of a collective catharsis - for the recovery of
a portion of unalienated space.
Meyerhold, at least in part, did not deny this sort of fantasy. Like Fuchs, Meyerhold
criticized naturalism's causal bias. "The urge to show everything, come what may,"he
writes in 1906, "the fear of mystery, of leaving anything unsaid, turns the theater into a
mere illustration of the author's words." 22 And echoing Craig's call for "not realism but
style," Meyerhold asserted that the new theater must be built on the concept of
"stylization". In 1907 he writes:
With the word 'stylization' I do not imply the exact reproduction of the style of a given
period or of a certain phenomenon, such as a photograph might achieve. In my opinion the
concept of 'stylization' is indivisibly tied up with the idea of convention, generalization and
symbol. To 'style' a given period or phenomenon means to employ every possible means
of expression in order to reveal the inner synthesis of that period or phenomenon, to bring
out those hidden features which are to be found deeply imbedded in the style of any work
of art.23
And yet, in "The First Attempts at a Stylized Theater" published later that same year,
Meyerhold began to question the limits of such synthesis. Whereas Fuchs call for unity
reverberate with Wagner's notion of the Gesamtkunstwerk, Meyerhold called the idea of a
synthesis of the arts impossible: "The theater is constantly revealing a lack of harmony
amongst those engaged in presenting their collective creative work to the public. One never
2 1Georg Fuchs as quoted in Edward Braun, The Director and the Stage, (NY: Hohnes and Meier, 1982), p.
114.
22Meyerhold, p. 30.
23 Ibid., note p. 43.
sees an ideal blend of author, director, actor, designer, composer and property-
manager."24 "Art is incapable of conveying the sum of reality," writes Meyerhold in 1911,
"that is, all concepts as they succeed one another in time. Art dismantles reality, depicting
it now spatially, now temporally. For this reason, art consists either in images or in the
alteration of images: the first yields the spatial forms, the second - the temporal forms.
The impossibility of embracing the totality of reality justifies the schematization of the real
(in particular by means of stylization)." 25 For Meyerhold this lack is not to be mourned;
rather, it is the very site of the theater's potentiality. As Meyerhold wrote:
We intend the audience not merely to observe, but to participate in the corporate creative act
. . . Ultimately, the stylistic method presupposes the existence of a fourth creator in
addition to the author, the director and the actor - namely, the spectator. The stylistic
theater produces a play in such a way that the spectator is compelled to employ his
imagination creatively in order to fill in those details suggested by the stage action.26
The author, director, actor and the spectator constituted what Meyerhold called the "Theater
of the Straight Line": the director translates the author's text to bring it to the stage; the
actor then translates the director's interpretation to bring it to actual performance; and,
finally, the audience is encouraged to translate the actor's movements within their own
experience. 27
24Ibid., p. 49.
25 Meyerhold quoting Andrei Bely, p. 137. In 1908, Bely had warned against the "hasty popularization" of
symbolist values, writing: "Let's suppose we go into the temple-theater, robe ourselves in white clothes,
crown ourselves with branches of roses, perform a mystery play (its theme is always the same -God-like
man wrestles with fate) and then at the appropriate moment we join hands and begin to dance. Imagine
yourself, reader, if only for just one minute in this role. We are the ones who will be going around the
sacrificial altar - all of us: the fashionable lady, the up-and-coming stockbroker, the worker and the member
of the State Council. It is too much to expect that our steps and our gestures will coincide. While the
class struggle still exists, these appeals for an aesthetic democratization are strange." As quoted in
Konstantin Rudnitsky, Russian and Soviet Theater 1905-1932, (NY: Abrams, 1988), p. 10.
26Meyerhold, p. 63.27Ibid., p. 51-52.
In contrast to Fuchs theater, in which the actor-priest is to initiate the audience into a
mysterious world of art, Meyerhold seems to suggest an outline of a theater in which
author, director actor and audience alike would actively produce significance. While
demonstrating the same heightened self-consciousness about the nature of theatrical
language as Fuchs, and by doing so rejects naturalism's attempt to make art reflect or
represent an alleged "outer" reality, Meyerhold nevertheless avoids assigning this revelation
of artifice the hermetic mystique which characterizes much of symbolism. Indeed,
Meyerhold appears to foreground the collective building up of significance within the
theatrical event. As much as symbolism attempted to poetically transform the way in which
we think and imagine the world around us, they maintained a certain privileged relation to
this process and all too often assuming a fatalistic view of the possibility of just such a
transformation. Meyerhold avoided this historic paradox by realizing that the relationship
between image and symbol were not forged in some transcendent aesthetic realm but rather
in their conventional theatrical use.
The subtitles and ambiguities we are discussing are perhaps nowhere more sharply in
focus than in Meyerhold's 1906 production of Alexander Blok's The Fairground Booth.28
According to the historian Edward Braun, "Blok invoked the traditional figures of Pierrot,
Harlequin and Columbine to convey his intermittent doubts in the constancy of human
relations and even the coherence of personality itself."29  Presented at Vera
Komissarzhevskaya's Luna Theater, The Fairground Booth rides roughshod over Art
Theater sensibilities. Meyerhold describes the action this way:
The entire stage was hung at the sides and rear with drapes; this expanse of blue serves as a
background as well as reflecting the color of the setting in the little booth erected on the
stage. This booth has its own stage, curtain, prompter's box, and proscenium opening.
28Significantly, Meyerhold considered this production the beginning of his biography as a director. The
english translation of Blok's play can be found in Franklin Reeve, ed., Twentieth Century Russian Plays:
An Anthology, (NY: Norton, 1973), pp. 163-175.
29Braun, The Director and the Stage, p 121.
Instead of being masked by the conventional border, the flies, together with all the ropes
and wires, are visible to the audience; when the entire set is hauled aloft on the booth, the
audience in the actual theater sees the whole process.
In front of the booth the stage area adjacent to the footlights is left free. It is here that
the Author' appears to serve as an intermediary between the public and the events within
the booth.
The action begins at a signal on a big drum; music is heard and the audience sees the
prompter crawl into his box and light a candle. The curtain of the booth rises to reveal a
box set with doors stage-left and center, and a window stage-right. Parallel to the
footlights is a long table, behind which are seated the 'Mystics'; by the window is a round
table with a pot of geraniums and a slender gilt chair on which Pierrot is sitting. Harlequin
makes his first entry from under the Mystic's table. When the author runs on to the
proscenium his tirade is terminated by someone hidden in the wings who pulls him off by
his coattails; it turns out that he is tethered with a rope to prevent himfrom interrupting the
solemn course of the events on stage. In Scene Two "the dejected Pierrot sits in the middle
of the stage on a bench"; behind him is a pedestal bearing a statue of Eros. When Pierrot
finishes his long soliloquy, the bench, the statue and the entire set are whisked aloft, and a
traditional colonnaded hall is lowered in their place. In the scene where masked figures
appear with cries of 'Torches!' the hands of stage-hands appear from both wings holding
flaming Bengal lights on iron rods.30
Nearly every traditional notion of "art theater" is here stood on its head. Where Blok
called for "a normal theatrical room with three walls, a window and a door," Meyerhold
and his designer Nikolai Sapanov devised a theater-within-a-theater, a "staged" theater,
with prompter and scenery exposed. Whereas the naturalistic theater aspired to render a
picture of reality, the atmosphere of life, its mood and spirit, Meyerhold not only rejected
30 Meyerhold, p. 70-71.
these aspirations but humiliated them, abruptly and ironically removing all the coverings
and illusions of the naturalist stage. As Meyerhold biographer Konstantin Rudnitsky
points out, the secrets of stage effects are not only exposed and made visible, a feat
common enough in folk theater; but, rather, this whirring machinery was specifically and
unabashedly demonstrated to the audience.31
The irreverence of this production to the "slice of life" doctrine of naturalist theater is
perhaps nowhere more sharply in focus than in Meyerhold's staging of the scene with the
"Mystics". A long table at which the mystics sat, pushed to the front of the stage and
spanning its entire length, was covered with black cloth so the audience saw
just the upper part of their figures. Frightened by some reply, the mystics lower their
heads in such a way that they became headless and armless. It turns out that these are
cardboard cutouts of figures on which the suits and cuffs had been drawn with ash and
chalk. The actors' hands had been pushed through the round holes cut in the cardboard
busts and their heads had been leaning against cardboard collars.32
Things aren't what they seem to be, and the distance between appearance and meaning only
widened as the play continued. As Pierrot (played by Meyerhold himself) waited for his
Columbine, the mystics awaited the appearance of "the quiet redeemer" - Death - but the
new arrival on stage is neither Columbine nor the specter awaited by the mystics. Instead,
it is a vulgar and comic "author" figure who is horrified that the actors are distorting his
realistic drama. As he slinks off, covered in embarrassment at appearing on stage, a girl
appears whom the mystics take to be Death but who is recognized by Pierrot as his
Columbine. Her hair was braided into a plait over her shoulder, which the mystics
interpreted as a sign that she is Death since the word for plait and scythe (the very symbol
31Konstantin Rudnitsky, Meyerhold, The Director, (Ann Arbor: Ardis Publishers, 1981), p. 108.
32Meyerhold as quoted in Rudnitsky, Meyerhold, The Director, p. 107.
of Death) are homonyms in Russian. 33 At this point Harlequin entered, pushed Pierrot
down and walks off with the smiling Columbine. Further scandalized by this travesty of
his play about the love of a young couple which the actors distorted into some sort of
allegorical rubbish, the Author (a character in the play) stormed onto stage and appealed to
the audience for their vote to return the "normalcy" of his creation only to be yanked off the
platform by a pair of hands which appear through the curtain. Each of the author's
attempts to protest the misrepresentation of his text, each of his assertions of a singular,
unconditional interpretation, are travestied and debased.
Blok's play does more than simply reject naturalism's reflectionist aesthetics. The
empty cardboard facades of the mystics are an allegory of not only the naive naturalism of
Stanislavsky's theater but also the empty portentousness of symbolist drama. By
presenting the mystics as cardboard cutouts, Meyerhold undermines the unity of image and
symbol that symbolism attempts to forge. While the Author's vulgar attempts to anchor the
play in his "happily-ever-after" concept of "real life" are mocked, the mystics' entrancing
esoterism shows itself to be founded on paper-thin assumptions. When Arlecchino tired of
the world where everyone "lives in a sad dream", he jumped into that other world outside
his window in hopes of becoming one with it - only to find this idyllic image to be painted
upon a piece of paper. The injured clown with his convulsed body hanging across the
footlights, a part of him caught in each world, cried to the audience that he was bleeding
cranberry juice. With doubts about the validity of naturalism's vision and the hermetic
mysticism of symbolism's images, the play ended in the rueful uncertainty of
Pierrot/Meyerhold's monologue as he stood gazing directly at the audience, with the curtain
fallen behind - "I am very sad. And you are amused?" 34
The Fairground Booth does not seek to reflect the world or to present some
aestheticized other; instead, it sets out to destroy the highly conditional unity of realism and
33 Reeve, Twentieth Century Russian Plays, p. 169.
3 4Aiexander Blok, "The Fairground Booth," in Houghton, Twentieth Century Russian Plays, p. 175.
the aesthetic and religious biases of symbolism, replacing them with a polyvalent and
highly contiguous system of meaning. How can we characterize this system? The Russian
linguist Roman Jakobson in "Two Aspects of Language: Metaphor and Metonymy"
observed that literary realists tended to use "metonymic" series, developing the diachronic
aspects of language.35 "The kettle is boiling" is a sentence which assumes that water is
contiguous with the kettle . The point is not that the kettle is like water (as is the
metaphorical love is like a rose), but rather the kettle is boiling because the water inside the
kettle is. Symbolists, Jacobson argues, emphasize the highly associative metaphor,
exploiting the synchronic or "vertical" relations of language. "The car beetled along" is a
sentence which "beetled" is used in place of another term such as "moved." The two
words are similes of which "beetled" is given a certain poetic privilege. According to
Manfredo Tafuri in his study on the modern stage, this leads symbolist directors, like
Fuchs, Craig and Appia, to posit the body, with its semantic value, as "the metaphor for
that essentiality in which they . . . see the possibility of infinite transparencies." 36
Meyerhold refers to his work as neither metaphoric nor metonymic. However, he does
characterize the actor's movement as a "hieroglyph", an image which has historically been
linked to allegorical practices. 37 As Craig Owens has written in his article "The Allegorical
Impulse":
Allegory. . . implicates both metaphor and metonymy; it therefore tends to "cut across and
subtend all such categorizations, being equally possible in either verse or prose, and quite
35See Roman Jakobson, "On Realism and Art," and "Two Aspects of Language and Two Types of Aphasic
Disturbances" in Language and Literature, (Cambridge: Belknap Press, 1987), pp. 19-27 and pp. 95-120.36Tafuri, The Sphere and the Labyrinth, p. 97.
37Walter Benjamin in his work on Baroque Tragic Drama writes the arbitrariness of the relation between the
signifier and the signified in allegorist thought encourages "the exploitation of ever remoter characteristics
of the representative objects as symbols, so as to surpass even the Egyptians with new subtleties. In
addition to this there was the dogmatic power of meanings handed down from the ancients, so that one and
the same object can just as easily signify a virtue or a vice, and therefore more or less anything." Later he
writes: "in the context of the allegory the image is only a signature, only the monogram of essences, not
the essence itself in a mask." Walter Benjamin, Origin of German Tragic Drama, (London: NLB, 1977),
pp. 174 and 214.
capable of transforming the most objective naturalism into the most subjective
expressionism, or the most determined realism into the most surrealistic ornamental
baroque." This blatant disregard for aesthetic categories is nowhere more apparent than in
the reciprocity which allegory proposes between the visual and the verbal: words are often
treated as purely visual phenomena, while visual images are offered as script to be
deciphered ... In allegory, the image is a hieroglyph; an allegory is a rebus - writing
composed of concrete images.38
Certainly we can read Blok's play as an allegorical transgression of aesthetic
boundaries and Meyerhold's images as "script to be deciphered." The real cranberry juice
that the clown bleeds, the figure of the beautiful Columbine as Death, the fact that a crude
fairground farce is used to voice the purest, most romantic yearnings, all conform to the
"allegorical impulse." They also conform in many ways to the "grotesque" of which we
will have more to say later. What is crucial for our understanding at this point is that
already with The Fairground Booth, Meyerhold seems to be developing a notion of
meaning which turns on the arbitrary, conventional, unmotivated character of the theatrical
sign. Any person, any object, any relationship can mean absolutely anything else. In
allegory, a jagged line of demarcation is scored between theatrical object and meaning,
between signifier and signified. A line which forces into view the process whereby
theatrical raw materials are fixed and immobilized, for the more things and meanings
disengage, the more obvious become the material operations that attempt to reunite them.
And if experience is in this way converted to a stilted, repetitive text, it is only more
dramatically revealed that it is a text in the first place. 39 The threat posed by such
"blasphemy" appears not to have escaped the editors of the St. Petersburg Theater Review.
38Craig Owens, "The Allegorical Impulse: Toward a Theory of Postmodernism" in October, no. 12
(Spring, 1980), pp. 72-73. The quotation is from Joel Fineman, "The Structure of Allegorical Desire," in
October, no. 12 (Spring, 1980), p. 51.
3 91n his notes on the production of Calderon's Adoration of the Cross (1910), Meyerhold writes:
"Everything was austere and simple so that the predominant feature was whiteness. .. The spectator was
Truly what took place at Vera Komissarzhevskaya's theater on the 30th of December must
be regarded as an insult, not only to the theater, but also to literature, poetry, and dramatic
writing; it lies beyond the pale no less of art than of common sense.40
"The point is that the center of gravity in theater has shifted from the acting to the
production and mechanics," writes the St. Petersburg theater critic Alexander Kugel.41
And though, for him, this "play" is to be disdained, the reaction of the audience suggests
otherwise. The audience in attendance for The Fairground Booth lost its "usual criteria for
evaluation" and "divided into two camps: one group was enraged, and hissed and whistled,
the other applauded with equal vigor ... Passions flared, and this would happen at each
show. The protester's would even arm themselves with keys [to whistle through]." 4 2
Another observer wrote: "The tumult in the audience resembles an actual battle; reputable
people were ready to come to blows; whistles and roars of hate interrupted by reverberating
shouts of mirth, challenge, anger and despair." 4 3  Meyerhold understood this
demonstration perfectly: "Maybe a section of the audience hissed Blok and his actors, but
his theater was still theater. And perhaps the very fact that the audience felt free to whistle
so hysterically demonstrates better than anything that the reaction was a reaction to a
performance of true theatricality. "44
left in no doubt that the setting had no pictorial significance, and all attention was focused on the actors.
The setting is no more than a page on which the text is inscribed." Meyerhold, p. 143.
40Braun, The Director and the Stage, p. 123.
41Rudnitsky, Meyerhold the Director, p. 115.
42Ibid., p. 109.
43 Ibid.
44 Meyerhold, pp. 120-121. "If everyone praises your production, almost certainly it is rubbish. If
everyone abuses it, then perhaps there is something in it. But if some praise and others abuse, if you can
split the audience in half, then for sure it is a good production." Meyerhold as quoted in Gladkov,
"Meyerhold Speaks" in Drama Review, vol. 18, (September, 1974), p. 108.
THE THEATER OF THEATER
What appears to be taking place on the stage of Meyerhold's theater is a process which
can only be understood as a semiological system. Folding the methods and the depicted
subject upon one another - the play of play, the theater of theater - Meyerhold develops an
empirical, self-referential dramatic construct which examines its own linguistic specificity.
The question to be asked of Meyerhold's work is not so much what it means as how it
means. His interest, one can say, is not in reflecting reality, but in signifying it. For
example, The Fairground Booth draws attention to the fact that it is not the material "in-
itself" that is being exhibited, but its structural and conventional configurations. The
performance focuses attention on the way the various material signify in the theater, how
the theater is constituted in this play of meaning, and how meaning is itself constituted in
the play of theater. Referring to The Fairground Booth in 1912, Meyerhold writes:
The prologue and the ensuing parade, together with the direct address to the audience at the
final curtain ... all force the spectator to recognize the actor's performance as pure play-
acting. And every time the action leads the spectator too far into the land of make-believe
he immediately resorts to some unexpected sally or lengthy address a parte to remind them
what is being performed is only a play. 45
The Fairground Booth calls attention to the theatricality of theater, drawing the
spectator's attention to the conventional sign quality of its actions and forcing the audience
to translate or interpret its polyvalent meaning. If the naturalist theater proceeds in a
"constant flow of life" and symbolist theater proceeds as an aesthetic and mystical union of
image and symbol, Meyerhold's "relativist" theater proceeds as a fragmented, device-
45Meyerhold, p. 126.
baring, non-hierarchical, shock-producing, conventionalized theater.46 "The conventional
theater is such," Meyerhold writes in 1907, "that the spectator should not forget for a
moment that an actor is performing before him, and the actor should never forget that he is
performing before an audience, with stage beneath his feet and a set around him." 47 For
Meyerhold, the conventional theater "is to reveal the play to the spectator by employing
new unfamiliar means of scenic presentation to create an impression." 48
Meyerhold's experimentation with a relativist theater is clearly a precursor of Brechtian
Epic Drama. In 1927 Bertolt Brecht would write that "the essential point of epic theater is
perhaps that it appeals less to the feelings than to the spectator's reason. Instead of sharing
an experience the spectator must come to grips with things." 49 Walter Benjamin, in his
1939 essay on Brecht, elaborates the means by which the spectator was to achieve such
renewed perceptions. He writes:
The task of Epic theater, according to Brecht, is not so much the development of actions as
the representation of conditions. This presentation does not mean reproduction as the
theoreticians of Naturalism understood it. Rather, the truly important thing is to discover
the conditions of life. (One might say just as well: to alienate them.) This discovery
(alienation) of the conditions takes place through the interruption of happenings ... Like
the pictures in a film, epic theater moves in spurts. Its basic form is that of the shock with
which the single, well-defined situations of the play collide. The songs, the captions, the
lifeless conventions set off one situation from another. This brings about intervals which,
if anything, impair the illusion of the audience and paralyze its readiness for empathy.
46
"V. E. Meyerhold's main service is that in his productions he firmly and consistently carried out the
principles of 'relativist' theater." G. Chulkov (1908) as cited in Rudnitsky, Meyerhold the Director, p. 126.
Meyerhold used the term uslovnyi to describe his early theater work which is most frequently translated as
conditional or conventional.
47Meyerhold, p. 63.
48Ibid., p. 66.
49Bertolt Brecht, Brecht on Theater, (NY: Hill & Wang, 1964), p. 23.
These intervals are reserved for the spectator's critical reaction - (to the actions of the
players and to the way in which they are represented).50
In Benjamin's description there is more than an echo of Meyerhold's staging of The
Fairground Booth: the refusal to hide the artifacts of the theater (the lights, prompter box,
stage hands, and so on); the progression of the play as a series of episodes; the bright stage
lighting; the use of few but significant stage properties; the refusal to identify the actor with
the part; the formal grouping of actors on the stage; the willingness to adapt a given text. In
their simultaneity, and in their plurality and interchangability of their function, these
properties produce on the stage a vital tension which is "to transform the spectator into a
vigilant observer, to furnish him with the material which helps him grasp the true feeling of
the character." 51 For the writer and critic Evgeny Zamyatin, Meyerhold's theater was "a
game with the spectators, based on the unmasking of theatrical illusion ... [and] allowing
every kind of anachronism, eccentricity, dissonance." 52
Robert Leach in his recent study of Meyerhold's theater notes that "by the early 1920's
Meyerhold would in fact discover and utilize virtually every device of the theater we now
associate with Weimar Germany, especially with Piscator and Brecht." 53 Though these
devices were employed equally by Meyerhold and Brecht, in every case the Russian
preceded the German by years. We know that by the early 1920's, Brecht was interested
in Soviet art in general and Soviet theater in particular. 54 His first source was Bernhard
Reich, who had been attached to Kuleshov's Workshop (located on the floor above
Meyerhold's State Higher Theater Workshop (GVYTM) in Moscow). The two had met in
1923 at the Munich Kammerspiele working together for a brief time, a relationship they
50 Benjamin, "What is Epic Theater," in Illuminations, p. 150-153.
51Meyerhold, p. 56.
52Evgeny Zamyatin, "The Modem Russian Theater," in Ellandea and Carl Proffer, eds., Russian Futurism,
(Ann Arbor: Ardis, 1980), p. 202.
53Robert Leach, Vsevolod Meyerhold, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989), p. 170
54 See Katherine Eaton, "Brecht's Contacts with the Theater of Meyerhold," Comparative Drama, vol. 11,
no. 1 (Spring, 1977), pp. 3-21.
would repeat again in 1928 in Berlin and the Deutsches Theater. It was at the Deutsches
that Brecht and Reich met Asja Lacis, a Latvian actress and activist who had studied with
Vera Komissarzhevskaya who in turn had several years before hired Meyerhold to direct
her new theater between 1906-07. As Reich remembers, Asja "had studied in Moscow in
the Studio of Komissarzhevsky. She knew all about the new Russian Theater. Brecht
questioned her. He was obviously interested in information on Soviet Russia and on the
thinking about the arts. Many more conversations followed this one." 55 Lacis not only
knew the Soviet theater in general but expressed particular interest in Meyerhold's work
and had even put to use a comparatively unknown work of Meyerhold's, Alinea (1919),
for children. 56 Both Reich and Lacis traveled between Germany and the Soviet Union
throughout the 1920's and 1930's, and after World War II, they would become major
proponents of Brecht's work in the Soviet Union.57 Interestingly, it was Lacis and Reich
that also introduced Walter Benjamin to both Meyerhold and Brecht in the late 1920's.
Brecht's second source of information on Soviet theater was Sergei Tretyakov, the
Soviet playwright and journalist, who he had met by 1930 and whose plays influenced his
own. 58 Brecht was especially influenced by Tretyakov's Roar, China! which the
Meyerhold State Theater performed in Berlin in 1930 of which Brecht made a rough
translation. Brecht had defended Roar, China! when it was given in tour in 1930 in
Berlin, noting in indignation that the critic's completely misunderstood Meyerhold and
Tretyakov's aims: concerned only for their experience of empathy, they failed to see "that
there is here a real theory about the historic function of the theater."59 Tretyakov was
Brecht's first Russian translator, publishing a number of his plays in 1936. In Moscow,
Tretyakov took Brecht to the Central Worker's Club to see a performance by Mei Lan-fang.
55Bernhard Reich as quoted in Marjorie Hoover, Meyerhold: The Art of Conscious Theater, (Amherst,
MA: University of Massachusetts Press, 1974), p. 262.56Gary Smith, afterword in Walter Benjamin, Moscow Diary, (Cambridge: Harvard University Press,
1986), p. 140.
57Ibid., p. 142.
58See Eaton, "Brecht's Contacts with the Theater of Meyerhold," pp. 10-11.
59Bertolt Brecht as quoted in Hoover, p. 264.
Though the performance was hosted by Meyerhold, their is no evidence that he and Brecht
ever met. But the performance holds other significance. For Brecht it had been the
Chinese actor's way of watching himself at work ("self-admiration" Meyerhold had called
it) which was important: "The artist's object is to appear strange and even surprising to the
audience. He achieves this by looking strangely at himself and his work . . . Everyday
things are thereby raised above the level of the obvious."60 The language is easily
recognizable: it derives from Formalist critical terminology. And according John Willet
who has compiled Brecht's writing, this was when Brecht coined the term
"Verfremdungseffekt" (usually translated as "alienation effect") which is itself a
Germanization of Shklovsky's concept of "making-strange." 6 1 For Leach, "it was
Tretyakov, a close associate of Shklovsky and Meyerhold, who explained the concept to
Brecht. "62
Prompted by Russia's geographical position between Europe and the Orient,
Meyerhold had as early as 1916 incorporated a close study of Chinese and Japanese theater
into his Studio program. He may have first seen Japanese theater as early as 1902 when
Otodziro Kawakami's troupe toured Russia.63 Like Brecht, it was the conventional
gestures and the explicit theatricality of oriental theater which Meyerhold valued. In the
conventional language of Chinese theater, for example, an actor repeatedly shrugging his
shoulders indicates weeping, and if a character enters carrying a lantern, this tells the
audience that it is night. Not coincidentally, the Chinese theater would become a primary
object of study for the Prague Linguistic Circle in the 1930's, most notably in the work of
Karel Brusik.64 But while the theaters of the Orient may provide a common source for
Meyerhold and Brecht's investigations, it is within the field of Russian formalism that the
60Brecht, Brecht on Theater, p. 93.
6 1John Willet, Brecht On Theater, (NY: Hill and Wang, 1964), p. 99.
62 Leach, Vsevolod Meyerhold, p. 171.
63Meyerhold, pp. 47-8.
64 See Karel Brusdk, "Signs in the Chinese Theater," in Ladislaw Matejka and Irwin Titunik, Semiotics of
Art: Prague School Contributions, (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1976).
practices and theories of Meyerhold, Brecht, and even Benjamin, find their most
convincing affinities.
The formalist transformation in aesthetics that took place in St. Petersburg and Moscow
around the time of the first World War - one which had clear parallels with the linguistics of
de Saussure some ten years earlier - set out to explain the ongoing dialogue between artists,
movements and generations. And the element propelling that dialogue was what Victor
Shklovsky, in one of the seminal documents of the movement, called ostraneniye or
"making-strange":
The thing rushes past us, prepacked as it were; we know that it is there by the space it takes
up, but we see only its surface. This kind of perception shrivels a thing up, first of all in
the way we perceive it, but later this affects the way we handle it too . .. Life goes to waste
as it is turned into nothingness. Automization corrodes things, clothing, furniture, one's
wife and one's fear of war ... And so that a sense of life may be restored, that things may
be felt, so that stones may be made stony, there exists what we call art . .. Art is to make
objects "strange," to make forms difficult, to increase the length of perception because the
process of perception is an aesthetic end in itself and must be prolonged. Art is a way of
experiencing the artfulness of an object; the object is not important.65
The function of art, according to Shklovsky, was to "make-strange" the subject matter,
thereby forcing us to "see it anew." This view differs significantly from symbolist theory.
"An image is not a permanent referent for those mutable complexities of life which are
revealed through it, its purpose is not to make us perceive meaning"; rather, "to create a
special perception of the object."66 In other words, meaning is not to be found in some
65 Shklovsky's text, "Art as Device," can be found in L.T. Lemon and Marion Reis, eds., Russian
Formalist Criticism, (Nebraska, 1965), pp. 3-24. Due to the poor quality of the translation, I have used
Vincent Pecora's superior translation of this passage which can be found Vincent Pecora, "Towers of
Babel," in Diane Ghirardo, Out of Site, (Seattle: Bay Press, 1991), p. 52.
66Viktor Shklovsky, "Art as Device," in L.T. Lemon and Marion Reis, eds., Russian Formalist Criticism,
p. 13.
hermetic image but produced in perception, in the very act of perceiving. Formalism, as a
literary science, sets out to develop an immanent theory of literary production based on just
these perceptual effects. 67 Unfortunately, Shklovsky and the other formalist critics,
despite their familiarity and frequent reviews of Meyerhold's work, never developed a
systematic theory of theater.68
Meyerhold's production of Blok's The Fairground Booth maps out this process of
"defamiliarization" - or even "alienation" - before the terms were even invented. All the
classic features of formalism are used: the theatrical device is "bared", the material is
"made-strange", the act of expression itself is "foregrounded", the friction between what
happens and how it is presented is made obvious. The Author, for example, is not a
particular author, but a device which defamiliarizes the subject matter of the play. The
Author deforms the theatrical conventions - assuring authorial voice - in order to force the
audience to the play afresh "in order to restore to us the perception of life." 69 In addition,
the device operates at another level when it is perceived as a device; in other words, when it
doesn't conceal what it is. In this sense, the device of the Author draws attention to the fact
that it is not the material itself that is being exhibited but rather the material and procedural
processes of authorship itself. In Meyerhold's case this "baring of the device" meant
drawing attention to the theatricality of the presentation, thereby actually demystifying the
theater and focusing precisely on the tension between the materials and the forms or
signifying means. It is in our perception of this tension, and the ability to keep the different
elements which create it in our mind simultaneously, that allows us to make meanings. It is
finally here that we can locate Meyerhold's "fourth creator" and the "corporate collective
67See Julie Kristeva, "The Ruins of a Poetics," in Russian Formalism, (Edinburgh: Scottish Academic
Press, 1973), pp. 102-119.
68Though never writing formalist theater criticism, Shklovsky appears to have been quite familiar with
Meyerhold's work. According to the numerous fragmentary citations quoted in Rudnitsky and Gorchakov, it
appears that Shklovsky wrote numerous rather disparaging articles on Meyerhold's theater from 1918 to
1930. Interestingly, Shklovsky's criticisms tend to turn on the "incomprehensibility" of Meyerhold's stage,
failing, it would seem, to be able to convert his own style of literary criticism to the stage. See Nikolai
Gorchakov, The Theater in Soviet Russia, (NY: Columbia University press, 1957), p. 420 and Rudnitsky,
Meyerhold, The Director, pp. 350, 391, 394, and 419.
69Shklovsky as quoted in L.T. Lemon and Marion Reis, eds., Russian Formalist Criticism, p. 76.
act": forced to participate in the construction of the play's meaning, the spectator is yoked
into its very movements.
Nowhere is the contrast between the use of material and their signifying means more
clearly in focus than with Meyerhold's production of Lermontov's Masquerade at the
Alexandrinsky Theater in Petersburg. 70 Although the production of Lermontov's play was
put on with only eighteen days notice, it had been in preparation and intermittently
rehearsed for some five years. The cast of over two hundred was comprised of the
permanent Alexandrinsky company augmented by students from various drama schools,
including Meyerhold's own which he had established in 1916. The monumental
production, with sets by the designer Alexander Golovin, was first presented on February
25, 1917, the very eve of the revolution.
Like The Fairground Booth, the play turns on a number of (mis)recognitions. The play
tells of a dissolute gambler, Arbenin, who has been reformed by the love of his innocent
young wife, Nina. He thinks he has discovered that she has been unfaithful with the
Prince and makes to kill him. When he fails, he tries to humiliate him by throwing a deck
of cards in his face at a casino. In fact, Nina has not been unfaithful: she lost her bracelet
at a masquerade; the Baroness picked it up and gave it to an admirer, the prince, who now
is uncertain who's favors he had been seeking. Arbenin refuses to believe Nina, especially
when he sees her speak to the Prince at a society ball. He poisons her ice cream at the ball
and when they return home he tells her what he has done. After her death, he is driven
mad by remorse, prompted by a stranger who had earlier predicted the catastrophe during
the masquerade.
Although the play drew grudging praise from previously hostile critics, the acting was
again condemned as dull and irregular. Following the dress rehearsal two days before the
70Meyerhold had been dismissed from Komissarzhevskaya's theater in 1907, complaining that he had turned
her studio into a "laboratory for a director's experiments." He was hired to direct a number of plays at the
Imperial Theaters between 1907 and 1917.
opening, the Director of the Imperial Theaters in Petersburg, Vladimir Telyakovsky,
observed in his diary:
Golovin's staging is really incredibly beautiful, and in the smallest details. When one sees
it is not surprising that Golovin worked on it for several years. Concerning the acting, I
can have no real impression since Studentsov did not speak at all (fearing a soar throat for
tomorrow), Yurev rehearsed soto voce and, furthermore, I was continually distracted.7 1
The next morning, Telyakovsky watched yet another rehearsal and writes:
The staging of Masquerade depressed me. As I had supposed previously and told
Golovin, it is not theater's affair to work on the detail and minor points to the extent that
five years are required to do the staging . . . This so-called excess of taste crushed
everything - the play, the actors, and their acting. The result is an exposition in the middle
of which the actors were saying something that, despite all their efforts, remained
disconnected, so that the show lacked a pivotal point. Not only was there no impression,
but it was boring, especially for me, seeing it a second time. Meyerhold placed and trained
the actors with the same floridity and extravagances as Golovin's staging. The fact that
There was a single teacher for the actors was apparent, and it was not at all as in life, since
in life not everyone is affected - some simply live. Consequently, both wished to depict
life but then depicted a museum with figures from Coppelia.72
Like Telyakovsky, Kugel's remarks on the show are brief and derisive, but once again
to the point: "The weaknesses of Lermontov's play (and in Masquerade there is much that
is weak and imitative) are stressed and underscored; the strong sides are shaded and
7 1Vladimir Telyakovsky as quoted in Rudnitsky, Meyerhold, The Director, p. 230.
72Ibid., p. 230.
blurred." 73 To perform this play worse than it was performed in the Imperial Theater "is
possible, of course, but to play it more absurdly is impossible, just as it is impossible to
stage the play more absurdly . . . There was not one role performed properly, not one
character represented correctly and in the spirit of the author."74 For Kugel, "there was
something that persistently, annoyingly, and continuously confronted the eye." 75 The
artist and designer Mstislav Dobujinsky who had worked with Meyerhold on earlier
productions asked: "Where is the common artistic idea, where is the center. . . and where
is composition, if there is any? It's precisely this, the really essential, that is missing ...
And what's all this fabulous splendor for, and, anyway, what is it in front of us?" 76 The
audience too felt that the incongruity of the play: "It breaks the illusion . .. "; "It distracts
your attention"; "Lermontov didn't want this .. ."77
What these critics find corrupting is an irreducible surplus of signification that deflects
the sign from what they believe is its truly representational role; for these critics, the acting
and the staging is little more than an external embellishment, a supplement clumsily at odds
with the sensible. But it is precisely this surplus which Meyerhold sets out to demonstrate
and to utilize. Relentlessly alienated by the externality of this surplus, the spectator must
ceaselessly be recentered, so that Arbenin's project of self-recuperation, his "reading-of-
the-signs," is at the same time the spectator's attempt to re-retotalize the materials. Yet this
is the sign of an enormous irony (as Arbenin discovers). The plethora of signifiers which
constitutes the play produces an endless deconstruction of the fiction, jamming the narrative
and radically decentering the spectator. While symbolist drama finds an ingenious solution
to the gap between meaning and materiality in a dramatic form in which both are absolutely
synchronized, the act becoming exactly contemporaneous with the very point and genesis
of experience itself, the patterned action of Masquerade is always one cog off, the fixing of
73Ibid., p. 231.
74Ibid., p. 232.
75Ibid., p. 242.
76Mstislav Dobujinsky as quoted by Bowlt in Russian Stage Design: Scenic Innovation, 1900-1930,
(Jackson, Mississippi: Mississippi Museum of Art), p. 144.
77As quoted in Leach, Vsevolod Meyerhold, p. 140-141.
Scene from Mikhail Lermontov's, Masquerade directed by Vsevolod Meyerhold with staging by Alexander
Golovin, 1917.
one signifier causing the sliding of another. In this drama there is a forceful lack of
identity; the persistent mutual interference of what is stated and what is shown.
In short, Masquerade conceals nothing other than the identity of meaning itself.
Arbenin is both gambler and moralist; Nina - both guilty and innocent. The staging was at
once excessively decorative (Golovin's decorations which surrounded the stage nearly
collapse under their own weight) and ascetically minimal as the stage itself remained nearly
bare. Stilted language was accompanied by the most fluid movements, the whispers of a
conspiracy by the most impertinent music. Even Arbenin's monologic and self-centered
voice was disrupted by others': his crazed soliloquy in which he agonizes over his doubts
of Nina's guilt was dislocated and undermined by a sequence of strange mimed episodes
which continued around his oblivious tirade.78 Meyerhold broke up the four acts into ten
scenes that defied the author's narrative. Each scene was delineated by lowering and
raising a number of different curtains that sectioned off particular areas of the stage,
producing unusual spatial disjunctures and an ever-shifting point of view for the audience.
78Ibid., 143-144.
Meyerhold even risked fragmenting whole monologues: a monologue may begin on one
set, continue on the forestage ("as if they were 'close-up' or had crossed the proscenium
line and entered the auditorium" 79) while the curtain lowers behind the actor's back, then
conclude in a third set which had been just lowered from the fly. As Rudnitsky has pointed
out, these disjunctures "imparted an overall impression of uncertainty and instability to the
production, a disturbing unease to its opulence." 80
Masquerade undergoes a radical fragmentation and dispersal, a condition perhaps
nowhere more in focus than in the musical score and its relation to the action. Leach notes
that the music created "a series of moments which exist primarily for themselves but which,
just as they are taking hold, are interrupted by other, often contradictory, moments." 81 As
Meyerhold writes: "Sometimes the actor's movement and the music do not coincide, but,
initiated simultaneously, they constitute a particular form of polyphony." 82 The
significance of this polyphony becomes clear if we compare Meyerhold's statement to one
made by the symbolist Adolphe Appia. "Whereas the arts signify," writes Appia in 1919,
"music, instead, exists; the signs of which it makes use are identical with its direct action.
It represents the very voice of our soul: its ideality in time is thus perfectly founded and
legitimate." 83 Appia betrays in his remarks a deep phonocentric prejudice which we have
become accustomed to associate with a metaphysics of the human subject, centered in the
plenitude of its linguistic presence, the origin of all sense. The speaking voice, obliterating
its own materiality in the "naturalness" of its self-production, opens a passage to the
equivalent "naturalness" of its representation - a passage blocked by the materiality of
79Ibid., p. 140.
80Rudnitsky, Russian and Soviet Theater 1905-1932, p. 23.
81Leach, VsevolodMeyerhold,, p. 148.
82Meyerhold, p. 149. "Meyerhold demanded not a direct or outward correspondence to musical rhythms,
but exploration of more distinct movements, inwardly founded through association and contrast." Boris
Alpers as quoted in Rudnitsky, Russian and Soviet Theater 1905-1932, p. 24.
83Adolphe Appia as quoted in Tafuri, The Sphere and the Labyrinth, p. 95. Stanislavsky expresses a
similar sentiment: "the voice must sing in conversation and in verse, sound violin like and not hammer out
words like peas against a board. How can we achieve in conversation a sound that is continuous, flowing,
merging words and complete phrases, passing through them like a thread through the beads and not breaking
them up into separate syllables?" Konstantin Stanislavsky as quoted in Rudnitsky, Meyerhold, The
Director, p. 229.
script, which is thus destined to remain external or supplemental to the spontaneous
creation of meaning. 84 For Appia, drama is to slide into the spectator's body by freeing
itself from the materiality of the signifier to become the medium of the living body itself, of
which nothing is more symbolically expressive than the "spontaneous" voice of music.
Meyerhold, by contrast, does not fall prey to the illusion that voice is any more
spontaneous or immaterial than any other material element of the theater. Indeed, in 1905
he expressed what was needed in theater was "the cold minting of words" 85 and in 1922
the voice is categorized with the body as the "actor's material."86 In 1923, Tretyakov, who
was teaching "word movement" at Meyerhold's workshop, would state even more
succinctly that what Meyerhold sought was a "verbal gesture." 87 The music for
Masquerade is yet one more material sign that cannot be totalized within the play.
This is a production that defied and bewildered the canons of criticism. Meyerhold's
production is extravagant; it is in excess. It refuses to forge an identity between materiality
and meaning, form and content. It is impossible that Meyerhold's allegorical devices
should not appear mechanical and uncouth in the light of symbolism's more glamorous
notions. Unlike symbolism's wholesale dissolution of meaning into the originating subject
- a triumphant victory over the alienation of meaning through the ceaseless recuperation of
the unity of subject and object - Meyerhold's analytic and semiotic investigation forces a
condition of alienation. For Telyakovsky and Kugel, all of this is simply offensive, but
they fail to recognize that it possesses that quality of provocative offensiveness just as they
cannot read the harsh laboriousness of the staging and action as anything but a violation of
sensuous immediacy. Within the context provided by Russian formalism, however, the
action of Masquerade can be recognized as a labor that thwarts the "natural" texture of the
84See Jacques Derrida, Of Grammatology, (Baltimore: John Hopkins University Press, 1974), pp. 302-
313. This section pertains specifically to the theater.
85Meyerhold as quoted in Leach, Vsevolod Meyerhold, p. 80.
86Meyerhold, "Program of Biomechanics (1922)," in Hoover, Meyerhold: The Art of Conscious Theater,
312.
87Sergei Tretyakov as quoted in Leach, Vsevolod Meyerhold, p. 80
Interior of the Alexandrinsky Theater in Petersburg designed by Carlo Rossi.
senses, not simply refusing to suppress its own artifice but constituting its very meaning
within it.
Indeed, Masquerade fights the anonymity and automization of meaning to invest all in
significance, in the search of which even the auditorium must be wrenched into
submission. The lights of the hall were never dimmed, refusing to provide the comfortable
darkness from which the audience could passively contemplate the play's unfolding. At the
back of the stage space were several gigantic double doors, sculpted with motifs drawn
from the decoration of the auditorium, surrounded by slender columns which echoed the
columns of the side boxes, and flanked by huge frosted glass mirrors. The mirrors reflect
audience and stage to each other and to themselves, seeming to cancel the distance between
them and to join them in a single, unified image. In contrast to the disjunctures of the rest
of the staging, the mirrors apparently bolster the participants in a self-identity with the
action by ceaselessly reflecting back to them an image that is at once itself and another. But
this unity is illusory and more, it is specifically demonstrated as so. The stage design, an
apparent reflection of the auditorium, was actually an inverted image of the auditorium:
the architectural motif of the stage, white ornaments on a gold background, is an inverted
reflection of the auditorium's gold ornamentation on white ground. This staging, a
reflection of the auditorium, is then reflected once again back to the auditorium in the
mirrors on the stage. And, as the Russian Yury Lotman has recently pointed out in his
article "Painting and the Language of Theater," this second act of deformation brings the
conventional, constructed character of the theatrical environment into view. He writes:
The semiotic situation ... is latent as a pure possibility in the elemental act of reduplication
of an object. As a rule, it remains unrealized for the naive mind that is not predisposed to
the perception of reality in terms of signs. The situation is different when a double
duplication or a secondary duplication occurs. In such a case we clearly see the inadequacy
of the object to its representation and the transformation of the former in the process of
duplication, which naturally calls attention to the mechanism of duplication. In other
words, it turns the process from a semiotically unconscious to a conscious one.88
With the device of the mirror, the language of the theater turns into the principle object
of the audience's attention by revealing the conventional nature of its visual signs. The
introduction of the mirrors within the traditional perspectival system makes it possible to
show the actors from two points of view simultaneously: the spectator saw the players and
the stage properties from the back and also from the front. Point-of-view is identified as an
independent structural entity and presented as a conscious and autonomous reality. The
system of mirror reflection and perspective was perpendicular to the proscenium arch and
led outside the boundaries of the stage box. It is precisely the mirror and the perspectives
reflected in it that reveal the contradictions between the confined space of the stage and the
expansiveness of the represented world; in other words, it reveals the character of the
language of theater as the object of perceptual cognition. The mirror separates the methods
of representation from the represented objects, first by producing a representation of reality
88Yury Lotman, "Painting and the Language of Theater," in Alla Efimova and Lev Manovich, eds.,
Tekstura: Russian Essays on Visual Culture, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1993), p. 46.
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then by simultaneously introducing into the image something that, according to the accepted
codes of the language of theater, has to remain outside the frame. The method of
representation becomes the subject of representation. Moreover, this transgression of the
proscenium is not only a deformation which emphasizes certain properties of the theatrical
object; it also suggests the dialogic involvement of this object with other language systems
into whose space the object is projected.
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II. ENVISIONING THE SOCIAL BODY
The carnivalesque crowd in the
marketplace or in the streets is not merely a
crowd. It is the people as a whole, but
organized in their own way, the way of the
people. It is outside of and contrary to all
existing forms of the coercive
socioeconomic and political organization,
which is suspended for the time of the
festivity.
-Mikhail Bakhtin
THE GROTESQUE
As The Fairground Booth was playing to full audiences in Petersburg, Picasso was
painting what would become the icon of modem art, Les Demoiselles dAvignon, in Paris.
Although Meyerhold could not have come in contact with Picasso's work earlier than 1908
(when Sergei Shchukin began to amass in Moscow his collection of paintings by Picasso
and various other European avant-gardists), his theatrical production and Picasso's painting
exhibit numerous affinities. 1 Both gain their notoriety for their discordant images, not only
in the way that they rupture, fracture and dislocate traditional forms with a certain amount
of violence but in the disharmony of their own parts. As the five demoiselles offers the
viewer figures of classical formality as well as jagged, clashing masks, the Booth contained
images of the beautiful Columbine and the contoured, crashing Arlecchino. Both reject
natural relationships in favor of abstract forms: the faceted color fields for Picasso; the
figures of the commedia dell'arte for Meyerhold. They also share the tenets of Russian
formalism: both "make-strange" the material as well as the medium, foregrounding the
semiotic character of their respective fields. They also both mark a violent entry of the
grotesque into modern art.
In 1911, Meyerhold gave his first systematic definition of the term "grotesque" and,
according to Rudnitsky, virtually introduced the concept to the vocabulary of the Russian
theater.2 Meyerhold writes:
1Though Meyerhold and Picasso would meet in 1930 when Meyerhold's theater toured Paris and Berlin, and2Rudnitsky, Meyerhold, The Director, p. 160. Meyerhold first used the term in 1911 but the first
occurrence of the "grotesque" can be traced to Meyerhold's production of Schluck and Jau (1905),
Hauptmann's ironical mask about two vagrants ennobled for a day for the nobility's amusement but whose
obscenities and puns play havoc with the ruling classes' cultural norms for social behavior. It appears that
Meyerhold knew nothing of Alfred Jarry's Ubu the King, perhaps the first forceful example of the grotesque
on the modem stage, published and performed in Paris in 1896. Meyerhold makes no reference to Jarry in
his writings and Meyerhold's commentators have not pursued the possibility of a connection. Certainly
Appolinaire would have informed him of Jarry's work but, according to Braun, Appolinaire and the
Surrealists didn't "rediscover" Jarry until 1916.
We can create stage stylization in all its fullness and power by transforming this method
into a new approach.
The new approach of which I speak and which alone, from our point of view,
completely reclothes stylization on stage, is defined by the word "grotesque."
I happen to be writing an extensive work on this approach. The first time I applied this
approach on stage was in Blok's The Fairground Booth, but it was insufficiently
expressed. Already in Columbine's Scarf and in Don Juan I attempted to operate more
boldly using this approach. Before us are two productions from the same season,
Masquerade and another play which I am keeping secret for the time being - in these I shall
continue the efforts I have begun in this area. . .3
Meyerhold continues:
The grotesque does not recognize the purely debased or the purely exalted. The
grotesque mixes opposites, consciously creating harsh incongruities, playing entirely on its
own originality ... The grotesque deepens life's outward appearance to the point where it
ceases to appear merely natural . . . Is it not the task of the grotesque in the theater to
reserve this ambivalent attitude in the spectator by switching the course of action with
strokes of contrast? The basis of the grotesque is the artists constant desire to switch the
spectator from the plane he has just reached to another that is totally unforeseen. Then: any
gesture, any step, any turn of the head - in a word, any motion is examined. . . You get
what you do not expect at any given moment. . .4
In 1922 Meyerhold would be even more explicit: the grotesque is the "intentional
exaggeration and distortion of nature and the combination of objects which neither nature
3Meyerhold, p. 138.
4Ibid.
nor our daily experience combine, along with the insistent underlining of the material and
ordinary sense of the form thus created."5
These statements clearly demonstrate that, at least in part, the grotesque is for
Meyerhold an enactment of just that type of analysis which would be adopted over the next
decade by the Russian formalists: the grotesque is not "natural" but the articulation of
various forms, a mixture of means and materials, the play of various techniques that forces
the spectator to reconsider his perceptions. The grotesque is a kind of play, a game which
exhibits the tensions between narrative sequence and unexpected visual displacements. For
Meyerhold, the clown provides a paradigmatic model of the grotesque at this time: "their
quick, rhythmic change from one movement to the next in the most unexpected leaps"
estranges the spectator ("You get what you do not expect at any given moment"),and
forces one to examine the clown's movements anew. 6 Meyerhold presents a semiological
argument of the grotesque which rejects traditional models of how meaning and perception
operate by reiterating the conventionality, arbitrariness and unmotivated character of the
theatrical sign. In this way, the realm of the grotesque offers promise of constituting
radically new modes of theatrical experience.
But the grotesque had another sense as well. In the same article from which the above
statements were taken, Meyerhold writes: "Surely the grotesque is not intended simply as a
means of creating or heightening contrasts. Is not the grotesque an art in itself?" 7 What
can Meyerhold mean by this reference to a grotesque "art in itself"? A few lines later he
suggests an answer: "The lusts of the flesh, the sin of lavisciousness, the insurmountable
bestiality of life: all these seem to be designed to prevent excessive idealism from turning
into asceticism."8 It would seem that for Meyerhold this grotesque "art in itself" is the
corporeal, material body ("the basic characteristic of the theater" as Meyerhold calls it) that
possesses an uncivilized and uncivilizable trace, a core of resistance to abstraction and
5Meyerhold, "Amplua aktera," in Hoover, The Art of Conscious Theater, p. 309.
6Meyerhold, p. 138.
7 Ibid.
8 Ibid.
idealism. In this sense, the contorted antics of the clown are not only a relativizing
intrusion into symbolic discourses but an assertion of the body's resistance to such
discourses. Moreover, Meyerhold identifies the materiality of the grotesque body with
specific forms of social experience: the grotesque originated in the marketplace in the "art
of folk song and folk theater."9 The grotesque, then, is paradoxical realm. It is, according
to Meyerhold, "a dramatic form which is linked on the one hand with theatrical - as
opposed to literary - traditions, and on the other with the taste of the people."10
To some extent, these claims can be organized around two issues. The first concerns
the somewhat dehistoricized formal capacity of the grotesque to relativize all modes of
perception by bracketing them as arbitrary constructs. The second concerns the historic
intelligibility of the grotesque: Meyerhold attempts to endow the grotesque with a
communicative potential derived from its inscription, through its ancestry, with (lower-)
class identity and resistance. The realm of the grotesque would therefore seem to be
subversive partly because of its capacity to bracket as discourses hegemonic cultural forms,
thereby undermining whatever values they contain, and partly because of the complex of
values that it represents. The grotesque serves as Other to dominant discourses in the first
version, whereas in the second version the grotesque's historical associations seem to
become part of its identity. Therefore, these two dimensions might be formulated as the
reflexive and the essentialist understandings of the grotesque, respectively. This
formulation will mark, in various degrees and in various ways, Meyerhold's entire oeuvre.
Meyerhold's somewhat paradoxical marriage of advanced forms of theatrical
production and cognition with folkloric identity parallel a much larger paradoxical situation
in Russia itself. Industrialization had come relatively late to Russia; it was not until the
1890's, fifty years after Britain, that the first large-scale growth of industry and towns
9Ibid., p. 123.
10Ibid., p. 123. Meyerhold had traveled the provinces extensively with his theater troupe in the first decade
of the century, performing at various fairs and theaters where he noted the links between the tradition of the
grotesque image and folk culture in general. His reading of the grotesque was also sharpened through his
reading of the seventeenth century actor and dramatist Molidre.
occurred. But the expansion of Russia between 1890 and 1905 had been at a rate of
approximately eight percent per year. Coal production had double in this period, iron and
steel production had increased over five fold. In 1894 Russia had eight technical schools;
ten years later it had over a hundred. Despite this enormous surge toward industrialization
and modernization, the vast majority of the Russian population retained very strong links to
the village life. 11 Peasants lived with one foot in the traditional village world and other in
modem industrial town. Though they had gained emancipation in 1861 and many had
sought and found work in the cities, conditions placed on this freedom made it nearly
impossible to move permanently. The new employment demands of the industrial centers
were met in large part by the transitory peasants from the villages. Even among the
permanent workers, many retained their land in the village and had left wives and children
there. This fractured social landscape supported a new socialist militancy in Russia as the
Bolsheviks broke with the evolutionary and parliamentary version of Marxism that had
been influential in the Second International. Having welcomed the 1905 revolution,
Meyerhold was clearly on the left during this period of massive upheaval, although which
opposition group he was closest to - peasant Social Revolutionaries or worker Social
Democrats (Mensheviks or Bolsheviks) - is not at all clear.
Paralleling Meyerhold's investigations of the grotesque in the theater, painters such as
Mikhail Larinov, Natalia Goncharova, Vladimir Tatlin, and Kazimir Malevich turned their
attention toward similarly "primitive" impulses. Compare, for example, Larinov's Soldiers
(1908). On one hand, Soldiers is a programmatic analysis of the painterly idiom, a
systematic exploration of the intrinsic properties of color, texture and line. On the other
hand, the bright colors, emphatic lines, inverted perspective, intense decorativeness and
crudeness of Larinov's painting transmits particular devices from the icon, the lubok, and
traditional signage. The painting is therefore in part an assault on anthropomorphic from,
perspective, local color and the traditional construction of space that emphasizes the
11See Sheila Fitzpatrick, The Russian Revolution, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1982), pp. 11-18.
Mikhail Larinov, Soldiers, 1908.
materiality and the anonymity of the painterly procedure and, in part, an attempt to forge
links with lower-class identity through a retrieval of folkloric iconography. Rather than a
sign of some blissful prehistoric status, as it may be thought in Western ontologies, the
return to the crude practices of folk culture in Russia is an attempt to demystify and
devaluate the traditional claims for the authenticity of the spiritual and the transcendent in
painterly execution, an attempt that holds the promise of opening culture to the experience
of others. Implicitly contesting the very notion of what constitutes a work of art at the
same time it attempts to forge identities with different socio-economic groups, Soldiers
aligns itself with Meyerhold's notion of the grotesque. The realm of the grotesque
inscribes nearly all of the cultural productions in the first two decades of the twentieth-
century in Russia: Blok's The Twelve systematically dismantles conventional poetics at
the same time it links itself to the traditional ditty; Mayakovsky's prose resonates with the
noises of the city as much as the carnival barker; and Tatlin's reliefs are a constellation of
industrial materials and Russian icons.
Meyerhold developed his notion of the grotesque through the 1910's under the
pseudonym "Dr. Dapertutto," forced on him by the terms of his contract with the Imperial
Theater. 12 Dr. Dappertutto had no theater so his presentations - twenty-four in all - took
place in assembly rooms, cabarets, and even private flats. Here and in the small
pedagogical studio he opened in 1913 for acting, Meyerhold set out to continue and
develop the "laboratory experiments" he had begun at Komissarzhevskaya's. In 1916 Dr.
Dappertutto/Meyerhold wrote as part of his Studio Program a section on "Acting Devices:
Material Basis and Theater Explored": "It is a vital condition of theater that the actor
manifests his art through his technique alone; through his acting he interprets the material
placed at his disposal by employing those means which are consistent with the properties of
the human body and spirit."13 A year earlier, he developed a series of sixteen pantomimes,
each having the self-contained aim of presenting a different kind of movement. Yet, this
investigation was not limited to the examination of isolated movements of the body. The
actor experimented not only with individual gestures but how the shape of the acting
platform affects the body's movement, how the alteration of the numbers of characters on
stage affects the acting, and how the space and time realities of stage effect the audience's
perception. The actor studied the contrast between the metric basis of music and movement
(including the ideas of pauses in movement), the relationships constituted through the
interaction with stage properties, and the effect of acting on the spectator (such as the
difference between large and small gestures). If theater is to be defined as the movement of
bodies within the space of the stage, then these pantomimes were the reflexive performance
of that definition, for the body sets out to mean nothing more than the structural operation it
explores. Such "formal discipline of parts," according to Meyerhold, was to combat the
"inspirational actor" who "no longer 'plays' but simply 'lives' on the stage." 14
While continuing his formal investigations Meyerhold also continued to advance the
fair, the circus, the cabaret and the medieval market place as models of collective
identification and experience. The basic course of the Studio Program included not only
12The name "Dr. Dappertutto" is after the magician of E. T. A. Hoffman's tale Adventures of New Years
Eve. It translates roughly as "Dr. Everywhere."
13Meyerhold, p. 155.
14 Ibid. p. 125.
techniques of stage movement and the study of the technical aspects of theater, but Italian
improvisational comedy and traditional seventeenth and eighteenth century theatrical
devices while individual subjects included "The Circus and the Theater," "Gozzi" who
revived the commedia dell'arte in Italy in the eighteenth century, and several course on
Western and Eastern theatrical conventions. 15 The Italian commedia dell'arte was
especially influential for Meyerhold and in 1911 he noted that these players had performed
in Russia in the eighteenth century. "Resonant echoes" of their style, he asserted, "can still
be heard in the fairground booths of central Russia" and "the commedia dell'arte tradition.
is firmly implanted" there. 16 The commedia dell'arte as well as the various other
popular forms of theatrical production provided an antidote to the theater of individual
psychology and the naturalistic play and spurred the actors towards physical, movement-
based performances and the audience toward a kind of phenomenology of perception.
Referring to the fourteenth century French theater Les Clercs de la Basoche, Meyerhold
writes: "Les Clercs de la Basoche resorted to the principles of mummery and went out into
the streets. It was there, in the intimate relationships between the histrion and his public,
that the true theater was created."17
Meyerhold's experimentation with the commedia dell'arte and vaudeville cabotinage
parallel similar investigations by the Russian Futurists, particularly Mayakovsky and
Khlebnikov. Khlebnikov's play The Little Devil, for example, shatters all notion of unity
and coherency. 18 While the absurdist devices to which Blok resorts in The Fairground
Booth only slightly distort reality by suddenly interrupting everyday experience with bursts
of nonsense and inanity, these devices acquire a formative energy in The Little Devil as the
structure itself becomes chaotic. All logical links between episodes are severed and, in
principle, anything at all can happen and anything can be said. Side by side and on equal
footing with officials, beggars, policeman, old men and women, idlers, hawkers, waiters
15Ibid. p. 155.
16Meyerhold as quoted in Leach, Vsevolod Meyerhold, p 10.
17Meyerhold, p. 120.
18The play is described in Rudnitsky, Russian and Soviet Theater 1905-1932, p. 12.
and so on, we encounter animated sphinxes and caryatids, Hercules fresh from propping
up the pediment of the Petersburg palace, pagan gods and goddesses, naked witches, a
crow and a mammoth, the French Libert6 and even a character called "A Glass of Beer"
(who, as indicated in a stage direction, "takes on the dimensions of the universal"). 19
During the "first Futurist theatrical production in the world" in 1913 at the Luna Park
Theater, Khlebnikov's words were only heard in the prologue to the Matyushin-
Kruchenykh opera Victory Over the Sun, a production that despite Kazimir Malevich's sets
and costumes failed to realize Khlebnikov's attempt to create a new theatrical vocabulary
based upon a kind of urhistory of Russian theatrical forms. Khlebnikov's ideas would be
first put to the test in another production that day, Vladimir Mayakovsky: A Tragedy.20
With its child-like backdrops depicting at one moment little boats, houses and wooden
horses and at the next a city with roofs, streets and telegraph poles collapsing onto one
another, characters ranging from Mayakovsky as himself to painted cardboard figures
carried around the stage by stage hands in white lab coats, and "inanimate objects" that
come to life, speak and liberate themselves from the power of people, Mayakovsky's play
performs the dialectic of folkloric primitivism and empirical investigation to its extreme.
Among the audience at the opening of this Futurist spectacle, Lyvshits recalled "Blok's
concentrated expression." Meyerhold too was present, no doubt noting its affinities to his
own work. 2 1
Arbitrary construction or folkloric identity - how can the paradoxes of the grotesque be
thought through? How can one reconcile a semiological argument of theatrical construction
that turns on the conventional, arbitrary, unmotivated character of the sign with an
19Ibid.20 A translation of the play can b found in Vladimir Mayakovsky, The Complete Plays of Vladimir
Mayakovsky, (NY: Simon and Schuster, 1968), 19-38.
2 1Indeed, Lyvshits and Chukovsky drew a direct line from Meyerhold's production of The Fairground Booth
to Mayakovsky's Futurist drama. See Wiktor Woroszylski, The Life of Vladimir Mayakovsky, (NY:
Orion Press, 1970), pp. 74 and 79. The Futurist show was held in the same theater that Meyerhold's that
eight years previously, Meyerhold had staged Blok's The Fairground Booth. In 1915 or 1916, the two met
and Mayakovsky visited Dr. Dapertutto's Studio where he read his poems to the students. Meyerhold and
Mayakovsky would become close friends and collaborators after the revolution.
essentialist argument that insists on material, bodily identities remaining outside symbolic
discourses? The answer to these questions are crucial. For, on one hand, what prevents
formalism from spiraling in upon itself in a self-reflexive tautology? Or, on the other hand,
what prevents the search for collective identity from turning into a nostalgic retreat into
some primal landscape that never was or, worse, from becoming a mantra for nationalism
and imperialism? Of course, these possibilities are not exclusive; they can, and often do,
fold in upon each other.22 But there are other possibilities that may transgress these poles,
and it is to these we now turn.
THEATER STAGE, CARNIVAL SQUARE
If Meyerhold's concept of the grotesque sounds familiar today it is not because his
practice had considerable impact on the thinking and practice of his peers, but rather
because, more than a half-century later, the same phenomenon is analyzed in a text that is
by now rightfully considered one of the most important contributions to twentieth-century
aesthetic theory. The text is Mikhail Bakhtin's Rabelais and His World, and the following
excerpt might be compared with Meyerhold's definition of the grotesque as the mixing of
opposites, "consciously creating harsh incongruities", which engender new perceptions.
Bakhtin writes:
The essence of the grotesque is precisely to present a contradictory and double-faced
fullness of life. Negation and destruction (death of the old) are included as an essential
phase, inseparable from affirmation, from the birth of something new and better. The very
2 2 See Hal Foster, "The Primitive Unconscious," in Recodings, (Seattle: Bay Press, 1985), pp. 181-208.
material bodily lower stratum of the grotesque image (food, wine, the genital force, the
organs of the body) bears a deeply positive character.23
According to Bakhtin, the grotesque encompasses an immense world which cuts across
temporal and spatial boundaries. The grotesque can be found in certain "low" non-classic
areas of ancient Greece culture, in medieval folk humor, in the literature of the
Renaissance, and even in various modernist movements. Though the grotesque in each of
these periods has a qualitatively different relation to existent social relations (the medieval
and Renaissance being the only moments when the grotesque was integrated into every
aspect of life), it maintains in Bakhtin's view a universal significance. The realm of the
grotesque is always one of degradation, materialization and renewal, "that is, the lowering
of all that is high, spiritual, ideal, abstract; it is a transfer to the material level, to the sphere
of the earth and body in their indissoluble unity ... To degrade is to bury, to sow, and to
kill simultaneously, in order to bring forth something more and better ... Degradation digs
a bodily grave for a new birth; it is not only a destructive, negative aspect, but also a
regenerative one." 24 In Bakhtin's schema, the grotesque fulfills three functions at once: it
provides an image-ideal of and for a popular community as an heterogeneous and
boundless totality; it provides a repertoire of festive and comic elements capable of
ridiculing and relativizing the serious and oppressive languages of official culture; and it
provides a thoroughly materialist metaphysics whereby the grotesque "bodied forth" the
cosmos, the social formation, and language itself.
The grotesque, like allegory, turns on the appropriation and depletion of meaning, the
fragmentation and juxtaposition of elements, the unhinging of signifier and signified. Yet
allegory and the grotesque are by no means identical. In his analysis of the historical
conditions that generated allegorical practices in European Baroque literature, Walter
Benjamin suggests that the rigid immanence of the Baroque - its worldly orientation - leads
23 Bakhtin, Rabelais and his World, (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1984), p. 62.
2 4 Ibid., pp. 19-21.
to the loss of an anticipatory, utopian sense of historical time and results in a static, almost
spatially conceivable experience of time. 25 The desire to act and produce, and the idea of
political practice, recedes behind a generally dominant attitude of melancholic
contemplation. With the grotesque, the world takes on a particularly rigid immanence, the
body achieving its deepest signification as a corpse. But there is in the grotesque a certain
vitality rather than death, a universal transformative potential engendered by the processes
of the body. Eating, drinking, defecating, and reproducing all lend an assertive, positive
character to the grotesque, a willful creative force that escapes the melancholic allegorical
mind. A body politic is here suggested that attends not only, in a negative fashion, to its
past, but something of its revolutionary potential.
The realm of the grotesque has for Bakhtin the name of carnival. In a riot of semiosis,
carnival unhinges all transcendental signifiers and submits them to ridicule and relativism,
power structures are estranged through grotesque parody, necessity thrown into question
and objects displaced or negated into their opposites. A ceaseless practice of travesty and
inversion rampages through social life. But carnival is more than deconstruction: in
rendering existing power structures alien and arbitrary, it releases the potential for another
world, a friendly world of "carnival truth" in which humanity returns to itself. The
laughter of carnival is derisive and a condition of solidarity simultaneously. Indeed, as
Bakhtin makes clear, carnival demands such commonalty for, unlike religious rituals and
aestheticized spectacles, carnival knows no separation of audience and actors. Carnival is
the drama of bodily life, released from univocal constraints; a comedy of change and
collectivity where the subject is caught up in a pleasurable play of shifting solidarity with
others. Carnival, for Bakhtin, "is life itself, but shaped according to a certain pattern of
play." 26
25Walter Benjamin, The Origin of German Tragic Drama. See especially pp. 159-235.26Bakhtin., Rabelais and his World, p. 7.
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In fact, carnival does not know footlights, in the sense that is does not acknowledge any
distinction between actors and spectators. Footlights would destroy carnival, as the
absence of footlights would destroy a theatrical performance. Carnival is not a spectacle
seen by the people; they live in it, and everyone participates because its very idea embraces
everybody. While carnival lasts, there is no other life outside it. During carnival time life
is subject only to its laws, that is, the laws of its own freedom. It has a universal spirit; it
is a special condition of the entire world, of the world's revival and renewal, in which all
take part. Such is the essence of carnival, vividly felt by all its participants.27
Though carnival no longer exists in the modem world for Bakhtin, the seventeenth and
eighteenth century marking a gradual narrowing down of the ritual, spectacle, and carnival
forms of folk culture through state intervention and privation, its utopian character
continued to live as a literary tradition. In the seventeenth and eighteenth century the
commedia dell'arte ("which kept a close link with its carnival origins"), Moliere's comedies
("related to the commedia dell'arte"), the tales of Voltaire and Diderot, and so on continue
to transmit the promise of carnival even after they have lost their tie with folk culture.28 In
all of these, Bakhtin writes, "the carnival-grotesque form exercises the same function: to
consecrate inventive freedom, to permit the combination of a variety of different elements
and their rapprochement, to liberate from the prevailing point of view of the world, from
conventions and established truths, from cliches, from all that is humdrum and universally
accepted. This carnival spirit offers the chance to have a new outlook on the world, to
realize the relative nature of all that exists, and to enter a completely new order of things." 29
The nineteenth century for Bakhtin marks the near extermination of these impulses as
the Romantics not only further removed the carnivalesque from its folk origins, but
assigned its impulses a deeply individual and private character. "It became, as it were, an
individual carnival, marked by a vivid sense of isolation. The carnival spirit was
transposed into a subjective idealist philosophy. It ceased to be concrete (one might say
bodily) experience of the one, inexhaustible being, as it were in the Middle Ages and the
Renaissance." 30 The world thus become an alien world for the Romantic, one set over and
against the individual; "if a reconciliation with the world occurs, it takes place in a
subjective, lyric, or even mystic sphere." 31 Images of bodily life lost their regenerative
power and were turned into vulgarities. It is within this historical internalization of the
carnival and the grotesque that Meyerhold's attempt to revive the commedia dell'arte and
Moliere's comedies must be understood. If history is indeed marked by the formalization
and internalization of humanities bodily impulses, then the revival of the bodily discourses
of carnival may be able to reverse this unhappy process.
Bakhtin's self-consciously utopianism is, as Katerina Clark and Michael Holquist have
shown, deeply influenced by Russian symbolism, particularly the poetry of Blok and
28Ibid. p. 34.
29Ibid.
30Ibid., p. 37.
3 1Ibid., p. 39.
Ivanov, the same two poets that had such an impact on Meyerhold.32 Bakhtin lived in
Petersburg between 1914 and 1918 and could have very well attended Meyerhold's
productions. Bakhtin and Meyerhold may have met in 1919 at the Free Philosophical
Association (Volfila) in Petrograd, an organization whose aim was to work in philosophy
with a socialist orientation and provide a forum for debate in all areas of intellectual inquiry.
Meyerhold, with Blok, Bely, Petrov-Vodkin and Ivanov, was a founding member and
Bakhtin most likely attended their meetings on his visits to Petrograd. 33 More important
than these chance meetings, however, was their common engagement with formalist
aesthetics. Enrolled in the Classics Department of the Historical-Philological Faculty at
Petersburg University, Bakhtin came in contact with most of the leading Formalists from
Petrograd, such as Tynyanov, Eikhenbaum and Shklovsky, who were either studying or
teaching at the university while Bakhtin was there. 34 The formalist critics would function
as the "honorable other" for Bakhtin in his debates of the 1920s on the nature of literature
and language.
Coming after the Formalists, and having learnt from their efforts that one must study
meaning in all its verbal materiality, Bakhtin again takes up a historical poetics that had
been systematically, if tentatively, developed between the last decade of the nineteenth
century and the first years of the twentieth century by the Russian philologist Alexander
Vesolovsky. 35 Bakhtin's aim is no longer to elucidate how the work is constructed, but to
32Katerina Clark and Michael Holquist, Mikhail Bakhtin, (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1984), p.
25.
33 Ibid., p. 125. Another possible link between Meyerhold and Bakhtin is Pavel Medvedev. Medvedev
who would become one of Bakhtin's closest friends and intellectual compatriot in the so-called "Bakhtin
Circle," was from 1917 a theater critic for Iskusstvo, the cultural journal of Vitebsk. His special interest
was the use of the theater for mass education and he occupied various high leadership position in this area,
both in Vitebsk and later in Leningrad. He also edited a journal of cultural affairs and wrote book reviews
and theater criticism in production.
34Ibid., p. 28.
35See Julia Kristeva, "Ruins of a Poetic," in Stephen Bann and John Bowlt, eds., Russian Formalism,
(Edinburgh: Scottish Academic Press, 1973), pp. 102-119. According to Kristeva, Vesolovsky's historical
conception of literature emerges in his opposition to the ahistorical and a priori conception of the
"beautiful" and the "sublime" which was part of Western aesthetics, founded by German idealism.
Vesolovsky turned his attention from a history of ideas towards a history of forms around 1900 showing the
way from cultural history to the history of poetics. His work was thus very influential for Formalist
aesthetics. Meyerhold was familiar with Vesolovsky's work, citing him frequently.
locate it within a typology of meaning-systems in history. His study of Rabelais' work,
for example, is an analysis of its structure as much in its particular traits as in its historical
development. The structure of fiction is for him a model of the world, a specific meaning-
system which must be grasped in all of its historicity. It is in this way that the structure is
at the same time captured in a historic vision and situated in relation to tradition - the genre
as a storehouse of literary memory. Thus, establishing the basic ways in which Rabelais
organized his fiction, Bakhtin goes on to find that his predecessors belong to the tradition
of the carnival. By this step, Bakhtin attaches a specific meaning-system to a given
tradition which differs from other traditions. Whereas Russian formalism put forward a
more or less arbitrary inventory of the component elements of narrative, Bakhtin introduces
a typology of literary universes, which are mutually irreducible and divide the linear flow
of history into sections of meaningful practice. This provides a way to supersede the
apparent paradox between the scientism and primitivism of formalist analysis: the object is
neither an infinitely malleable system of arbitrary signs nor a simple reflection of socio-
historical structures; rather, it is part of a meaning system put in motion by its users. It is
with this understanding that Meyerhold's practice becomes clear.
The relationship between Bakhtin's theorization of the carnivalesque and Meyerhold's
practice is nowhere more in focus than in Meyerhold's production of Mayakovsky's
Mystery-Bouffe. 36 Mystery-Bouffe, first performed on the anniversary of the October
Revolution in 1918, is a satiric parody of the biblical legend of the Ark. A flood, similar to
Noah's, has inundated the earth, except for the North Pole which is about to go under.
Escaping to the last dry spot and building an Ark were "seven pairs of the clean" (members
of the ruling classes, all distinguished by nationality and position) and "seven pairs of the
unclean" (members of the international proletariat). Safe in the ark, the passengers try
various forms of government: first, a monarchy under which the king gets all the food;
36The first version of this play (1918) has not been translated into english. An english translation of the
second version (1921) can be found in Vladimir Mayakovsky, The Complete Plays of Vladimir
Mayakovsky, pp. 39-140.
then, a bourgeois republic during which only the clean are permitted to eat. The unclean
are visited by a man who can walk on water (a parody of Christ, a role that was played by
Mayakovsky). Reversing the message of the Sermon on the Mount, he tells the unclean to
throw the clean overboard and storm heaven and hell. Traveling though an innocuous hell
and a tedious paradise (where they intimidate the angels), the unclean return to earth where
the flood has receded but is now ruled by "Devastation". Uniting with anthropomorphized
machines and utensils, the unclean defeat Devastation and construct a communist paradise
on earth.
An allegory of world revolution where the clowning proletariat, reconciled with things,
obliterate the mysteriousness of the reified bourgeois social order, Mystery-Bouffe is
typically carnivalesque from beginning to end. Like the medieval comic theater, which
according to Bakhtin "is most intimately related to carnival," 37 Mayakovsky's play
parodies and travesties all consecrated traditions, aesthetic forms and manifestations. The
"unclean" - a smith, a farm hand, a miner, a raftsman, a seamstress and so forth - exhibit
the topographical meaning of the grotesque: a bringing down to earth, the contact with the
earth that degrades as it gives birth. In this play, it is "The Common Man" (played by
Mayakovsky himself) who is the new Messiah, uttering a derisive and blasphemous new
Sermon on the Mount that is directed against religion and proclaims the "single and highest
truth - the truth of the real struggle on earth against exploiters."38 The traditional Christian
diablerie of blessed and damned is turned upside-down: the traditional lubok showing the
"blessed" dining among the joys of heaven while the "damned" banquet below with the
devils, is transfigured by Mayakovsky to show class struggle between the clean and the
unclean who shall inherit the earth. The Common Man appeals to all: "Blow up everything
that you have respected and respect now!"39 Brimming with gay relativity, vernacular
language and farcical style, the journey of the proletariat through the topography of
37Bakhtin, Rabelais and his World, p. 15.
38As cites in Nikolai Gorchakov, The Theater in Soviet Russia, (NY: Columbia University press, 1957),
p. 135.
3 9 Ibid.
revolution stands the serious and apparently immutable existing order on its head. If the
medieval comic theater furnishes a list of instruments for the constitution of an opposition
culture universal in scope, Mystery-Bouffe is nothing but an attempt to utilize these tools
for the socialist revolution.
Mystery-Bouffe presents a world of topsy-turvy, of heterogeneous exuberance, of
ceaseless overrunning where all is mixed, hybridized, ritually degraded and defiled. If
there is a principle to which this excess it resides in the spirit of carnivalesque laughter, to
which Bakhtin ascribes great importance:
Let us say a few initial words about the complex nature of carnivalesque laughter. It is,
first of all, a festive laughter. Therefore it is not an individual reaction to some isolated
"comic" event. Carnival laughter is the laughter of all the people. Second, it is universal in
scope; it is directed at all and everyone, including the carnival's participants. The entire
world is seen in its droll aspect, in it gay relativity. Third, the laughter is ambivalent: it is
gay, triumphant, and at the same time mocking and deriding. It asserts and denies, it
buries and revives. Such is the laughter of the carnival.40
Carnival laughter, then, has a vulgar, "earthy" quality to it, one that dismantles conventions
while it engenders and offers new ways of life. According to the critics, Mystery-Bouffe
proceeded in precisely this way. The critic Andrei Levinson wrote of the "the juicy
coarseness of accidental puns, the cracks at yesterday's holy things." 41 Another critic
wrote in the newspaper Worker's Land: "There is no finish, polish, external lacquer - on
the contrary, here you are astonished by the extreme rawness and elementary simplicity
bordering on coarseness, and coarseness bordering on vulgarity." 42 For both critics, the
coarseness of this humor is merely offensive. Like Kugel and Telyakovsky before, both
40Bakhtin, Rabelais and his World, pp. 11-12.
41Rudnitsky, Meyerhold, The Director, p. 257.
42Ibid., p. 279.
would seem to misunderstand the productivity of this offensiveness. This laughter is not
mere humor or irony, but triumphant hilarity, absolute fearlessness, a radical ruthless
parody of "official" reason and truth that, according to Bakhtin, "has a deep philosophical
meaning": "it is one of the essential forms of truth concerning the world as a whole,
concerning history and man; it is a particular point of view relative to the world; the world
is seen anew, no less (and perhaps more profoundly) than when seen from the serious
standpoint." 43 Meyerhold would himself state: "I know for a fact that what is said in jest
is often more serious than what is said seriously."44
Miming the convulsions of laughter which it engendered, the action of Mystery-Bouffe
proceeded as a series of disjointed, fragmentary episodes. Indeed, Rudnitsky has
suggested that Mystery-Bouffe was a play not only without psychology but "without plot
in the previous, traditional sense . . .Looking closely at Mystery-Bouffe, one becomes
convinced that five years before the publication of Sergei Eisenstein's famous article 'A
Montage of Attractions', Mayakovsky and Meyerhold already had created such a
montage."45 Just as Eisenstein listed attractions from his production of The Wiseman, so
Rudnitsky does the same for the first act of Mystery Bouffe:
1. The clown-like entrance of the fisherman and the Eskimo who has plugged the hole
in the globe with his finger.
2. The Frenchman's expository monologue.
3. Two paired clown-like entrances (the pair of Australians; the Italian and the
German).
4. The fencing dual between the Italian and the German.
43Bakhtin, Rabelais and his World, p. 66.
44Meyerhold as quoted in James Symons, Meyerhold's Theater of the Grotesque, p. 67. Meyerhold and
Mayakovsky anticipate the combination of laughter and thought in Benjamin's theorization of Brechtian
drama: "there is no better starting point for thought than laughter; speaking more precisely, spasms of the
diaphragm generally offer better chances for thought than spasms of the soul." Walter Benjamin, "Author
as Producer," in Reflections, (New York: Schocken, 1986), p. 236.
45Rudnitsky, Meyerhold, The Director, pp. 253-54.
5. An acrobatic trick: t he merchant falling onto the head of the Eskimo.
6. The parade of the clean and the unclean.
7. The rally scene.
8. Farce: commencement of the construction of the Ark.46
According to Eisenstein, an attraction is "any aggressive aspect of theater; that is, any
element of the theater that subjects the spectator to a sensual or psychological impact"47
and argued that the order in which the attractions were joined, not the apparent content of
them, made the primary impact upon the viewer. It was in the experience of these discrete
movements that meaning is in fact produced. Eisenstein was a pupil of Meyerhold's
Workshop in 1921 and 1922, codirecting Meyerhold's 1922 production of Sukhovo-
Kobylin's The Death of Tarelkin. Though "Montage of Attractions" first appeared in Lef in
1923. the phrase was first used in 1921 as a subtitle to his and Sergei Yutkevich's plan to
restage Meyerhold's pantomime Columbine's Scarf. According to Yutkevich who would
himself become a major film director in the Soviet Union, Eisenstein's notion of "collision
montage" came out of this work and "was the same kind of daring as when Picasso or
Braque introduced bits of colored paper or fragments of newspaper in to their pictures,
when 'collage' made its appearance." 48 As with collage and the parallel developments in
cinematic montage at this time, Mystery-Bouffe confiscates, superimposes and fragments
materials to simultaneously dismantle the "flow-of-life" ideology of naturalism and to
underline the material's semiotic character.
Of course, the attraction is in one sense simply the translation of the formalist literary
device into theatrical technique and in another sense a realization of Meyerhold's own
observations on the clown's unexpected movements that "switch the spectator from the
46Ibid., p. 254.
4 7 Sergei Eisenstein, "Montage of Attractions," in Richard Taylor and Ian Christie, eds., The Film Factory:
Russian and Soviet Film Documents, 1896-1939. (London: Routledge and Kegan, 1988), pp. 87-89.
4 8Sergei Yutkevich as quoted in Luda Schnitzer, Jean Jeund and Marcel Martin, eds., Cinema in
Revolution, (NY: Hill and Wang, 1973), p. 18.
plane he has just reached to another that is totally unforeseen," both of which can be
tracked back to The Fairground Booth.49 But more than an analytic technique or folkloric
identity, the movements of Mystery-Bouffe opened the play to contemporary life. The
construction of the play, an ever-changing and undefined form, presupposed and provided
for the possibility of intrusion by new materials and movements in accordance with the
requirements of momentary needs and interests. Indeed, according to Mayakovsky: "The
verse of Mystery-Bouffe consists of the slogans of mass meetings, shouts from the streets
and language of newspapers. The actor in Mystery-Bouffe is the movement of crowds, the
conflict between classes and the struggle of ideas - it is a microcosm of the world within the
walls of a circus."5 0  If the episodic structure of Meyerhold's earlier productions is
retained and magnified, it is no longer primarily a means to display the material and
procedural processes of the theatrical construct; instead, like Bakhtin's carnival, this
indeterminate, open structure now provides the possibility of playing out the processes of
social and cultural construction themselves.
The intrusion and inclusion of social processes and procedures into the theatrical
construct took numerous forms. In 1920, Meyerhold transformed Verhaeren's symbolist
play The Dawns into a contemporary "show-rally." Verhaeren's 1898 original, directed at
militarism, imperialism and parliamentarism, turns on the protagonist, Erenian, who uses
abstract, somewhat mystical forces to reconcile the inarticulate, angry masses with the
wealthy but frightened capitalists. In the adaptation by Meyerhold and his assistant Georgy
Chulkov, Erenian's role is to lead the movement to overthrow class enemies and establish a
proletarian dictatorship. In introducing the proletariat as a historical manifestation
unforeseen by Verhaeren, Meyerhold and Chulkov "modernized and Sovietized the play to
such an extent that it became nothing less than a slightly abstract account of the Russian
49Meyerhold, p. 138. Eisenstein himself justified his technique by writing: "What do the masses and the
Revolution want from theater? Only what goes back to the source of traditional forms of popular spectacle:
circus, fairground attractions. The new theater must be a sort of 'montage of attractions,' that is to say of
shock elements that strike and dazzle." Sergei Eisenstein as quoted in Daniel Gerould, "Eisenstein's
'Wiseman'," in The Drama Review, vol. 18, no. 1 (March, 1974), p.73.
50Vladimir Mayakovsky as quoted in Rudnitsky, Russian and Soviet Theater 1905-1932, p. 42.
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revolution." 5 1 Symon's observation is certainly accurate but it is important to note that
more than simply a (re)presentation of the Revolution, Meyerhold's The Dawns is actually
the playing out of transition and change. For example, when the general asks the
messenger to report on the movements of the troops, the messenger (who worked part time
for the news agency ROSTA) read actual dispatches about the progress of the Civil War
against the White army. On the evening when news was read of the capture of Perekop in
Crimea, which meant Soviet victory and the end of the war, the audience rose to its feet and
sang the International. During a performance two days later, a sailor in full dress rushed to
the stage and made a speech in praise of the Red Army, the play concluding again with the
signing of the International. The sailor had been in the audience when news of Perekop
was read and had prepared to return to make his speech at the same moment in the play.52
The second production of Mystery-Bouffe in 1921 was marked by the same openness
and mutability. Taking Mayakovsky's proscription that "those who perform, stage, read,
5 1Symons, Meyerhold's Theater of the Grotesque, p. 42.
52Hoover, Meyerhold: The Art of Conscious Theater. p. 93.
print Mystery Bouffe - change the content"53 literally, the production was transformed to
register the significant changes that had occurred in the Soviet Union in the preceding three
years: an entirely new scene "The Land of Debris" (concerned with the struggle of the
Soviet to overcome the devastation of the Civil War) was added; Lenin's theme of
"electrification" was introduced; the "Italian" and the "German" were replaced by "Lloyd
George" and "Clemenceau" (as the concerns of World War I gave way to Western
Europe's attempt to thwart the revolution); and Lev Tolstoy, Jean-Jacques Rousseau and
the "Menshevik" (who constantly endured defeat in his attempts to make peace between the
clean and the unclean) made an appearance. 54 Not only could the audience "chew nuts and
smoke cheap tobacco" 55 during the performance but it was announced in the programs that
"it is possible to enter the auditorium during the performance. Expressions of approval
(applause) and disapproval (whistling) are permitted. Actors will respond to calls after
each scene and during the performance." 56 At times, Red Army detachments and groups
of worker youths filled the theater with clamorous songs. Sometimes spectators came to
the stage as well: Red Army servicemen with a brass band and even workers. The action
took place without footlight or curtain; the auditorium lights remained on for the entire
performance. The stage was connected to the auditorium by a sloping ramp that descended
to a large hemisphere that was placed in the first few rows of seats. The actors entered the
stage from the auditorium and in the final scenes the action was not confined to the stage
box, but was brought out into the auditorium, into the aisles, continually thrown into the
audience. The stage box was shattered as the bodies of actors and spectators alike were
liberated from the representation in which the frame of the proscenium sought to confine
them. As the Soviet critic Em. Beskin comments:
5 3Vladimir Mayakovsky as quoted in Rudnitsky, Meyerhold, The Director, p. 243.
54Ibid., p. 272.
5 5 Ibid., pp. 268-9.
56Ibid., p. 279.
There is no stage and auditorium. There is a monumental platform half-moved out into the
auditorium. One senses that it is cramped within these walls. It requires a city square, a
street. These several hundred viewers which the theater houses are not enough for it. It
requires the masses It has broken away from all the machinery of the stage, has elbowed
away the wings and gridirons, and has crowded up to the very roof of the building. It has
torn down the suspended canvases of dead decorative art. It is all constructed, constructed
lightly, conditionally, farcical, made up of wooden benches, sawhorses, boards and
painted partitions and shields. It does not copy life with its fluttering curtains and idyllic
crickets. It is all composed of reliefs, counter-relief and force lines, striking the eye but
extremely simple, fantastically interwoven. But every relief, every line, every step will
play, will obtain meaning and movement when the actor's footsteps on it and the sound of
his voice strikes it . .. Actors come and go on the platform stage. The workers at once,
before the eyes of the public, move, fold, dismantle, nail together, carry away and bring.
The author and director are here. The performance is over and some of the actors, still in
costumes, mix with the public. This is no "temple" with its great lie of the "mystery" of
art, this is the new proletarian art.57
Reconstruing relations of representation as relations of active participation, Mystery-
Bouffe provides a phenomenological model of performance as an object concretized in the
interplay between the active spectator and the stage. Meyerhold's theater and the popular,
bodily practices of carnival here cross. Like carnival, Meyerhold's stage is not a spectacle
seen by the people but a drama of bodily life which profoundly effects the experience of all
those involved. Indeed, the "passivity of the spectator"5 8 which Meyerhold blames the
Moscow Art Theater for perpetuating is obliterated as the positioning of actor and spectator
constantly shifts. The new theater, according to Meyerhold, is to be constituted by "plenty
of light, plenty of high spirits, plenty of grandeur, plenty of infectious enthusiasm,
5 7 Ibid.
58Meyerhold, p. 174.
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unlabored creativity, the participation of the audience in the corporate creative act of the
performance." 59 For Meyerhold, "these are not merely technical requirements - far from it
. . . For me, the proscenium is far more than just a technical refinement: it is the first step
toward the unification of the stage with the auditorium." 60
Of course, the experience of the participants is profoundly affected by this situation, but
so too is the very function of theater itself. "Meyerhold's productions are faulty in
execution but splendid in conception," the Soviet novelist and playwright Ilya Ehrenburg
writes in 1920, "theatricality is not only to be compressed but also instantly to be done
away with, so that footlights disappear and the actors mingle with the spectators." 6 1
Ehrenburg's observation is confirmed in the opening lines of Mystery-Bouffe.. In the
prologue, one of the proletarian characters stepped forward and discussed the function of
the theater in the new society:
5 9Meyerhold as quoted in Braun, The Director and the Stage, p. 170.
6 0 Ibid.
6 1Ilya Ehrenburg as quoted in Paul Schmidt, ed., Meyerhold at Work, (Austin: University of Texas Press,
1980), p. 60.
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First let me ask you:
Why is this place in such a mess?
To right thinking people its a scandal no less!
But what makes you go see the show?
"You do it for pleasure" -
isn't that so?
He continues to explore the idea that theatrical space needs to transgress the limits of the
stage.
But is the pleasure really so great, after all
if you're looking just at the stage?
The stage, you know
is only one-third the hall.
Finally, the new role of theater is juxtaposed against the attitude that theater's function is to
create illusion by acting on the spectator through the manipulation of the psychological
identification with characters.
For other theatrical companies
the spectacle doesn't matter:
for them
the stage
is a keyhole without a key.
"Just sit there quietly," they say to you,
"either straight or sideways,
and look at a slice of other folks' lives."
You look - and what do you see?
Uncle Vanya
and Auntie Manya
parked on a sofa as they chatter.
But we don't care
about uncles or aunts:
you can find them at home - or anywhere!
We, too, will show you life that is real -
very!
But life transformed by the theater into a spectacle
most extraordinary.62
The function of theater is to transgress the boundary between stage and auditorium, to
dismantle the contemplative behavior ingrained in traditional forms of theatrical reception,
and activate the audience to the position of collaborator. Though such a programmatic
description may make the name of Brecht come into view, it would be a mistake not to
differentiate the two. Certainly Brecht, like Meyerhold, sought to break from naturalist
illusion and empathetic identification in the contemplative attitude of the audience. But
Brecht never attempted to dissolve the proscenium frame; instead, he sought to frame the
dramatic event for the objective consideration of the audience. His political view of theater
was one proceeded by reasonable demonstration, a "didactic theater" of rational political
thought.63 The audience is to recognize its position in society and transform itself into a
revolutionary (proletarian) class. Participation for Brecht is clearly limited to participation
in the enlightening process. But doesn't Brecht here rely on a certain predetermined and
static notion of objective reality? Where in his vision of rational determination is there a
62Vladimir Mayakovsky, The Complete Plays of Vladimir Mayakovsky, pp. 45-46.
63 See especially Brecht's "Theater of Pleasure or Theater for Instruction," Brecht On Theater, pp. 84-90.
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notion of time, of change and mutability, of differing experiences; that is, those qualities
that Bakhtin as much as Meyerhold seem to insist are the basis not only of carnival and the
grotesque but social life itself? In this sense, Mystery-Bouffe is not a didactic play for it
teaches nothing; instead, it provides a space for specific acts of collective experience.
Perhaps it was for this reason that in 1937 when Brecht considered organizing "a society
for inductive theater," the Diderot Society, Meyerhold was not extended an invitation to
join.64 Be that as it may, their fundamentally different conceptions of subjectivity and
sociality find corollaries in the different productive contexts they operated in: for Brecht it
was Germany which had seen the socialist revolution brutally extinguished and the rise of
mass movements not under the banner of the international proletariat but of Fascism; for
Meyerhold it was a revolutionary Russia following the socialist revolution where the world
had literally been turned upside-down and fundamentally new forms of communication
were required.
It is no coincidence that Meyerhold's revolution of the theater coincides with the social,
political and economic revolution that occurred in Russia in 1917. The "carnivalization" of
theater and its concomitant dismantling of traditional divisions between spectators and
actors, art and life, is nothing less than a programmatic attempt to link the theater with the
revolutionary masses. For Meyerhold, it was the duty of the theater to become "one of the
tolls in the revolutionary struggle and development of socialism." 65 Though Meyerhold,
like most of the Soviet avant-garde, avoided making explicit statements concerning the
making of political policy, his commitment to the revolution and the task of building a new
society could not be clearer. Meyerhold's writings are replete with references to the value
of art residing in its relationship to the new mass audience, and to the requirement that
artists abandon a conventional sense of artistic work and participate in the development of
new forms of sociality to achieve the goal of a more egalitarian society. And as Paul Wood
has convincingly argued in his recent article "The Politics of the Avant-Garde," Meyerhold
64Hoover, Meyerhold: The Art of Conscious Theater, p. 263.
65Symons, Meyerhold's Theater of the Grotesque, p. 46.
El Lissitzky, Beat the Whites with the Red Vladimir Tatlin, model of the Monument to
Wedge, 1920. the Third International, 1919.
was not at all alone in his attempts to constitute radically different modes of artistic
production. Wood writes:
The major artists and theorists without exception place their formal and technical
innovations squarely on the basis of the sociopolitical achievements of the October
Revolution. Undoubtedly, most of these figures developed their characteristic technical
innovations in the period before the revolution. From 1912 onward, however, with the
Lena goldfield massacre, that period was in some respect itself one of rising political
militancy - which contributed to the cultural climate. The result was a specific conjunction,
a union even, of the formal and the political: an avant-garde practically transformed by a
wider social revolution.66
66Paul Wood, "The Politics of the Avant-Garde," in The Great Utopia: Russian and Soviet Avant-Garde,
1915-1932, (NY: Guggenheim Museum, 1992), p. 9. The Lena incident occurred in Siberia on April 4,
1912 when unarmed workers, demonstrating for the release of their arrested leaders, were shot down by
soldiers.
Like Lissitzky's Beat the Whites with the Red Wedge or Tatlin's model for the
Monument for the Third International, Mystery-Bouffe is an emblematic work of
revolutionary art that belongs to a period when commitment to the revolution was able to be
complete. Each of these works emanates from a circumstances which, if scarcely
constituting a "glorious dawn" as Blok argued, nonetheless were self-consciously heroic.
Mystery-Bouffe transgresses its traditional framing norms, moving from staged
presentation for contemplative reflection to mass participatory festival. Its primary message
- commitment to the all-transforming international socialist movement - is constructed
through an equivalent transformation of norms at the level of perception and technique. It
is upon this attempted integration of social and aesthetic transformation that its emblematic
status depends. Each of these projects were executed in what was later to be called the
"first period": that period of revolutionary upturn caused by World War I and its aftermath.
It was marked domestically by War Communism and the struggle to secure the revolution,
and internationally by the founding of the Third, Communist, International in 1921 - at
which a third performance of Mystery-Bouffe was presented in German in a circus tent
with 350 actors.
Though well trodden, it is worth recognizing the depth of the organizational,
institutional, as well as theoretical commitment Meyerhold possessed toward the practice of
building the new society. In 1905 he welcomed the revolution and as early as 1906, the
year that he produced Blok's The Fairground Booth, Meyerhold argued that "theaters must
become democratic." 67 Shortly after the February Revolution, Meyerhold was one of four
"left bloc" members to sit on the twelve-member organizing committee in charge of setting
up the Union of Art Workers in Petrograd - an artistically diverse body that set out to
destroy the hegemony exercised by the Academy of Arts in the artistic and cultural life of
Russia. 68 A week after the October Revolution, the Bolshevik government extended a
67Meyerhold a quoted in Leach, Vsevolod Meyerhold, p. 12.
68See Hubertus Gassner, "The Constructivists: Modernism on the Way to Modernization," in The Great
Utopia: Russian and Soviet Avant-Garde, 1915-1932, p. 300.
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widely publicized invitation to Petrograd artists, writers and actors to come to the Smolnyi
Institute, the new seat of government, to meet their representatives to discuss the
organization of the cultural life of the country. Only a few responded - Blok, Meyerhold,
Mayakovsky, Altman, Larissa Reisner (a young politically active writer who was later to
fight in the Red Army), and David Shterenberg (an artist, teacher and administrator who
would head the Department of Fine Arts, or IZO, from 1918-21). Probably at the
instigation of Boris Malkin, the party official who had met the few artists to respond to its
appeal, Meyerhold was appointed head of the Petrograd Theater Section of the People's
Commissariat of Education (Narkompros) when it was established in January of 1918.69
He organized a series of classes for them and in August of that year he joined the Bolshevik
Party. Meyerhold was forced to travel to Yalta for health reasons in 1919 where he was
arrested by the White army, escaped, joined the Red Army, participated in regular military
training, spoke at both political and theatrical debates, and even organized several military
theaters. In the summer of 1920, he was summoned to Moscow where he was appointed
head of the entire Theater Section (TEO) of Narkompros and made responsible for
reorganizing every aspect of theater life in the Soviet Union. In 1921 he set up the "First
Theater of the RSFSR (Russian Soviet Federal Socialist Republic)" as a "model. . . of the
new proletarian theatrical collective," a "Theater of the Red Flag" which also had
pedagogical aims. 70 It was here that Meyerhold called for a "Theatrical October."
Theatrical October" was an effort as head of the TEO to carry into the realm of the Russian
theater what October had accomplished in the political sphere. Assuming the editorship of
the theater journal Vestnik teatre (The Theater Herald), Meyerhold conducted a violent
polemic on behalf of proletarian, provincial, non-professional and Red Army theaters and
called for the redeployment of resources concentrated in the small group of academic
theaters in Moscow which Lunacharsky had placed out of his reach. Such polemics not
69Leach, p. 14.
70Meyerhold as quoted in Leach, Vsevolod Meyerhold, p. 17.
only formed the basis for his later involvement with workers' clubs but also foreshadowed
the establishment of a "left-front" of art around the journal Lef in 1923.
The period immediately following the Revolution was one contestation, struggle and
debate within both the political and aesthetic sphere. Sheila Fitzpatrick in her study of the
Russian Revolution notes that between 1917 and 1921 an enormous number of new
members swamped the Bolshevik party with the result that it became literally an open mass
party, bearing little resemblance to the disciplined, elite organization of full time
revolutionaries as described by Lenin's "What is to be Done?"7 1 Neither the party nor the
leadership was in consensus in regard to policy. Disagreement often spilled into debates in
the daily press and the period was marked not by organizations as much as intransigent
radicalism, a commitment to the streets with their belligerent and revolutionary crowds.
There was in all of this a kind of playing out of Trotsky's notion of "permanent revolution"
which has its own carnivalesque connotations in its formulation as a continuous
revolutionary practice based upon contingent, temporary, ever-changing relations that
transgress dogmatic expectations and assertions.72 Parallel battles were being waged in the
theater. The regular Monday debates following each performance of The Dawns became
legendary. These debates often included major figures in the cultural world like the
Commissar of Enlightenment, Anatoly Lunacharsky. Lenin's wife Krupskaya added her
unfavorable opinion in a newspaper article. Boris Alpers, chronicler, dramaturg, and
editor of Moscow's influential Novyi Zritel'(The New Spectator), writes in 1934:
71Sheila Fitzpatrick, The Russian Revolution, pp. 36-37.
72Trotsky developed the theory of permanent revolution during the 1905 revolution in Petersburg when he
helped establish the first Soviet in history, the St. Petersburg Council of Worker's. Trotsky, faced with the
possibility of a socialist revolution in a country without a significant proletarian class, believed that
Russian revolution could be victorious only if it formed shifting national and international alliances on its
way to a world-wide proletarian revolution. Trotsky's belief in the complete transcendence of bourgeois
society through differential articulation and uneven and combined development escapes the dogmatism of a
pure proletarian and total revolution. Leon Trotsky, Age of Permanent Revolution: a Trotsky Anthology,
(NY: Dell. 1964).
It was at these debates that the problem about the physiognomy of the theater, of its
reconstruction we placed before the professional theater in a naked sharpness and manner.
Moreover, the minor affairs of the theater were placed before the public . . . 'The
Mondays' were the first open social tribune from which basic changes were made at the
bourgeois theater. The very principle of these gatherings undermined the professional
seclusion, the caste of the theatrical environment.73
When a group of literary figures (among them A. Serafimovich, director of the Literary
Department of Narkompros) wrote to the Bolshevik Party Central Committee in 1921 that
Mystery-Bouffe was "incomprehensible to the workers," that its staging would be
"enormously expensive," and they protested against the intention of restaging the it.74 In
order to refute these claims, Mayakovsky read the play at several workers' meetings with
unbroken success and on January 30, 1921 an open public debate was held in Theater
RSFSR I asking "Should Mystery-Bouffe be staged?" Like the journey of the "unclean" in
the ark who are estranged from the existing social order, Meyerhold placed his audience in
a new or estranged position to the institutional conventions of theater, suspending all
hierarchies and developing new forms of perception and communication.
Mystery-Bouffe and The Dawns disclose the potential for an entirely different world,
for a completely different way of life, which leads out of the confinement of apparent
immutability through the active, bodily participation in another's world. Though certainly
utopian in the best sense of the word, doesn't there remain a certain level of idealism
inherent in all of this participatory description? Meyerhold, like Bakhtin, appears to endow
the masses with a kind of spontaneous, materialist philosophy; a skeptical, rebellious and
regenerative body that will obliterate the reified order of bourgeois institutions and
automatically create new, more democratic worlds once the yoke of oppression has been
thrown off. Though rightly assuming that access to the concrete depends upon entry into a
73Boris Alpers, The Theater of the Social Mask, (NY: Group Theater, 1934), p. 143.
74As quoted in Rudnitsky, op. cit., p. 273.
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collective existence, isn't Meyerhold's notion of this collective grounded somewhat too
securely to the physical proximity of bodies and productive and reproductive processes
verging on the organic? Meyerhold is no doubt searching for a form of collective relations
in which people are connected by something more physical than abstract principles or
shared morals but it is a historical irony that the alternative he proposes resides less in
modern, urban, industrial society than the in bodily life of the medieval peasantry. It
would seem what is missing here is a translation of carnival and its images of the grotesque
for modem society, one that remains linked to its meaningful practices but can account for a
more differentiated notion of collective experience. The grotesque provides an effective
means of dismantle traditional perceptual and subjective hierarchies in favor of new modes
of perceptual subjectivity based upon collective, active participation. Yet it is important to
acknowledge that this collective is itself a symbolic community integrated not by the literal
fact of speaking together, but by occupying similar social locations in a complex and
divided society. One characteristic of the universalizing impetus of modern societies is the
increasingly abstract character of it's communities. In a condition in which social locations
are themselves abstractions, tied to concepts of class, nation, profession, gender and the
like, the social cement for these communities can hardly be personal contact or a shared
physical experience, but it may well be the communicative contact of an obvious modern
kind, embodied in mass media, or a belief in a comparability of their physical or material
circumstances.
The difficulty Meyerhold has in translating the medieval social body into modern life is
perhaps nowhere clearer than in the representations of the body itself. Mayakovsky's
sketches for the first production of Mystery-Bouffe, for example, conflate the folkloric and
the scientific in mechano-morphic figures. At once an appropriation of the traditional
figures of the lubok and a geometric description of human form, these figures occupy the
border between two different worlds: one characterized by the productive and reproductive
cycles of agricultural life; the other by the abstracting, compartmentalizing, and
Vladimir Mayakovsky, sketch for the shoemaker, Vladimir Mayakovsky, sketch for the priest,
Mystery-Bouffe, 1918. Mystery-Bouffe, 1918.
rationalizing tendencies of modern urban life. A sketch for the angel in the 1921
production of Mystery-Bouffe is even more explicit in this regard. The traditional
categories in which we think of individual bodies are in each case put into crisis, but the
forms by which some other totality could be constructed are far from clear. As with
Malevich's Taking in the Harvest ten years before or countless other examples of mechano-
morphic figures that appear at this time, these sketches demonstrate the inherent difficulty
in translating images of the medieval social body into the modern world within the
parameters set by traditional modes of artistic practice.
But if Meyerhold fails to account for this difference, he provides a list of materials and
procedures capable of reworking the materials of everyday modern life into this
"participatory description" of the world. Most obviously, Meyerhold's development of
collage and montage provides a technique capable of reconnecting the obligations and
commitments of the everyday world to the more abstract processes of public historical life.
Though we have discussed this technique in relation to the play text, it also occurs at the
level of the staging. Like Tatlin's constructed reliefs, the staging of Mystery-Bouffe and
The Dawns are constituted through the appropriation, superimposition and fragmentation of
Kazimir Malevich, Taking in the Hay, 1911. Victor Kiselev, sketch for the angel, Mystery-
Bouffe, 1921.
materials and forms drawn from society at large. The meaning of these sets is located as
much in the viewer and the means of presentation as in the object. More than simply
emphasizing the self-referentiality of theatrical signifiers and their contiguity with other
material and procedural functions, the inclusion and emphasis of actual materials and
standards of construction drawn from contemporary society suggests nothing less than
Meyerhold's potential involvement with the existing modes of production in Russian
society at large. As Meyerhold writes in his discussion of The Dawns:
For us, "decorative" settings have no meaning; "decoration" is for the Secessionist and
restaurants in Vienna and Munich; spare us "World of Art," "Rococo" and the painstaking
detail of museum exhibits ... We have only to talk to the latest followers of Picasso and
Tatlin to know at once that we are dealing with kindred spirits ... We are building just as
they are building ... For us the art of manufacturing is more important than any tedious
pattern and colors. What the modem spectator wants is the placard, the juxtaposition of
surfaces and shapes of tangible materials. To sum up, both we and they want to escape
from the box of the theater on to the wide-open stage - and our artists will be delighted to
throw away their brushes and take up axes, picks and hammers to hack stage sets out of the
materials of raw nature.7 5
75Meyerhold, p. 173. Meyerhold most likely came into personal contact with Tatlin between 1911-15 at
the Stray Dog cabaret in Petersburg, a frequent meeting place of avant-garde artists at the time.
III. STAGING CONSTRUCTIVISM
The contemplative and representational
activity of art is shifting to an active
conscious action, and the concept of the
spiritual nature of the artist's creative
process is being destroyed.
-Varvara Stepanova
BIOMECHANICS
"When one breaks a hand or a leg," writes Trotsky in his chapter on futurism in
Literature and Revolution, "the bones, the tendons, the muscles, the arteries, the nerves
and the skin do not break and tear in one line, nor afterwards do they grow together and
heal at the same time. So, in a revolutionary break in the life of society, there is no
simultaneity and no symmetry of processes either in the ideology of society, or in its
economic structure. The ideological premises which are needed for the revolution are
formed before the revolution, and most important ideological deductions from the
revolution appear only much later."' While the breaking and tearing continued through the
anatomy of Modernism as the structural principle of its artistic forms, the regenerative and
renewing power of carnival remained with various antecedents on the stage of Soviet
history. There, various notions of body consciousness or disciplines of the signifying
body were played out in the licentious activity of the crowd. In 1918, Altman painted over
15,000 yards of cloth for a mass spectacle in Uritsky Square in Petrograd, transforming the
Alexander column and the surrounding buildings into colorful Cubo-Futurist constructions.
According to the Tugendkhold in his 1928 text The Art of the October Period, these
decorations "not only decorated the streets but carried out a revolutionary mission - they
covered up 'holy places', palaces, monuments, destroying their visual appearance with
new forms; it exploded and undermined the old slave feelings." 2 Two years later,
Meyerhold with Popova and Vesnin participated in the planning of a mass festival in 1921,
organizing a "theatricalized military parade" to mark the Congress in May of 1921. The
festival, which was never realized, was to have occurred in Khodyn Square in Moscow
with a cast of thousands and soldiers, planes, trains, tanks, gymnasts and bands who were
1Leon Trotsky, Literature and Revolution, (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1966), p. 159.
2Ya. Tugendkhold as quoted in Rudnitsky, p. 255.
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Nathan Altman, street decorations for the Project for a theatricalized military parade for
First Anniversary of the Revolution, the Congress of the Third International by
Petrograd, 1918. Lyubov Popova and Alexander Vesnin with
Vsevolod Meyerhold entitled The End of
Capital, Moscow, 1921,
to move from the enclosed "Fortress of Capitalism" to the open, skeletal structure of the
"City of the Future." 3
The introduction of Lenin's New Economic Policy (NEP) in March of 1921 appeared
only to develop this carnivalesque analogy further. NEP, a government promoted
reintroduction of capitalism designed to restart the shattered economy, was an interlude, a
temporary situation, a transition in which eccentric relations were to be the rule. The streets
of Moscow were once again filled with contradictions: peasant women selling potatoes in
the markets; church bells and bearded priests summoning the faithful; prostitutes, beggars
and pickpockets working the railroad stations; gypsy songs in the nightclubs; uniformed
doormen doffing their caps to the gentry; theatergoers in furs and silk stockings. The NEP
3Immediately following the Revolution, such performances were numerous. Mass pageants marking
Revolutionary holidays were enacted in city squares in Moscow, Petrograd, Orenburg, Irkutsk, Omsk,
Yaraslavl, Samara and on the Civil War fronts. The theme of uprising people, injustice and inequality was
expressed with pathos while denunciation of the "masters," the bourgeoisie and the czars was portrayed
carnivally. Many hundreds, even thousands of people participated in festivals and not just actors, but
workers, soldiers and peasants. Such festivals, though licensed by the government, were far from a unified
and pacified occurrence; instead, they were combative and anarchic. See Vladimir Tolstoy, et al., eds.,
Street Art of the Revolution, (London: Thames and Hudson, 1990).
4 A
man, the bourgeois carnival king, was once again on top but this was clearly a "mock
crowning" in which the idea of discrowning was present from the start. It was the social
body of the people, surely, that would have the last laugh.
Yet certain questions do remain, not the least of which is how carnival can be
reconciled with the development in the Soviet Union of a modern urban, industrial society.
Surely the carnivalesque practice of the body is linked historically not to the actualities of
post-revolutionary Russia but to the medieval market square, its mode of phenomenological
awareness more dependent upon an immediate physical place, context or condition than
those conflicting, contradictory, largely invisible pressures and purposes that make up
modern social life. Perhaps the difficulty of resolving such contradictions within the
framework of carnival accounts for its increasingly formalized and didactic use during this
period. From the very beginning, the celebration of the new Soviet holidays was organized
by the Central Holiday Commission, a subject of the Department of Agitation and
Propaganda, and turned not on the joyful, festive mood of the participants but on
demonstrations of strength, industry and militancy. As Rosalinde Sartorti has convincingly
argued in her recent work of Soviet carnivals during the Stalinist period, the militant and
ascetic did not necessarily meet the peasants expectations of a holiday mood; and a festive
or holiday mood could not be created by coercion, persuasion or education. 4 If folk
festivals were "the most important result of the revolution" as Lunacharsky believed, 5 they
were nevertheless a contradictory form in a modern socialist society, one that could be
resolved only by yoking its gesticulative play to abstract images of the industrial. It
4Rosalinde Sartorti, "Stalinism and Carnival: Organization and Aesthetics of Political Holidays," in The
Culture of the Stalin Period. (London: Macmillan, 1990), pp. 41-77. Sartorti notes that Meyerhold
organized one of the most famous, and flawed, carnival-like festivals. Carried out by the Communist
Youth Organization (Komsomol) in 184 cities of the Soviet Union during the Twelve Holy nights,
between December 25, 1922 and January 6, 1923, the festival was to perform anti-religious propaganda:
the youths marched through towns, carrying oversized puppets representing the clergy and the prophets of
all major religions that they burnt in effigy at the end of their procession. This "Komsomol Christmas" did
not quite achieve its intended enlightening effect - it was greeted with mistrust, suspicion and outright
hatred. For a Bakhtinian account of Soviet carnivals see Catriona Kelly, "Petrushka and the Pioneers: The
Russian Carnival Puppet Theater after the Revolution," in Catriona Kelly, et al., eds., Discontinuous
Discourses in Modern Russian Literature, (NY: St. Martin's Press, 1989), pp. 73- 111.
5 bid., p. 50.
would seem that carnival, at least in part, is tied to a historical moment we can look back on
only nostalgically. But this is not to say that its forms could not be refunctioned.
Of course, there was by this time already a modem system of representation,
production and reception that had developed from carnival - namely, cinema. Cinema was
at first a carnival attraction, a historical compliment to the traveling lubok peddlers and peep
shows that hawked their wares at fairs and festivals. When the Lumiere brothers
introduced their cinematograph to the Russian audiences at large in 1896 they chose to do
so at the annual Nizhny Novogorod Fair. Nearly all of the early short films, mostly
imported from France, were shown by traveling exhibitors. It was only after the audience
grew and expectations increased that these gave way to the first permanent cinema theaters
and indigenous productions. Cinema was from its introduction to Russia a popular form of
entertainment. The early years of cinema in Russia, as elsewhere, were largely associated
with the music hall, the variety or cabaret act, and the fairground attraction, its
demonstration drawing people across all divisions of class, gender, race and even
nationality. In 1910 the writer Komei Chukovsky referred disparagingly to cinema as "the
collective creation of those very Kaffirs and Hottentots who live below." 6 For him cinema
was synonymous with philistinism and his view was shared by the Tsar, Nicholas II, who
remarked in 1913 that "cinema is an empty and totally useless form of entertainment." 7
Associated with "low" culture, cinema was also linked to "the man on the street throughout
the world," the "motley crowd," as much as the "empty-headed man." 8 Like more
traditional notions of the grotesque, cinema was inscribed through its history with lower
class identity and resistance.
But even more than a modernized instrument of the grotesque, the new formal
possibilities of cinema promised to relativize such oppositions altogether, engendering
6Kornei Chukovsky as quoted in Richard Taylor and Ian Christie, eds., The Film Factory: Russian and
Soviet Film Documents, 1896-1939, (London: Routledge and Kegan, 1988), p. 19.
7Nicholas II as quoted in Ibid., p. 19.
8Leonid Andreyev, "First Letter on Theater (1911)," in Taylor, The Film Factory: Russian and Soviet
Film Documents, 1896-1939, pp. 27-31.
radically new forms of perception and visuality that would supersede both "high" and
"low" culture. Cinema was destined, as the Russian writer and dramatist Leonid Andreyev
wrote in 1911, "to broaden our ideas of action to new and unforeseen limits": "it has at its
command the entire world which it can reincarnate instantly, it is a master capable at any
moment of summoning to action thousands of people, motor cars, airplanes, mountains
and oceans. Wherever action occurs, whatever form it takes and however unusual, Cinema
can catch up with it anywhere and capture it for its magic screen." 9 This power of
movement, of changing contexts, provided cinema with an international scope; its
audiences were brought beyond social as well as political and geographic boundaries. It
was this potential which most strongly distinguished film from carnival: the movie
audience was liberated from the cyclical character of carnivalesque revolt and the
immediate, isolated site of its enactment. In the same way that Bakhtin finds a permanent,
always accessible carnival in the pages of Rabelais, cinema provides the possibility of
dispersing the subversive potential of carnival across both time and space. Thirteen years
before Benjamin's seminal work on mechanical reproduction, Trotsky writes of film's
potential to develop a new, more egalitarian form of experience. Trotsky, comparing the
rituals of the Church to cinematic experience, writes:
Meaningless ritual, which lies on the consciousness like an inert burden, cannot be
destroyed by criticism alone; it can be supplanted by new forms of life, new amusements,
new and more cultured theaters. Here again, thought goes naturally to the most powerful -
because it is the most democratic instrument of the theater - the cinema. Having no need
for clergy in brocade etc., the cinema unfolds on the white screen spectacular images of
greater grip than are provided by the richest church, grown wise in the experience of a
thousand years, or by a mosque or synagogue. In Church only one drama is performed
and always one and the same, year in, year out, while in the cinema next door you will be
9Ibid., p. 30.
shown the Easters of heathens, Jews and Christians, in their historic sequence, with their
similarity of ritual. The cinema amuses, educates, strikes the imagination by images, and
liberates you from the need of crossing the Church door.10
Coinciding with the vast changes brought about by industrialization and urbanization,
cinema was believed to be an intrinsically democratic instrument, providing a new mode of
vision, a new means of social representation and a new definition of popular art that
embodies new relations of production and consumption. Given this increasingly typical
form of collective identification, Meyerhold's decision to revive carnival may seem curious
if not anachronistic. But, as Meyerhold makes clear himself, the recovery of the folkloric
is not to "accumulate treasures" but to utilize them to present "unprecedented events."l
Moreover, his revival of carnival and the grotesque did not exclude cinema but
supplemented his own involvement in the nascent cinema culture in Russia. Though
Meyerhold could have seen the Lumiere brothers' presentation of the first film in Russia as
a novel interlude to an operatic, performance in St. Petersburg in 1896, he was certainly
aware of it in the first decade of the new century. By 1911 he was writing extensively on
the subject, expressing most often an utter disdain for the medium. In 1913 Meyerhold
was invited to Paris by the actress Ida Rubinstein to direct, together with Fokine, Gabriel
d'Annunzio's Pisanella.12 On this trip he met cinema enthusiasts d'Annunzio and Edouard
de Marx and became close friends with Guillaume Apollinaire. 13 1913 was also the year
Meyerhold met Mayakovsky who had just written an article on theater, cinema and futurism
which embraced cinema wholeheartedly, precisely because of its association with the music
hall, the cabaret, the fairground and other popular forms of art which the futurists were
using to attack the hegemony of academic art. Through these encounters, Meyerhold's
10Leon Trotsky, "Vodka, the Church and the Cinema (1923)," in Taylor, The Film Factory: Russian and
Soviet Film Documents, 1896-1939, p. 96-7.
11Meyerhold, p. 148.
12 Rudnitsky, Meyerhold, The Director, pp. 196-197.
13 Jay Leyda, Kino: A History of Russian and Soviet Film, (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1983),
p. 82.
perception of film changed dramatically and by 1915 he was writing positively about its
potentials.
Indeed, the "laboratory experiments" of Dr. Dapertutto/Meyerhold came to an end at
this time as Meyerhold's interest was increasingly directed toward film making. In 1915 he
completed The Picture of Dorian Gray which Leyda calls "undoubtedly the most important
Russian film made previous to the February Revolution." 14 In 1917 Meyerhold produced
The Strong Man, which was perhaps less impressive but still contained important elements
that would reverberate throughout his work, and was working on the film Witchcraft with
sets by Tatlin. It was with these films that Meyerhold undertook his most radical
experiments with the fragmentation of narrative flow. For Meyerhold these films presented
"not whole scenes, but only sharp fragments of the whole." 15 Film offered a model for
that "schematization of the real" which Meyerhold was already attempting to achieve in his
theatrical experiments. It is also in these cinematic experiments that Meyerhold turned an
ever increasingly analytic eye to movement, time and space. Film offered the promise of
radically different forms of perception and visuality which did not go unnoticed in
Meyerhold's formal investigations. As Meyerhold writes:
Technique in cinema is worth a great deal more than those who participate in it. My task is
to search out this possibly unutilized technique. First I want to study and analyze the
element of movement in cinema. Special actors are required. We often see that fine artists
of the drama and ballet are completely unsuitable for cinema. The measure of their
movement is either too broad or too short and their gestures are exaggerated to extremes.16
Meyerhold's cinematic experiments precede the more radical perceptual and technical
experiments of film directors Eisenstein, Kuleshov and Vertov. Eisenstein would advance
14Ibid.
15Ibid., p. 87.
16Meyerhold, "On Cinema (1915)" in Taylor, The Film Factory: Russian and Soviet Film Documents,
1896-1939, p. 39.
his notion of "The Montage of Attractions" in film after 1923 maintaining the technique's as
well as the medium's explicit link to the music hall and circus. Lev Kuleshov, whose film
studio was on the floor above Meyerhold's theater workshop at in Moscow, and some of
whose students also attended Meyerhold's courses, had by 1918 developed a theory of
cinematic montage on his own - though influenced greatly by what he had seen of
American popular cinema. 17 Vertov and his Kino-fot group would expand the realm of
montage beyond the editing board to the operative constructional principle invoked at every
level of the cinematic process. Vertov also adamantly rejected the "theatricality" of popular
fiction film for the "poetry of the machine" capable of turning humanity into a fine tuned
precision instrument. In 1929 Meyerhold would himself formalize a theory of cinematic
montage as it pertains to the theater, traditional forms of popular entertainment and the new
urban industrial culture to which we will turn later.
In 1922 Meyerhold developed a theory of contemporary drama production that not only
associated aesthetic practice with the needs of the audience as prime determinants of form,
but also linked it with the existing development of the means of production of society at
large. Although his belief was buoyed at time by a naive optimism towards the
enlightening power of technology, one which marks the entirety of the Soviet avant-garde,
what he develops at this time is not a "machine aesthetic." Rather, Meyerhold attempts to
establish an operative dramatic framework that could focus attention simultaneously on the
existing needs of mass audiences and on the available techniques and standards of artistic
production. In this process the body assumes a privileged role, for it is through the
intensifying grid of the body that translations between different levels and sectors of social
and aesthetic realities ultimately occur.
In an article of 1921, Meyerhold attacks the naturalized body of domestic interior life as
presented by the Moscow Art Theater, which is
17See Lev Kuleshov, "The Art of Cinema (1918)," in Taylor, The Film Factory: Russian and Soviet Film
Documents, 1896-1939, pp. 45-46.
brought up in the gymneceums of the Moscow Art Theater, born in the torments of
psychological naturalism, in the hysteria of spiritual tension, with a bath-induced relaxation
of the muscles. . . the notorious "circle", spiritual reticence, the cult of concealed heavenly
beginnings - a form offakirism is behind these staring eyes, the deliberatness and sanctity
of its persona. The danger in this method is all the greater because its antithetical banality
infects the association of workers, peasants and Red Army soldiers. It is this danger that
we point out.18
Meyerhold offers another position to replace this one - a "culture of the body is needed, the
culture of physical expression, perfecting this single tool of the actor's work." 19 The
search for the internal truth of experience is here sharply contrasted to the search for an
external language: the "impotent sighs" of Art Theater are to be replaced with "a single
gesture of the hand."20
Of course, in one sense, there is nothing very new in all of this. As early as 1916
Meyerhold developed a theory of the signifying body and this notion of a "physical culture"
certainly aligns itself with the grotesque body of Mystery-Bouffe. However, a year later
Meyerhold would systematically articulate the differences of his intentions. This "physical
culture of theater" was to be know as "biomechanics," loosely defined as "the ability to
realize in feelings, movements and words a task which is prescribed externally." 21 As its
name suggests, biomechanics is a practice that opposes the pre-industrial social body of
carnival as much as the individual, natural body of the Art Theater. If modern cinematic
culture was the historic correlative to carnival culture, biomechanics would refunction the
medieval social body for modern use. It was this that the critic Lozowick observed in 1930
when he commented that while Meyerhold found the best precedents for a theater which
could "energize" its audience in "the Medieval theaters of Italy, Spain, England; in old
18Rudnitsky, Meyerhold, The Director, p. 284.
19 Ibid.
201 bid.
21Meyerhold, p. 201.
Japan and China, whose actors had been marvelous showmen, acrobats, jugglers, clowns,
buffoons, entertainers with a healthy sense of the grotesque and the ridiculous" his aim was
"to learn from these healthy traditions without copying them but in order to turn them to
account in the light of contemporary knowledge and needs, in the light of the lessons from
the factor and laboratory." 22 Indeed, as Meyerhold writes in his 1922 article on
biomechanics:
In the past the actor has always conferred with the society of which his art was intended.
In the future the actor must go even further in relating his technique to the industrial
situation. For he will be working in a society where labor is no longer regarded as a curse
but as a joyful, vital necessity. In these conditions of ideal labor art clearly requires a new
foundation. . . We need to change not only the forms of our art but our methods too. An
actor working for the new class needs to reexamine all the canons of the past. The very
craft of the actor must be completely reorganized. The work of the actor in an industrial
society will be regarded as a means of production vital to the organization of the labor of
every citizen of that society.23
For Meyerhold, the essentialist body can only correspond to the leisure, pre-industrial
world of the domestic interior or the countryside. The new urban society based upon
collective, industrial production demands a reconstituted body, one stripped of all false
organicity, intimate with technology and adapted to the sudden conjunctures and
discontinuities of urban life. The interpenetration of technology and the body in
biomechanics appears as a necessary prelude to the emergence of the mobile, functional,
multipurpose, egalitarian body of a socialist humanity. The fragmentation and dispersal of
the body that we witnessed with carnival here returns, only now within a gestural language
22Lozowick as quoted in Leach, Vsevolod Meyerhold, p. 35.
2 3 Meyerhold, p. 197.
of the modem city. Benjamin, with all of his technological utopianism, believes no less
when he write that "the collective is a body, too. .. . Only when in technology the body
and the image so interpenetrate that all revolutionary tension becomes bodily collective
innervation, and all the bodily innervation of the collective become revolutionary discharge,
has reality transcended itself to the extent demanded in the Communist Manifesto."24
Biomechanics is at least, in a part, the historically logical aesthetic correlative to the
industrialization and urbanization occurring in western Europe and the United States at this
time and thought to be immanent in the Soviet Union after the October Revolution. As
Rudnitsky writes: "The body was perceived as a machine: man had to learn how to control
this machine. It was the theater's function to demonstrate the fine tuning of all human
'mechanisms', as an example and encouragement to all others." 25 Rudnitsky elsewhere
quotes one panegyric to Meyerhold's biomechanics written at this time:
Based on data from the study of the human organism, biomechanics strives to create man
who has studied the mechanism of his construction, and is capable of mastering it and
improving it.
Modem man living under conditions of mechanization cannot but mechanize the motive
elements of his organism.
Biomechanics establishes the principles of precise analytical execution of each motion,
establishes the differentiation of each motion for purposes of maximum precision,
demonstrativeness - visual Taylorism of motion (Sign of refusal - the establishment of the
start and end points of motion, a pause after each accomplished motion, the geometrization
of movement in planes). We must be able to show the modern actor on stage as a complete
automaton.26
24Benjamin, "Surrealism," in Reflections, pp. 191-192.
25 Rudnitsky, Russian and Soviet Theater 1905-1932, p. 93.
2 6Rudnitsky, Meyerhold, The Director, p. 294.
Meyerhold did not deny this sort of fantasy. Unlike Emile Jacques-Dalcroze and
Isadora Duncan who were both developing their own techniques of stage movement in
Europe and the United States respectively, Meyerhold does not disavow his technique's
intrinsic affiliation (and competitive engagement) with dominant practices of social
organization. If the theater was to survive and play a dynamic role in the future Soviet
culture, Meyerhold thought, then it too would have to be transformed by the same factors
that were part of the rest of Soviet life. Thus Meyerhold drew on the scientific
methodologies that were current in both Soviet industry and psychology. 27 The latter was
in terms of the "reflexology" of the Petrograd psychologist Vladimir Bekhterev who
formulated the beginnings of an activity-theoretic perspective that later became the core of
Soviet developmental psychology. 28 The former was in terms of the system of "scientific
management" devised by another American, Frederick Winslow Taylor. Meyerhold refers
to Taylorism often and in 1922 when he gives a definition of art, his statement is
remarkably close to Taylorist notions that became operative at that time in both Western
European and North American society: "In art our constant concern is the organization of
raw material. Constructivism has forced artists to become both artist and engineer. Art
should be based upon scientific principles; the entire creative act should be made a
conscious process. The art of the actor consists in organizing his material; that is, in the
capacity to utilize correctly his body's means of expression." 29 It is this nexus of
relationships that ties these essential features of Meyerhold's stage to the socially dominant
27See Mel Gordon, "Meyerhold's Biomechanics," in The Drama Review, vol. 57 (Sept. 1973), pp. 73-88.28Al who have written on Meyerhold's biomechanics align his work with that of Pavlov and the American
William James. This tendency seems to fall into the fad of "pavlovization" of Soviet psychology to
support Western (particularly American) behaviorist traditions. Though Meyerhold does not cite his
sources, it seems to me that his terminology developed not from Pavlov or James but from Bekhterev.
From the beginning of the twentieth century until the late 1920's in Russia, Bekhterev's ideas were of
greater relevance. This is relevant because whereas Pavlov's sought to explain all phenomenon within his
behaviorist schema, already by 1904 Bekhterev was developing the notion of an active relationship of the
organism with the environment: "One could think that all changes in organisms are determined by the
conditions of the environment. However, one should not forget one important characteristic - the active
relationship of the organism to the environment which makes it possible for the organism to be
independent of the surrounding conditions to a certain extent, and even to adapt those to the organism's own
needs." Bekhterev's phenomenological description would be deeply influential to Meyerhold. See Jaan
Valsiner, Developmental Psychology in the Soviet Union, (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1988).
29Meyerhold, p. 198.
modes of control and management of time and perceptual experience in the Soviet Union's
rapidly accelerating process of industrialization. 30
Biomechanics also has another sense, however, one which may be easier to
comprehend if we first return to Bakhtin and carnival. A primary element in carnival,
Bakhtin maintains, is the "free intermingling of bodies." The social body of carnival is an
incomplete, open body, not separate from the world by clearly defined boundaries but
merges with the world, with objects and with others. Bakhtin writes:
Contrary to modern canons, the grotesque body is not separated from the rest of the world.
It is not a closed, complete unit; it is unfinished, outgrows itself, transgresses its own
limits. The stress is laid on those parts of the body that are open to the outside world, that
is, the parts through which the world enters the body or emerges from it, or through which
the body itself goes out to meet the world. This means the emphasis is on the apertures or
the convexities, or on the various ramifications and offshoots: the open mouth, the genital
organs, the breasts, the phallus, the potbelly, the nose. The body discloses its essence as a
principle of growth which exceeds its own limits only in copulation, pregnancy, childbirth,
the throws of death, eating, drinking, or defecation. This is the ever unfinished, ever
30The most extreme expression of Taylorist ideas in the Soviet Union was given by Alexei Gastev who in
the early 1920s organized the Central Institute for the Scientific Organization of Labor and the
Mechanization of Man (TsIT) to discover a master code of human movement based on Taylorist time-
motion studies. "In working towards the creation of TsIT," Gastev writes, "I must work with exceptional
energy at creating a SOCIAL-ENGINEERING MACHINE, in which I see something I must have spent
decades working towards, as an artist and as an organizer of the Revolution. Three more words -
TRAJECTORY, VECTOR, MOVEMENT - express in theory the general laws of cinematography, but
denote in practice the ABC's of all machines. These laws are themselves, it seems to me, now open,
unlimited horizons. I apply them, as far as I can, not only to the creation of defined organizational norms,
but also to arrive at conclusions concerning a restructuring - A BIOLOGICAL RESTRUCTURING - of
present-day man." Alexei Gastev as quoted in Jean Louis Cohen, "America: A Soviet Ideal," AA Files,
no. 5 (January, 1984), pp. 34. Cohen also cites Lenin's own justification of Taylorist methods in the new
socialist state. A few weeks after the October Revolution, Lenin wrote: "The Taylor system . .. is a
combination of the refined brutality of bourgeois exploitation and a number of the greatest scientific
achievements in the field of analyzing mechanical motions during work, the elimination of superfluous and
awkward motions, the elaboration of correct methods of work, the introduction of the best system of
accounting and control, etc. The Soviet Republic must at all costs adopt all that is valuable in the
achievements of science and technology in this field. The possibility of building socialism depends exactly
upon our success in combining the Soviet power and the Soviet organization of administration with the up-
to-date achievements of capitalism." Ibid., p. 32.
creating body, the link in the chain of genetic development, or more correctly speaking,
two links shown where they enter into each other.31
The individual body is frankly dismembered into a constellation of focal points through
which or from which bodies make contact with what lies outside of them. The grotesque
body "is presented not in a private, egotistical form, severed from the other spheres of life,
but as something universal, representing all of the people ... This is not the body and its
physiology in the modem sense of these words, because it is not individualized. The
material bodily principle is contained not in the biologic individual, not in the bourgeois
ego, but in the people, a people who are constantly growing and renewing." 32 Within the
bodily practices of carnival, "the individual body ceases to a certain extent to be itself; it is
possible, so to say, to exchange bodies, to be renewed." 33
Given a dialectical twist, Bakhtin's grotesque image of bodies in transgression can be
resituated within Meyerhold's concept of biomechanics. Like Bakhtin's image,
biomechanics is oppositional, utopian and completely without innocence. Biomechanics
are not structured by the polarity of public and private: they define a technological
collective based on a revolution of social relations. The relationships for forming identities,
including those of polarity and hierarchy, are at issue in the biomechanical world.
Biomechanics constitutes a contentious, non-essentialist subject, a kind of disassembled
and reassembled collective self. With biomechanics, no objects, spaces or bodies are
sacred; any one can be combined with any other. Indeed, biomechanics requires such
incongruous coupling for it rejects conformity even to oneself.34 Continuing this techno-
3 1Bakhtin, Rabelais in his World, p. 26.
32Ibid., p. 19.
33Ibid., p. 255.
34
"I need to know the juvenile lead in my theater so as never to cast him as a juvenile lead. I have often
noticed that an actor blossoms out quite unexpectedly in a part where he has to struggle to subdue his
natural characteristics. They are still there, but they act as a kind of accompaniment to the character he has
created ... Unfortunately, the nature of actors is such that when they are type-cast they usually stop
working and assume that their voice and appearance will see them through. In order to spur an actor into
action you sometimes need to set him a paradoxical task which he can manage only by discarding his
normal criterion." Meyerhold, p. 203.
logic, Meyerhold expressed this by the formula: (N=A 1+A2). Here "N" is the actor, "Ai"
is the conscious, organizing intelligence assigned the role to be performed, and "A2" is the
actor's body as an instrument for performing the assigned task. Thus, far from incarnating
the role, as Stanislavsky taught, the biomechanical actor is displaced from it, put into a
dialogic relationship to him or herself as well as his or her surroundings. Moreover, "once
one knows with geometric clarity all the positions of biomechanics," writes Meyerhold,
"which takes its law of mechanics in all manifestations of force and from the similarity of
all animal limbs, then these motions peculiar to animals are applied to certain types of roles
by assimilating the roles characterized by these motions." 35 The "laws of biomechanics"
allow unknown freedom. As a rationalized system of movement, the mysticism of acting is
systematically dismantled and literally anyone with the proper code can perform any part.
"A person who possesses the necessary ability," writes Meyerhold, "can be or can become
an actor . . . He can be given a position that is determined as appropriate by the stage
function."36
Biomechanics, developed from a dialogic relation with cinema, marks the culmination
and supersession of Meyerhold's early, purely theatrical, investigation of gestural signs.
Like cinema, biomechanics presents a new mode of movement, a new means of social
representation and communication which embodied new relations of production and
consumption. Biomechanics provides the possibility of a uniquely democratic somatic
language, one capable of transgressing the narrow confines of the carnival's market square
as well as national borders by developing a form of communicative contact based upon the
comparability of physical and material circumstance. One could say that biomechanics
objectivizes gestures like film objectivizes images, tearing the body's movement from its
immediate, individual context, and dispersing it across the entirety of social discourse
where it is presented as so much material to be consciously (re)arranged. In this sense, the
biomechanical gesture is reproducible - a notion Benjamin seems to suggest when he
35Meyerhold, "Amplua akter (1922)," in Hoover, Meyerhold: The Art of Conscious Theater, p. 310.
36Meyerhold as quoted in Symons, Meyerhold's Theater of the Grotesque, p. 73.
describes the gestures of Epic theater as "quotable." 37 As with film, the result is a
redefinition of the function of the reproduced object. Gestures are no longer to reside in the
sanctity of autonomous, authentic individual emotions; rather, the body must forgo its own
presence and operate within the dialogic discourses of the larger social body. There exists
no single, isolated gestures in the world of biomechanics: it sets out to teach actors to
recognize his or her own center of gravity, to relate that recognition to his surroundings,
and finally to coordinate this with others. As Meyerhold states, "Biomechanics is man-
movement, man-speech; man-speech-movement; man-space; man-collective (the
masses)." 38
Biomechanics constitutes a monstrous and illegitimate unity, a grotesque combination
of juggler and instrument, mime and motor, body and machine. The dichotomies between
mind and body, organism and machine, public and private, nature and culture, men and
women, primitive and civilized, not to mention that between actor and audience, are all put
into question. From one perspective, biomechanics may indeed be about the final
imposition of a grid of control on the world, about the final abstraction embodied in world
war, about the complete appropriation of the body by capitalism. But from another
perspective, biomechanics might be about living social and bodily realities in which people
are not afraid of their joint kinship with animals and machines, not afraid of permanently
partial identities and contradictory standpoints. The challenge is to see from both
perspectives simultaneously because each reveals both domination and possibilities
unimaginable from the other standpoint.
37 Benjamin, "What is Epic Theater," in Illuminations, p. 151.
3 8Meyerhold as quoted in Rudnitsky, Russian and Soviet Theater 1905-1932, p. 93.
Alexander Rodchenko, Spatial Construction, Alexander Rodchenko, Spatial Construction,
1920. 1921.
This challenge holds for Russian constructivism in general. The techno-logic of
Constructivists like Popova, Rodchenko, Stepanova, Tatlin and others linked questions of
artistic development to fundamentally new relations of social life as much as to mass
production, industry, and technology. As with Meyerhold's biomechanics, the notion of
"artist-constructor" or "artist-engineer" was an attempt to realign the practice of art with the
business of socialist construction and to distance itself from essentialist idealism and
mysticism. Consider, for example, Rodchenko's Hanging Constructions produced in the
same year Meyerhold developed his theory of biomechanics. The construction is the result
of specific procedures and materials that are explicitly linked to the existing standards of
production in society at large. Press, roller, compass and technical pen replace the palette
and brush as the means of artistic production while bending, rolling, cutting and stamping
replace traditional production procedures. The resultant serially organized form is on the
one hand an aesthetic correlative to the socially dominant modes of control and management
of time and perceptual experience in the Soviet Union's rapidly accelerating process of
industrialization. On the other hand, the serial organization of form foregrounds the
process qualities of the construction, transgressing its objectivity by pointing to the material
and procedural processes of its own making. Moreover, this blurring of object and process
is continued by the viewer and his or her environment which are not only reflected in the
mirrored surfaces of the construction but are literally embodied by its kinetic potential. The
viewer is inscribed within an endless phenomenological loop that dismantles the distinction
between subject and object as much as that between producer and viewer. Certainly this is
what the Group of Objective Analysis meant in 1921 when they defined "construction" as
the organization of kinetic life that would produce new movement.
THE REAPPROPRIATION OF TECHNOLOGY
Meyerhold explicitly linked biomechanics to constructivism and in April of 1922 set out
to demonstrate both on the stage with a production of Fernand Crommelynck's The
Magnanimous Cuckold.39 A lyric farce revolving around the jealous ravings of Bruno
over his wife Stella, the play was performed in, on and around an intricate kinetic
construction of platforms, doors, ladders, slides, wheels and scaffolding designed by
Lyubov Popova.40 This construction was placed on an empty stage, without front curtain
or footlights. The walls were bared and the lights in the auditorium remained on
throughout the show. Rejecting realist decoration as well as the cubes, cones, planes and
spheres of Mystery-Bouffe, Popova attempted to eliminate all representational problems by
foregrounding the performative, procedural qualities of the action. Popova's construction
39Fernand Crommelynck was a French playwright from Dutch descent influenced as much by Verhaeren as
Molibre. The unlikely combination of grotesque images and mystical symbolism seems to have attracted
early attention in Russian for Crommelynck's first work, The Sculpture of Masks, was quickly translated
and performed in Moscow in 1906. The Magnanimous Cuckold was written in 1920 and first performed
on December 18, 1920 at the TheAtre de l'Oeuvre, under the direction of Lugn6-Po6. See Bettina Knapp,
Fernand Crommelynck, (Boston: Twayne, 1978), pp. 48-64.
40Meyerhold had hired Popova to teach stage design a few months earlier at his newly founded State Higher
Theater Workshop (GVYTM).
Scene from Crommelynck's The Magnanimous Cuckold, produced by Vsevolod Meyerhold with staging by
Lyubov Popova, 1922.
is something that can be passed through, walked around, climbed on, swung on and slid
down. A world of things becomes one of action. To live with this construction, to operate
in it, demands new specific skills that require the kind of agility that children use to
approach the constructed world of a playground, the awareness that one uses to cross the
streets of a modem, industrial city, or the experience that the average worker brings to the
work site. Quite apart from the signs it contains of a particular location (the spinning
wheels, slides and wooden sails referring to the mill in which the original play is set),
Popova's set is better understood as a space for action. The theater critic Alexsei Gvozdev
writes that Popova's construction was
a trampoline for the actor, which was justly compared with the contrivance and equipment
of the circus acrobat. In the same way that the acrobat's trapeze has no intrinsic aesthetic
values and it is indifferent to the circus performer whether it is beautiful or not - it need
only be designed for his work - so is the construction in The Magnanimous Cuckold
designed wholly for the development of the actor's performance without any pretense of
decorative significance.4 1
Popova's "apparatus for acting" consisted of two platforms of differing heights, each
reached by its own staircase and joined by a ramp. From the lower platform a slide
descended and both platforms were supported by vertical, horizontal and diagonal wooden
scantlings which made a series of panels, a few of which were filled in. Behind the
construction was a large trellis, three wheels (one of which was painted with the
consonants of Crommelynck's name) and a propeller-like device pointing diagonally
upwards. In front to the sides was a curving, sloped bench. The woodwork was left
largely bare, though some pieces were blackened with boot polish and others reddened
with rouge. Popova stated her aim in four parts a few days after the opening. The first
three had to do with the construction:
The organization of the material elements of the spectacle as an apparatus, a kind of
installation or contrivance for the given action. In this respect utilitarian suitability must
serve as the criterion, and certainly not the solution of any formal and aesthetic problems. .
The second task was to introduce material elements. . . so as to co-ordinate the entire
process of the action; to this end the movements of the doors and window, and the rotating
of the wheels were introduced into the basic score of the action; by their movements and
speeds these were to underline and intensify the kinetic value of each movement of the
action.42
4 1Rudnitsky, Meyerhold, The Director, p. 290.
42Lyubov Popova as quoted in Christina Lodder, Russian Constructivism, (New Haven: Yale University
Press, 1983), p. 173.
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Scene from Crommelynck's The Magnanimous Cuckold, produced by Vsevolod Meyerhold with staging by
Lyubov Popova, 1922.
The movement of the action produces the meaning of this play. "We will never
understand [the set] correctly," writes E. Rakitina at the time, " if we regard it statically. It
is not a picture to be admired. Rather, it is a kind of machine which takes on a living
existence in the course of the production." 43 Rakitina's comments turn on the juxtaposition
of human activity and static image, an opposition which structures all of the
Constructivists' work. If construction was defined as the former, it was the traditional
notion of composition which was linked to the latter. According to Varvara Stepanova:
"Composition is the contemplative approach of the artist in his work. Technique and
industry have confronted art with the problem of construction as an active process, and not
a contemplative reflection. The 'sanctity' of a work as a single entity is destroyed. The
museum which was a treasury of this entity is now transformed into an archive." 44
For Bakhtin, such distinctions are not confined to aesthetic production and reception
but are written into our notions of the body. Whereas the grotesque body of carnival is
43E. Rakitina s quoted in Angelica Rudenstine, ed., Russian Avant-Garde Art, (London: Thames and
Hudson, 1981), p. 399.
44Varvara Stepanova as quoted in Camilla Gray, The Great Experiment: Russian Art, 1863-1922, (NY:
Abrams, 1962), pp. 250-51.
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always in transformation, movement and regeneration, the classical body is a strictly
complete, finished product. "It is isolated, alone, fenced off from all other bodies. All
signs of its unfinished character, of its growth and proliferation were eliminated." 45 The
classical body accentuates "the completed, self-sufficient individuality of the given body,"
its "corporal acts" are "shown only when the borderlines dividing the body from the
outside world were sharply defined."46 According to Bakhtin, "boundaries" are drawn
between objects (and thus between body and body) which serve to 'complete each
individual outside of the link with the ultimate whole." 47 With this in mind, the action of
The Magnanimous Cuckold might be further defined, for the play is not only of movements
but of the interaction, interpenetration and interdependence of bodies. Consider, for
example, the three of the actors (Ilinsky, Babanova and Zaichikov) who celebrate a victory
in the play. As Gvozdev writes, the three formed a "tripled-bodied" character which he
named "Il-ba-zai":
Il-ba-zai means, first of all, that Meyerhold's actors enter into a definite system of
characters, subordinating himself to hitherto unknown composition of groups. Retaining
his individuality, the actor develops such an acute partner sense, such an ability to
coordinate all his movements with the partners body, that in fact the former habits of critical
evaluation of the actors performance became inadequate and it becomes necessary to speak,
abandoning the usual terminology, of 'triple-bodied' characters.48
45Bakhtin, Rabelais and his World, p. 29.
4 6 Ibid.
471bid., p. 53.
48Rudnitsky, Meyerhold, The Director, p. 307.
Scene from Crommelynck's The
Magnanimous Cuckold, produced by
Vsevolod Meyerhold with staging by
Lyubov Popova, 1922.
Scene from Crommelynck's The
Magnanimous Cuckold, produced by
Vsevolod Meyerhold with staging by
Lyubov Popova, 1922.
According to Gvozdev, each actor, while retaining individual characteristics of
movement, was permanently aware of their relation to the others. Each actor supplemented
the other's movements. It was as if, separately, each character constituted merely a portion
of his or her identity - "Il", "Ba" or "Zai" - and it was only in movement and interaction that
their individuality was given meaning. This notion is reiterated and made explicit by the
stage machinery itself. The largest of the three kinetic wheels, on which the letters CR, ML
and NCK are painted, revolve with the action of the play. More than a cubo-futuristic
deformation and recontextualization of the author's name, it becomes apparent that it is only
in movement through time that the separate letters of Crommelynck's name become
significant. At rest, the letters form three different "typological" groupings made up of
three different letter sizes and types. At rest they constitute disconnected, almost arbitrary
signs but when the wheels are put in movement they come together like individual frames
on a film. Like these letters, Ilinsky, Babanova and Zaichikov possess permanently partial
identities. The collective body, in movement, is shown to be made up of working parts in
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much the same sense as the working parts of stage construction. But in contrast to the
Taylorist notion of efficiency and simplicity, where serial repetition subsumes the
individual within the whole, these actors constitute a different subject - one that depends
upon another's supplementation. Only within the interactions of the social body do
individual bodies gain significance.
This pattern of interrelatedness informs everything on the stage. The jealous ravings
or melancholic cries of Bruno are not only objectivized by his own extended, exaggerated
gestures enlarged to the scale of biomechanical semaphore - eyes rolling, arms flapping,
head drooping - but are enough to start the wheels of Popova's construction spinning. The
wheels act as a kind of physical register, a kinetic signal, that demonstrates the actor's
introspective and individual feelings by reproducing them in another form. Feelings attain
a kind of dense objectivity in which the passions themselves take on the nature of stage-
properties so that Bruno's jealousy becomes as sharp and functional as the dagger with
which it is associated. Those signs which had previously passed for the projection of
subjective character are transformed into kinetic signals through the biomechanical gestures
and the operation of the stage mechanism. It is no coincidence, then, that the wheel set in
motion by these psychological states is inscribed by the author's name, for what is
demonstrated here is nothing less than the "writing" of the subject itself, its coding through
the interaction with others.
Popova's prozodezhda (production clothing) is yet another element in the mutual
interactions of the stage environment. Like biomechanics, Popova's prozodezhda has a
direct correspondence to workers' overalls: its pattern converts the stage into a workshop
and itself into an implement. But, also like biomechanics, Popova's costumes are more
than a sign of the industrial. The relationship between prozodezhda and the actor's body is
not one of natural enhancement of idiosyncratic, personal and private movements; instead,
the light and roomy costumes interrupt the flow of the individual human frame and blur its
boundaries. This can be seen as an attempt to impart on the human frame, through the way
~---~' -.
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the material is arranged, the structural patterning of Popova's earlier cubo-futurist
paintings, a fracturing and fragmenting quality that is emphasized by the actor's
biomechanical movements. 49 Whereas the dynamism in Popova's paintings turn on the
conceptual reconfiguration of the particular elements within the picture's frame, the
patterning of the body that Popova's costume proposes can only gain meaning if it is
extended beyond the barrier created by the proscenium arch. As she makes explicit in her
essay "The Costume as an Element of the Material Design," prozodezhda is constituted as
much from the needs of the actor's individual body as the costume's material and
procedural qualities, their relationship with the stage properties and other bodies, and
finally, its mode of production in society at large.50
Bettina Knapp in her study of Fernand Crommelynck has called Crommelynck's play
"the best farce since Molibre's." 51 Certainly this is what attracted Meyerhold to the text.
But Knapp notes that unlike Moliere's light and bantering style, Crommelynck's text is
heavy and negative; Crommelynck "seeks to destroy, not to rectify; to vilify and humiliate,"
not to regenerate and to strengthen. 52 This is far from the promise of carnival that Bakhtin
as well as Meyerhold find in Moliere's work. In may ways, Meyerhold's production of
The Magnanimous Cuckold must be seen as a demonstration of the utopian promise of
biomechanics as well as an attempt to resituate this work within the carnival tradition of
which Moliere was a part. Meyerhold did dedicate his production to the Tercentenary of
Moliere's birth, and his aims for the production clearly show that the promise of carnival
and that of biomechanics are not necessarily in opposition.
Later in 1922, Meyerhold would push these possibilities even further in his irreverent
revival of Sukhovo-Kobylin's The Death of Tarelkin.53 The play, written in 1869, is the
49Nick Worral, "Meyerhold's Production of the 'Magnificent Cuckold'," in The Drama Review, (March,
1973), p. 22.
50See Lodder, Russian Constructivism, p. 149.
5 1Knapp, Fernand Crommelynck, p. 147.
52Ibid., p. 28
53A translation of The Death of Tarelkin along with the other two portion of Sukhovo-Kobylin's trilogy
can be found in Sukhovo-Kobylin, Alexandr, The Trilogy of Alexandr Sukhovo-Kobylin. (NY: Dutton,
1969).
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last installment of a trilogy that depicts the bureaucratic maze which constituted the Russian
legal system at the time. The first part of the trilogy, Krechinsky's Wedding, tells of an
impoverished but scheming nobleman, Krechinsky, who seeks to save his financial
problems by marrying the daughter of a wealthy provincial landowner. The Case presents
the downward spiral of bureaucratic corruption as the landowner and his daughter,
innocently implicated in the dealings of Krechinsky, try to extricate themselves. But the
more they struggle, the more they try to go along with the system of bribe and perjury, the
more desperate becomes their plight until the half-crazed landowner collapses and dies.
The Death of Tarelkin concludes the trilogy with two bureaucrats, Tarelkin and his superior
Varravin, who fight over the possession of the landowner's bribe money. Tarelkin steals
papers incriminating Varravin for wrongdoings and tries to blackmail him out of the
competition for the money. But Varravin is on to him, and Tarelkin tries to escape from
certain punishment by counterfeiting his own death and assuming the identity of a recently
deceased neighbor. Varravin discovers the plot but feigns ignorance. Instead he arrests
Tarelkin (now Kopylov) on suspicion of being a vampire who according to rumors is
terrorizing Moscow and Petersburg. Under questioning, Tarelkin/Kopylov reveals
himself, hands over the papers and is set free - but he is set free as Kopylov, out of work,
out of money and out of schemes.
This was Meyerhold's second production of the play, having first staged this tragic
farce in 1917 at the Alexandrinsky Theater in Petrograd. The play in its original form had
previously been censored and Meyerhold's earliest production, realized immediately after
Tsarist overthrow, was the first to restore its vicious satire and he presented the play in all
of its nightmarish absurdity. In the 1922 production, however, instead of corrupt
schemers, Varravin, Tarelkin and their associates were satirized as thoroughly corrupt
bunglers whose stupidity was exceeded only by their greed. He now presented the work
as a parody in the style of Mystery-Bouffe, which had little in common with Sukhovo-
Kobylin's gloomy comedy. Tarelkin, a pathetic victim in 1917 and in the original script,
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Varvara Stepanova, furniture for Sukhovo-Kobylin's The Death of Tarelkin produced by Vsevolod
Meyerhold, 1922.
becomes a Head Clown and has a great time making fools of his captors. Nothing is above
ridicule; the script, the authorial intention, and even the characters are subjected to
dismemberment. One moment the actor would appear to be sincerely playing the part and
then, suddenly, he would be acting completely out of character and situation. The play
rejects all complete, isolated appearances. There is nothing immutable - character, story,
movements were all open to change and transformation.
Eisenstein was Meyerhold's "laboratory assistant" for the production and Varvara
Stepanova constructed a number of apparatuses for the action. The writer Mikhail
Tarabukin, whose From the Easel to the Machine (1923) articulates perhaps the first
systematic account of the development of constructivism in the Soviet Union, described
Stepanova's design in this way:
The prop design for The Death of Tarelkin, made in 1922 by V. Stepanova, make a
decisive break with decorativeness. They are limited to convertible furniture and several
items that appear on stage only when needed. The white color that all the objects are
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painted underscores again that painting-decoration is gone. An object, be it a chair, table or
something else, serves a utilitarian purpose: to be the machine for the actor's performance.
But if in Cuckold Popova created a stationary construction-machine on which the action
plays, demonstrating his plastic capabilities, then in Tarelkin there is a movable machine -
objects that the actors play around, demonstrating his pantomiming cleverness.54
Like Rodchenko's Hanging Construction, Stepanova's furniture is comprised of a
system of repetitive spatial and constructional cells - part of an open-ended, nonhierarchical
field of spatial and structural coordinates - coupled with plain, standardized, mass-
produced timber scantlings. The variety of the design depended upon the juxtaposition of
these standard elements according to the requirements of construction and the action of the
play. This system resists the appearance of having been manipulated or mediated by a
particular artistic personality or of having been fabricated for a single purpose. Instead, the
spatial and constructional elements convey their availability to society at large, and that they
are the result of certain modern means of production, reproducible for a wide variety of
uses. It is difficult, then, to read these objects as representational in any traditional sense or
having been deformed according to some autonomously conceived formal necessity. These
objects tend to resist assimilation in ideational terms, remaining obstinately external to
subjective, aesthetic comprehension. More than Popova's construction which still allows,
however loosely, a contemplative aesthetic judgment, Stepanova's constructions signify a
complete rejection of any transcendental conception of the object in favor of a conception of
artistic practice as a worldly, engaged activity, a material intervention and organizing force.
In a 1921 lecture at the Institute of Art and Culture (INKhUK) in Moscow, Stepanova
clarifies the relationship between the new means of production and the "new consciousness
in art":
5 4Rudnitsky, Meyerhold, The Director, p. 311.
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The contemplative and representational activity of art is shifting to an active conscious
action, and the concept of the spiritual nature of the artist's creative process is being
destroyed.
Industry and technology are developing continuously. They astonish us at every turn
with their unexpected external forms which find no corresponding echo in nature and run
counter to it, making it impossible to establish an ideal of beauty for the modern epoch in
external form. The realization of ideal beauty is thereby eliminated as a function of artistic
activity, forcing the artist to move into industrial production in order to apply his objective
knowledge of forms and constructions. For his activity that takes place outside real life
(the reflection and elaboration of concrete forms) loses its meaning in face of constant
technological progress, which expects no formal canons from art.
For the first time in the history of art the problem of artistic form has been solved
independently of our ideal conception of beauty.
The atavism "beauty outside time and space" which we inherited from the idealistic
world-view, with its unchanging aesthetic experience, has been destroyed by the analytic
method. The result produces an action out of diverse elements and material tasks, rather
than the revelation of ideas according to a synthetic principle [composition].55
The statement is first a materialist refusal of signification based on composition and its
"idealistic world-view." Second, it is an explicit attempt to integrate art with life, or to
eliminate the need for art from life; for to shift the emphasis of artistic production from
"contemplative and representational activity" to "active conscious action" is to link these
procedures to the elements and tasks of society at large. The disprivileging of a
preordained static, aesthetic ideal in favor of a nexus of relationships between modes of
production and changing human needs means shifting the objects' meaning to the outside
where structure is no longer predicated on private, psychological space but rather on
55 Stepanova, "On Constructivism," in Stepanova, (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1988), p. 174.
Varvara Stepanova demonstrating a folding
screen, part of the set for The Death of
Tarelkin, 1922.
Varvara Stepanova demonstrating a
collapsible table, part of the set for The
Death of Tarelkin, 1922.
public, conventional, cultural space. "In The Death of Tarelkin," Stepanova states, "I
finally succeeded in showing the utilitarian content of spatial objects. I wanted to produce
actual objects - a table, a chair, screens and so on - a total material environment in which
the living human material was to act."5 6
Stepanova's ambition is to constitute an acting environment determined by the elements
and tasks of the program. To this end, she proposed a number of objects and apparatuses
that would provide the players with a maximum of active possibilities. In contrast to
Popova's singular unified structure, Stepanova divided the construction into portable,
mobile mechanisms. The overall configuration of the stage was organized in relation to
movement around and through the assorted objects. Furthermore, each of these
constructions could be altered and transformed by the actor: the seat of the chair could be
raised and lowered, the screen folded and unfolded, the table collapsed and so on.
Material, physical relations are the driving force of this system. Moreover, the mobile and
disparate objects are gregariously decentered and dissymetrical. Disparate architectures,
56Stepanova, Stepanova, pp. 65-6.
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abutting or nesting, articulate themselves from the same tectonic system. The discreteness
of each object declares the absence of any underlying formal armature that might engender
the compositional devices that Popova's set retains. The renunciation of the devices which
would organize the diverse parts into a coherent whole, exaggerates differences within the
system while providing the framework for their interrelation and interpenetration. The
result is not an integrated, formal organism but an assemblage of architectural
particularities, each clashing with the other and defined wholly in terms of their separate
functional and material life.
Finally, Stepanova and Meyerhold resist as far as possible any processional space that
might result in a monumental unity. According to Stepanova, "there can no longer be a
monumental style, i.e. the establishment of certain conventions of external form in a single
complex, in the present day, when function, action, dynamics and tectonics are replacing
the static object or element."57 Acting was therefore spread over the entire stage floor. The
peripheral movement of The Death of Tarelkin contrasted sharply to the central impetus of
Cuckold. The performance burst out toward the audience and into the audience. Every act
concluded with the audience being shot at with a gun and a director's assistant yelling "In-
ter-val!" Enormous multi-colored balls flew through the stalls. Apples were lowered from
the ceiling and the audience enthusiastically tried to grab them. Posters were tossed out.58
The actors beat their partners with clubs and inflated bull's bladders, threw water over each
other, clambered in, around and threw Stepanova's furniture, and ran into the auditorium.
One unnamed reviewer cited by Rudnitsky writes:
Meyerhold's model is the carnival. . .with all its particular movements, sticks, completely
incomprehensible shooting (the auditorium stinks of gunpowder), and finally tricks like
sniffing the rear end of the body and indicating with gestures how people stop in places
where "stopping is strictly forbidden". .. The male roles are played by women, and so on
57 Ibid., p. 175.
58Rudnitsky, Russian and Soviet Theater 1905-1932, p. 95.
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Varvara Stepanova, costume design for The Varvara Stepanova, fabric design, 1924.
Death of Tarelkin, 1922.
and so forth. One thing is certain: what is being shown under the name The Death of
Tarelkin is neither art nor theater, and is not in harmony with our great Revolution.59
Contrary to this reviewer's conclusion, it is precisely revolution that this play is about.
Perceptual, subjective and institutional hierarchies are systematically dismantled in the
incongruous play of the action. The meaning of this play cannot be found by reducing its
elements to a simple, unified diagram; rather it is produced in a more complex totality of
movements, relationships and uses which are not confined to the theater alone. Stepanova,
who, like Popova, designed prozodezhda for the play, makes this point explicit. In her
article "Present Day Dress - Production Clothing," she completely rejects the concept of
fashion which stresses aesthetic effects, regardless of modes of production and social
needs, in favor of a concept of dress design intrinsically interwoven with "social
movements." "Fashion which psychologically reflects a way of life, customs and aesthetic
taste," writes Stepanova, "gives way to clothing organized for work in different fields as
59Rudnitsky, Meyerhold, The Director, p 311.
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Varvara Stepanova, Seated Figure, 1920. Scene from Sukhovo-Kobylin's The Death of
Linocut. Tarelkin, produced by Vsevolod Meyerhold with
staging by Varvara Stepanova, 1922.
defined by social movements, clothing which can prove itself only in the process of
working in it, not presenting itself as having an independent value outside real life, as a
special type of 'work of art'." 60 Renouncing the organizational value of a purely internal
formal necessity, the work presents itself as a part of the world. In contrast to Stepanova's
earlier metaphorizations of the mechano-morphic body, where individual body and
technology are conflated to form a unified image, the action of Tarelkin actively
demonstrates representation can be reconceived as relations of active participation within
the movements of the new social body organized in relation to the demands the modem
world.
The Death of Tarelkin and The Magnanimous Cuckold constitute another space, another
history, another way of thinking beyond unique or individual places, times and actions.
These performances make clear that the ambiguity, emptiness or fullness of otherwise
neutrally defined objects and locations derive their meaning neither from being faithfully
depicted according to existing models nor from the abstract discourse of science, but by
60Stepanova as quoted in Lodder, Russian Constructivism, p. 148.
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being defined through their processes of use, by being acted on and in during the course of
action. The radical potential of this assertion should be clear. If meaning depends on
human action, then conversely, human activity can effect meaning. In other words, to say
that meaning is relative to social relations is to say that it is in these relations that meaning is
produced. The foregrounding of the productive relations in the action of the play therefore
holds the possibility of throwing an entire historical order into question. Popova's set, for
example, connotes at least in part a mill. In a conventional mill, the action of the sails that
are driven by the wind moves the wheels that drive the machinery which then grinds the
corn and produces the flour. It is "natural" that this is so. The order is experienced as
irreversible. Popova's mill, on the other hand, reverses the order at will, or at least made
the process subject to those laws which are created in the course of the action. In the
liberated world of The Magnanimous Cuckold, the turning of the wheels could occur in any
order in which the human subject, rather than nature, was the prime mover. For the actors
to spin the wheels is to reveal the possibilities of active choice in changing an apparently
immutable order. "It was as though he impersonated the new man freed from the power of
things, from the power of inert, unmobile environment," wrote Boris Alpers." 61
Here one might think lies not only the interpenetration of the body and technology that
the new industrial, urban society demands but the very ground for what Benjamin calls "the
politicization of art". 62 Of course, the results are much more ambiguous. Meyerhold's
attempt to refunction the grotesque body of carnival for the new realities of the urban,
industrial society through a turn to the constructive gesture allows for a kind of
phenomenological awareness intrinsically linked to the social body of an urban, industrial
world. And yet, isn't there in Meyerhold's work a certain dependence upon a universal
egalitarianism that is all but guaranteed? Though "industrialized" as the secretary of
Meyerhold's theater Alexander Fevralsky described it,63 doesn't Meyerhold's theater
61S ymons, Meyerhold's Theater of the Grotesque, p. 84.
62 Benjanin, "The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction," in Illuminations, p. 242.
63Cited in Hoover, Meyerhold: The Art of Conscious Theater, p. 100.
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depend on an otherwise neutral space in which all participate equally and freely? But as
with carnival, there is nothing that inherently protects this space from its potential
vulnerability to an observer's gaze. Its participants can always be transformed from active
and equal subjects into objects of representation constructed by another who chooses to
place themself above and beyond the scene of activity. By defining participatory action as
the universal site of cultural production, Meyerhold (and not Meyerhold alone) overlooks
the fact that the culture is often produced by those observing and interpreting the
movements of the masses from a distance. Consider the writing of history itself: it is
rarely, if ever, recorded by the participants but nevertheless becomes the very foundation
from which culture springs. Meyerhold's attempt to define participation in terms of actual,
physical contact in light of such realities seems curious if not naive. The fact that
Meyerhold's theater does not acknowledge differentiations between and amongst actors and
spectators does not foreclose the possibility that such distinctions continue to exist and may
be endemic to social, historical life. If the latter proves to be true, the question of active
participation would necessarily shift to questions concerning the processes and procedures
by which these differences are authorized in the first place.
Perhaps the continued interest in children and childhood expressed by the Soviet avant-
garde during the early 1920's is a symptom of this universalizing tendency: the child of the
revolution, the new urban subject, is an active social body but one without gender, without
race and without history.64 But certainly all could not conform to such universal models.
64
"Child's play," write Meyerhold, "is always so convincing because children, when they play, imitate
what they have seen instead of illustrating something abstractly understood." Meyerhold as quoted in
Alexander Gladkov, "Meyerhold Speaks: Observations on Acting and Directing," in The Drama Review,
vol. 18, no. 3 (September, 1974), p. 111. Meyerhold's interest in children was formed around the
connection between perception and action which he was attempting to instill in his theatrical work.
Children's cognition was revolutionary because it was tactile, hence tied to action, and because children get
to know objects by laying hold of them and producing with them new possibilities rather than accepting the
given meaning of things. El Lissitzky spoke of childhood similarly and his 1922 book Of Two Square
(reading lessons for children as he called it) is an explicit attempt to reproduce the tactility of experience
intrinsic to childhood to constituting new movements. Tretyakov also wrote a book for children in 1926
entitled Autoanimals for which Rodchenko and Stepanova created "photo-illustrations" of paper human and
animal cut-outs. In 1920, Popova worked on a puppet show, The Tale of the Priest and Balda, for the
Moscow Children's Theater. The depth of the Soviet avant-garde's interest in children and childhood is
astounding and a history of this phenomenon would certainly clarify both the theory and practice of
constructivism.
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Tretyakov, for example, while on one hand praising The Magnanimous Cuckold for the
precision of its "Taylorized gesture", on the other found it necessary to erase Babanova
from the "Il-ba-zai" formula: "Stella's intonations often are impressive and psychological,
which shifts the show in the direction of psychology and interrupts the sense of workshop
. . . Women, even if just with their voices, will give psychology. They cannot hold
back". 65 Likewise, Meyerhold was extremely critical of Stepanova's scenery and
costumes for The Death of Tarelkin. While utilizing Popova's scenic mechanism for The
Magnanimous Cuckold as an instrument for demonstrating the gestural semantics of the
body - it is nothing but an ensemble of "utensils," as he calls them, "for the purpose of
showing . . . conventionality carried to its maximum degree, to its apogee, as our
elementary school teachers used to say" 66 - Stepanova's "surprise machines" forces the
dialectic between body and machine: chairs exploded, another collapsed, the table gave
way, Tarelkin gets caught in the screen and bodies were put into a cage and "cranked"
through a mincer.67 Stepanova's design, it would seem, demonstrates that the relationship
between the body and technology is far more complex than Meyerhold's model would have
us believe.
65Sergei Tretyakov as quoted in Rudnitsky, Meyerhold, The Director, p. 308.
66Meyerhold as quoted in Manfredo Tafuri, The Sphere and the Labyrinth, p. 102.67Rudnitsky, Russian and Soviet Theater 1905-1932, p. 95.
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IV. THE BODY POLITIC
I don't know how radical I am. I am
certainly not radical enough; that is, one
must always try to be as radical as reality
itself.
- Lenin
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WOMEN, WORKERS AND THE STAGE
It may be argued that The Magnanimous Cuckold and The Death of Tarelkin belong to
the same heroic period as Mystery-Bouffe. They too seem to derive their potential from an
all out commitment to the revolution and its most utopian promises. In part this argument
is correct. The first two years of NEP was reasonably successful in its fundamental task of
making the shattered economy move again. Although the revolution was in a "strategic
retreat," many believed this was so only to consolidate the victories already won and
prepare for the next revolutionary outburst. 1 At the same time, however, NEP couldn't be
more unlike War Communism. Centralized control was replaced by the fostering of private
entrepreneurship. In the process, political power was shifted from the working class to the
peasantry and a reemerging entrepreneurial class of merchants and middlemen known
derogatively as "Nepmen". The emergence of these new social layers provided one
important basis for the reinflation of those traditional approaches to art-making and the
social role of art which the avant-garde had struggled against and showed promise of
defeating in the revolutionary period. The site of social struggle had thus become marked
by an increasingly complex nexus of relationships. The attempts made by Meyerhold and
the entire "left" group of artists to continue the revolutionary process was being hampered
by NEP concerns to make a profit rather than build a new society. As Wood notes, from
1921 to the introduction of Stalin's First Five Year Plan in 1929, the conditions of NEP,
not the crucible of War Communism in which it had formed, were the operating conditions
of the Soviet avant-garde.
Under NEP, theaters were reverted to private control and were required to yield a profit
for their investors. This ended the free admission that characterized the previous four years
1Fitzpatrick, The Russian Revolution, p. 88.
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as well as the large festivals that required huge financial outlays. 2 The Party's refusal to
lend Meyerhold more than the flimsiest of support lead him to resign from the TEO in April
of 1922; a few months later the First Theater of the RSFSR subsidy was withdrawn and
the theater shut down. Meyerhold regrouped and was appointed Director of the newly
formed State Higher Directing Workshop (GVYRM), which in early 1922 became the State
Higher Theater Workshop (GVYTM), where The Magnanimous Cuckold was performed.
In the late summer of that year GVYTM was dissolved, for unknown reasons but again
money was most likely part of the equation. In September, Meyerhold got appointment to
yet another theater under the umbrella organization of the State Institute of Theater Art
(GITIS) where he staged The Death of Tarelkin. But this organization collapsed in just
three months. Finally, Meyerhold's own students and collaborators founded a new Vs.
Meyerhold Workshop and a Meyerhold Theater (TIM) which was reorganized by the state
in 1923 and became the State Experimental Theater Workshop (GEKTEMAS). It was not
until 1926 that this theater gained state subsidy at which time it was renamed once again to
become the Meyerhold State Theater (GosTIM). The struggle Meyerhold had in simply
maintaining a space for his activities through the 1920's is astonishing, and it no doubt
made the contestation that marked this period more palpable to him.
There is other evidence that Meyerhold may have been more aware of the differential
articulations of society than it would at times appear. The second staging of Mystery-
Bouffe was accompanied by a brief questionnaire issued to the audience at the beginning of
the play which asked for comments and suggestions. A sample of 187 responses provided
the data for an article by Meyerhold's literary manager, Mikhail Zagorsky, published in Lef
in 1924. This showed that seventy-percent of those questioned liked the play. When the
total was broken down into class, workers, peasants and intelligentsia approved of the
show also by about seventy-percent while the figure was considerably lower for the haute-
bourgeoisie. The class differences, as well as the fact that no class responded as a
2 Meyerhold's affiliations with various theaters and institutions is recorded in all the major critical works on
Meyerhold.
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homogenous unity, is clear evidence of the fragmented character of the audience, which
Zagorsky himself commented on. In his article in Lef, Zagorsky pointed out the need for
concrete information about the Soviet theater audience:
As a matter offact. Who has studied the Soviet audience during these years of revolution?
Who makes up the audience? Of which class groups does it consist? What are the
reactions not of this or that spectator but of these different groups to this or that
performance? To the play, the staging, the theater, the movement? To academic or "left-
wing" performances? How does a homogeneous auditorium and an auditorium with a
mixed audience react to the same performance? How does this audience become
differentiated in terms of class position by a revolutionary show and how does it become
emotionally unified by an academic show? What is 'comprehensible' to some and
'incomprehensible' to others? What is it in a play and a performance that lowers or
weakens the activity of the audience? Or what has a subduing effect on some and a
vitalizing effect on others?3
Zagorsky goes on to present his conclusions from the experimental questionnaires:
Different groups of spectators receive from the stage completely different impressions and
what gladdens and stimulates one, drives away and exasperates another. There is no single
spectator, neither is there a single performance. The revolutionary current turned on from
the stage splits up the auditorium, organizes and differentiates its positive and negative
elements. And the current that is fed back from the auditorium in its turn splits up the
performance, letting each group of people see on the stage what its social preconditioning
allows it to see.4
3Mikhail Zagorsky as quoted in Lars Kleberg, "The Nature of the Soviet Audience: Theatrical Ideology and
Audience Research in the 1920s," in Russian Drama of the Revolutionary Period, (New Jersey: Barnes and
Noble, 1988), pp. 176-77.
4Ibid., pp. 177-78.
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Zagorsky's findings seems very far ahead of their time. Though it is difficult to say
whether Meyerhold's performances influenced Zagorsky's results or vice versa, the parallel
concerns quickly become obvious.
"At the last dress rehearsal [of the Magnanimous Cuckold]," writes Igor Ilinsky, Bruno
in the production, "there was a feeling of uniformity, of leveling among the characters
dressed in work clothes. Sometimes at an entrance it was hard to tell which of the
characters was which. . . I wanted to distinguish myself somehow from 'all those people
in work clothes'. That's after all natural not only to an actor, but to anyone." 5 Popova
responded. To each otherwise identical costume, she added one or two unique elements to
differentiate the various characters assumed by the actors. "Actor No. 7", for example,
received a cape; a worker's smock was given to "Actor No. 2"; a military belt and gaiters
for "Actor No. 6". Bruno was given a pair of bright red pom-poms to hang around his
neck. Such additions are not easily assimilated into the phenomenological model of
subjectivity and sociality that Meyerhold was developing at this time. They stand in a
paradoxical relationship to the neutrality of the laboring social body that had characterized
all of his plays since the revolution. Of course, one can resolve this paradox by calling
these additions "ornamental", a (regressive) response to the dissolution of the actor's
unique presence. Ilinsky's statement only seems to confirm this point of view, as does
Popova's own two-dimensional investigations at this time. For example, Popova's cover
design for the periodical Artisty Kino, a test image for optical perception, extends the
demolition of all compositional hierarchies to the point of generating what can only be
called a graphic ornament.
Sgor Ilinsky as quoted in Schmidt, Meyerhold at Work, p. 33.
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Igor Ilinsky as Bruno in Crommelynck's The Lyubov Popova, cover design for the
Magnanimous Cuckold, directed by periodical Artisty Kino, no date.
Vsevolod Meyerhold, 1921.
And yet, Popova's statements concerning prozodezhda suggests that something more
may be at stake. Indeed, in a manuscript entitled "The Costume as an Element of the
Material Design" which Popova wrote about this time and which explicitly relates to the
production of The Magnanimous Cuckold, Popova does not reject the ornament; instead,
she rejects its traditional decorative character, foregrounding in its place the ideological,
analytical and technical aspects of costume and clothing design. The ideological aspect, for
Popova, consists of regarding "the costume as material element of the theatrical production
as a whole, in relation to the other material elements ... in relation to biomechanics and as
the product of the material design of the set according to the utilitarian principle." The
second or analytic aspect comprised of "analyzing the costume as a plastic object into its
color, texture, rhythm and movement." The third or technical aspect consisted of "studying
the material and its mode of production." 6 While the first aspect concerns itself with the
specific function of the costume, the last two concern themselves with the materials, the
processes and the social relations of its production. As an integral part of the prozodezhda,
6Lyubov Popova as quoted in Lodder, Russian Constructivism, p. 150.
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Popova's additions must be though of in the same light. The cape, worker's smock, pair
of goggles, pom-poms and the like, are material elements in relation to the other material
elements of the stage and to those processes of society at large. In short, Popova's
statement shifts the terms by which ornamentation and costumes are discussed away from
traditional notions of historical legitimacy and towards an engagement with their specific
social functions.
What social function, then, does ornamentation and clothing perform? According to
Ilinsky, they help to identify the character he was performing. The red pom-poms that
hung from his neck were to signify Bruno's "childish spontaneity". 7 In other words,
Popova's additions were construed as signs that produce specific meaning. The cape for
"Actor No. 7" was to signify the Count's privileged social status; the worker's smock
signifying the labor of "Actor No. 2"; and the military belt and gaiters for "Actor No. 6",
are signs of the Btrgermeister's authority. The additions function as culturally motivated
signs capable of producing the identity of the actor. Of course, Meyerhold's work was
always concerned with the sign quality of theatrical experience. But more than a mere
reiteration of Meyerhold's earlier, pre-revolutionary investigations of the materials and
procedural processes of theater, these signs was shown to be intrinsically and inescapably
involved with other social, political and economic domains.
Indeed, more than a parody, the simple story of Crommelynck's farce - of a jealous
young husband (Bruno) who suspects his wife (Stella) of infidelity and, to prove her guilt,
invites every male in the village to pass through her bed, convinced that he who refuses the
invitation will be the guilty one - is in Meyerhold and Popova's hands a systematic analysis
of the way women's identity is already entangled in culturally and historically specific
visual codes. Stella is innocent. But her very innocence is compromised by the historical
attitude towards woman in general and she is perceived as guilty despite her innocence.
This perception, in Meyerhold's production, is not at all natural; instead, it is shown to be a
7Igor linsky as quoted in Schmidt, Meyerhold at Work, p. 33.
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Maria Babanova as Stella in Crommelynck's The
Magnanimous Cuckold directed by Vsevolod
Meyerhold, 1921.
A scene from Crommelynck's The Magnanimous
Cuckold directed by Vsevolod Meyerhold with
staging by Lyubov Popova, 1921.
product of the world Stella inhabits. When Bruno becomes agitated, Stella's identity is
changed and this change is registered in external signs of clothing and other aspects of her
appearance. Her hair, for example, when up signifies an innocence, a kind of childish
androgyny; when her hair is down, the effect is entirely different - a sign of her sexuality
and womanhood. The calf-length boots which Stella wears, when worn together with the
prozodezhda appear neutral and functional. But her "nature" in this nightmarish world is
determined by the way she is seen by others. When she is objectified in the fantasies of
men, the revelation of silk-stockings underneath her loose-fitting smock turns the neutral
footwear into fetishist symbols. She is depersonalized, objectified as an image of
"woman", transformed from an active subject to an object of desire. Her long hair flows
loose, her body covered by a black, shiny oilskin cape beneath which her legs, constrained
by the silk stockings and the button boots, forcefully protrude. In contrast to the neutrality
of the prozodezhda and its phenomenological subject, Stella demonstrates that clothing
functions as a means of identity formation which are already entangled in the discourses of
society at large.
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Bruno's jealousy goes beyond obsessive fear of losing his object of desire; his actions
spell the deep-seated neurosis of a man who desires to create and maintain an ideal, unified,
rational image of the world. Stella resists and it is only by reducing her to a structural
opposite that she can be incorporated into Bruno's world. It is Stella's impurity and
hysterics that assists in the establishment of Bruno's purity and rationality. Bruno requires
Stella to deceive him, telling Stella that "I want you impure and I want to be dishonored!
Let there be no compromise. I'll be a cuckold this day or I'll be dead. Horns or cord.
Choose for me." 8 Bruno's attempt to differentiate himself from Stella forces him to
fabricate an image of her. He places himself above the actual scene of their interaction and
thereby transforms it into an object of representation which can support his conception of
himself. By distancing himself from Stella, Bruno creates his identity as an author in
opposition to her. But whereas this process retreats in the natural textures of bourgeois
consciousness in real life, Meyerhold's production makes this process palpable with the
help of Popova's construction. With each of Bruno's jealous tirades or melancholic fits,
the largest wheel of Popova's construction which is itself inscribed with the play's author's
name, spins and literally "authorizes" Bruno's identity in his opposition to Stella. Bruno's
static, predetermined notion of the world is demonstrated to be a construction, one which is
intrinsically bound to his perception of others.
Bruno's relationship to Stella can with little difficult be translated into bourgeois
property relations in general. Indeed, according to Fevralsky, Meyerhold's aim was in part
to "underline in the play those elements which show up the property instincts of the male
animal, 'the head of the family'." 9 Bourgeois morality and property relations here
intertwine. Bruno projects an abstract image onto Stella in the fetishistic form of her dress,
voiding her of the material and historical actuality of her body. In the same way, bourgeois
society obliterates the material relations of production to maintain an abstract image of the
object which can be exchanged within the symbolic discourse of commodity relations. Just
8As quoted in Bettina Knapp, Fernand Crommelynck, (Boston: Twayne, 1978), p. 59.
9 Alexandr Fevralsky as quoted in Hoover, Meyerhold: The Art of Conscious Theater, p. 99.
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A scene from Crommelynck's The Magnanimous Cuckold directed by Vsevolod Meyerhold with staging by
Lyubov Popova, 1922.
as Bruno can maintain himself as an individual, unified subject over time only be
repressing the traces of his desire for Stella, so the commodity must be continually
rewritten to expel the traces of its heterogeneous and contentious past in repressive social
relations. When in Act III Bruno attempts to further prove Stella's infidelity by forcing her
to give herself to the entire town he sees the men pawing and petting her in public but
rationalizes that he could not be a cuckold for they surely wouldn't indulge so openly in
sexual activities had they really taken place. Bruno simply asks them to be more tender
toward her: "One must conserve her in her entirety to share her." 10 The reference could of
course be as much toward Bruno's image of Stella as toward any commodity, for both
require the construction and conservation of an idealized symbolic unity capable of
blocking or displacing the social relations that threaten it.
While Meyerhold's production of The Magnanimous Cuckold plays out the way
capitalist property relations maintain the status of the commodity and patriarchal social
relations conserves the subordinate position of women, it also, simultaneously, links the
10As quoted in Knapp, Fernand Crommelynck, p. 50.
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movement of each with bourgeois cultural values. Stella, after all, is objectified and made
into a commodity precisely to maintain Bruno's notion of "divine" beauty. For example,
Act I begins with Bruno's rapturous poetical diatribe about Stella's physical and spiritual
beauty to her young cousin Petrus; "he goes into panegyrics about her birthmark in a very
special place."11 Bruno wants to prove the veracity of his remarks and asks Stella to raise
her skirt, unbutton her blouse, and show off her breasts to Petrus. Shocked by the
request, she nevertheless acquiesces to please her husband. Noticing a flicker of passion in
Petrus' eye, Bruno goes into a jealous tirade, beats the innocent Petrus and begins his
pursuit to find out if Stella has been unfaithful. Bruno's idealization of Stella's beauty
folds into his own idealist world-view which precludes a direct material embodiment.
Except, of course, in the equally idealized realm of the autonomous work of art. As
Stepanova notes in her 1921 article, On Constructivism, the traditional work of art and
bourgeois consciousness intrinsically intertwined. She writes:
The work of art (as idea + its materialization) is the result of man's perceptions and
opinions about the external forms of the world, and the task of art is to formulate an ideal
beauty for a given epoch.
The perception offorms in the external world used to be refracted through man's center
or "spiritual world", and thus bore traces of his religious and philosophical culture.
Hence the work of art attempted to solve the problems of the ideal and harmonious
beauty posited by philosophical idealism, with its doubts as to the reality of the existing
world and its opposing illusion of individual consciousness - "consciousness per se - as
something "objectively real".
Given its materialistic means of expression, the visual arts were the clearest and most
complete expression of their time, and at the height of the idealistic world view recorded
and materialized idealistic dreams with extraordinary precision.
1 1Ibid., p. 49.
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The ideal of external beauty is consistently harmonious and symmetrical, it has become
axiomatic thanks to two thousand years of culture and has almost been transformed into
something innate and instinctive.12
The work of art is, according to Stepanova, the primary site of bourgeois identity
construction. Harmonious, homogeneous, and autonomous, brimming with the purity and
fidelity that real life lacks, the work of art stands in as a compensatory form, a symbolic
resolution that displaces real contradictions. The solution is for Stepanova simple:
"Experimental cognition, as 'active thought', as the action of the contemporary epoch
(rather than contemplation), produces an analytical method in art that destroys the sacred
value of the work as a unique object by laying bare its material foundations . . . This
rejection of representation has undermined the content of works of art created in the period
of philosophical idealism." 13
As we have seen, The Magnanimous Cuckold carries out Stepanova's program at the
level of staging, acting and clothing. But while the play systematically dismantles
traditional concepts of representation and its passive reception it by no means rejects
representation outright; rather, the production sets out to dismantle the hierarchies that
structure traditional modes of authorship and articulate new relations of representation.
"Humanity has reaches a stage where all relationships, all concepts are changing," writes
Meyerhold in 1920, "Whereas before 1917 we treated literary work with a certain degree of
care and consideration, today we are no longer fetishists, we do not fall on our knees and
cry, reverently: 'Shakespeare! Verhaeren! ... Now we have to protect not the interests of
the author but of the spectator. The interests of the audience have assumed vital
significance." 14 And in 1926 Meyerhold writes in reference to The Magnanimous
Cuckold: "With this production we hoped to lay the basis for a new form of theatrical
12Stepanova, Stepanova, p. 173.
13 Ibid., pp. 173-4.
14 Meyerhold, pp. 170-71.
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presentation with no need for illusionistic settings or complicated props, making do with
the simplest objects which came to hand and transforming a spectacle performed by
specialists into an improvised performance which could be put on by workers in their
leisure time." 15
Meyerhold was of course not the first to link capitalist modes of production, patriarchal
family structure and traditional modes of artistic production and reception. As Linda
Edmondson has shown in her study Feminism is Russia, 1900-1917, it is within the notion
of social hierarchy itself that women and workers found a common base long before the
October Revolution. 16 Moreover, this social hierarchy was conspicuously enshrined not
only in Tsarist law, but in customs and cultural production as well. Patriarchal family
structures, worker exploitation, and traditional cultural values were all essential for the
continuance of the tsarist state. In this process discourses about the family have a
privileged role, for the family, as the tsarist administrator Pobedonostev unabashedly
admitted, was "the spiritual and cultural nursery for citizens" whose function it was to
maintain traditions and ensure social stability. 17 The dissolution of the bourgeois economic
family unit was thus a primary goal of the revolution. 18 And it is within this attempt to
dismantle the primary site of bourgeois character formation that we must finally situate
Meyerhold's production of The Magnanimous Cuckold. Indeed, when Meyerhold
discussed the production with a British correspondent from the London Observer in 1933
he stated: "My central idea was to show the brutal repression of wives as human beings.
The heroine - Stella - is shown as a sacrifice to such brutal instincts that the audience
concludes the need for socialism." 19
15Ibid., p. 206
16See Linda Edmondson, Feminism in Russia, 1900-1917, (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1984).
17Pobedonostev as quoted in Edmondson, Feminism in Russia, 1900-1917, p. 9.
18Between 1917 and 1927 the Soviet government passed a series of laws giving women formal legal
equality with men for the first time. The new laws made marriage an easy registration process based on
mutual consent; either partner could take the name of the other, or both could keep their own names;
divorce was given upon request by either of the parties; abortion was made legal and accessible; the concept
of illegitimate children was abolished; day care was offered twenty-four hours a day. See Leon Trotsky,
Woman and the Family, (NY: Pathfinder Press, 1973), p. 9.
19Meyerhold as quoted in Symons, Meyerhold's Theater of the Grotesque, p. 84.
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Neither the policies meant to dismantle the bourgeois family unit nor Meyerhold's
attempt to refunction the cultural construction of identity went uncontested however. A
large portion of the Bolshevik Party was suspicious of feminism and the avant-garde,
believing both movements were potentially bourgeois, separatist and/or frivolous. Lenin in
particular thought that they posed a considerable danger for they threatened in his view to
divert energies away from what he considered more pressing revolutionary practices. 20
Lunacharsky, who had appointed Meyerhold head of the TEO in 1920 and removed him a
year later, had this to say about The Magnanimous Cuckold:
I consider this play an affront to man, woman, love and jealousy, a mockery, please
excuse, miserably underscored by the theater. I left after the second act with a heavy
feeling, as though someone had spit on my soul. It is not that the plot is indecent: it is
possible to be more or less tolerant toward pornography, but it is a matter of the coarseness
of form and monstrous tastelessness with which it was presented. . . One is ashamed for
the audience which howls with animal laughter at the slaps, falls and obscenities.21
Lunacharsky was not alone; others argued that the production completely lacked
revolutionary content. 22 Meyerhold did not leave his critics unanswered. He responded to
Lunacharsky bluntly: "Here is a taste that has grown up on Rostand, on little poems that
absolutely require the accompaniment of a mandolin. Such a taste will never accept the
healthy laughter, the healthy performance, the powerful and healthy engineering, nor the
biomechanics that we present in the show The Magnanimous Cuckold."23 Meyerhold went
on to attack Lunacharsky's theater policy which had set out to conserve the academic
20See Gail Lapidus, Women in Soviet Society, (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1978).
21Anatoly Lunacharsky as quoted in Rudnitsky, Meyerhold, The Director, p. 309.
22 Rudnitsky, Meyerhold, The Director, p. 308.
23Meyerhold as quoted in Rudnitsky, Meyerhold, The Director, ., p. 309.
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theaters and their artistic traditions. 24 According to Meyerhold, Lunacharsky was
personally responsible "for all the plays and shows that call to the bad instincts of its
bourgeois character" and he observed caustically that "against the background of NEP,
theatrical enterprises sprout that, unfortunately, evoke no objections from Anatoly
Vasilevich."25
Meyerhold's reference to NEP is not at all fortuitous. During his visit to Moscow,
Walter Benjamin was frequently drawn to comment on the situation obtaining in the culture
field and society at this time. Only one day after his arrival he is noting "the political news:
members of the opposition removed from important positions" a situation he immediately
links to "the Party's reactionary bent in cultural matters. The leftist movement which had
proved useful during the period of wartime communism are now being completely
discarded." 26 "One has entered," he writes later, "like it or not, a period of restoration." 27
The retrenchment of economic concerns was constituting new social and cultural forces that
Meyerhold was all too aware of. Indeed, there was an approach to art-making that came
very rapidly to be identified with NEP. This was the Association of Russian Revolutionary
Artists (AKhRR). Founded just one year after the introduction of NEP, AKhRR
campaigned against avant-garde formalism and promoted naturalist genre painting. The
AKhRR was not alone in calling for a returning to so-called Realist art during this period;
in 1925, for example, the Society of Easel Painters (OST) carved out a position somewhere
between AKhRR and the avant-garde offering a combination of advanced technique and
more traditional subject matter.28 Be that as it may, the fact remained throughout the period
that AKhRR was at odds with the avant-garde's critical, participatory forms of production
and reception - it tended to be identified with NEP and as Benjamin notes, this
241n dismissing Meyerhold from the position just over a year later, Lunacharsky justified his actions by
labeling Meyerhold an "extremist", finding Meyerhold's activities "unacceptable from the State-
administrative point of view." See Ibid., p. 280.
25Meyerhold as quoted in Rudnitsky, Meyerhold, The Director, p. 309.
26Benjamin, Moscow Diary, (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1986), p. 11.
27Ibid., p. 53.
28See Lodder, Russian Constructivism, pp. 184-186.
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Ilya Shlepianov, axonometric sketch of the Scene from Erdman's The Mandate, directed
staging for Erdman's The Mandate directed by Vsevolod Meyerhold, 1925.
by Vsevolod Meyerhold, 1925.
identification led "to the exclusion of left-wing writers [and artists] who had been at the
helm back in the days of heroic communism." 29 This suggests that at this time the cultural
and political field was a contested site, the avant-garde signifying a system of different
assumptions about the role of art in society. The avant-garde was opposed both to NEP's
reemerging social stratification and to the opening this afforded to more conservative types
of cultural practice.
Should it need underlining, a politics was at stake here and one that turned on
differential articulations. Consider Meyerhold's 1925 production of The Mandate for
example. Written by the Soviet playwright Nikolai Erdman that same year, the play is
directed at the "internal 6migr6s" of NEP who still dreamt of the restoration of the
monarchy and the preservation of all the trappings of the old order. In The Mandate, a
trunk containing clothes from the court of the last empress is found eight years after the
Revolution by a cook who dons the clothes and is taken for the Grand Duchess herself.
The clothes act as a catalyst for the dreams of the petit-bourgeois characters that litter the
29Benjamin, Moscow Diary, p. 39.
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play and who all secretly hope Soviet society might soon be over and its tsarist past
returned.30 As with Popova's prozodezhda, clothing is again a signifier of political
meaning, as are the various household treasures displayed in the final scene on the two
revolving carousels that comprised the stage. Meyerhold displays with unrestrained satire
the market-fixated fashions that constitute bourgeois identity. This satiric attack was in its
most tendentious moments not only a negation of bourgeois social and cultural formations
however. Even as it mocks the Nepmen, the staging attempts to constitute new audience
and author relations. The final wedding feast, for example, extended beyond edge of stage
challenging and implicating the audience. In addition, the image of a bourgeois
environment walled off from the outside world was paradoxically underscored by the very
mobility of the stage: the two revolves carried the NEP bourgeoisie and the prized
possessions they clinged to in unexpected and provoking groupings that undermined the
apparent immutability of property relations.
It is crucial to realize that the dissatisfaction with NEP was not confined to the artistic
avant-garde. By 1923, largely because of the concessions to the peasantry, an imbalance
arose between industry and agriculture: industrial prices remained high due to the scarcity
of manufactured goods while agricultural prices remained low.3 1 Thus there was little
incentive for the peasants to sell their produce to the cities, not only because they stood to
make little in their transactions but because there were few manufactured goods to buy.
Because of this crisis there again arose a serious threat to the worker-peasant alliance which
NEP (now led by the triumvirate of Stalin, Grigory Zinoviev and Lev Kamenev) had been
intended to bolster. An alternative proposal to cure this crisis was put forward by Trotsky
in April 1923 at the Twelfth Party Congress, a proposal which hinged on the concept of
planning. Faced with the retreat from a planned socialist mode of production and the
concomitant decline in the social power of the working class, Trotsky reintroduced the idea
30Erdman's play has not been translated into english. The description has been culled from numerous
secondary sources.
3 1See Fitzpatrick, The Russian Revolution, pp. 88-119.
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of planning and industrialization which that was rejected in the NEP period. The stakes
were clear for Trotsky: if state industries developed more slowly than agriculture, forcing
the capitalist farmer above the proletarian worker, capitalism would be restored and the
revolution lost.32
Other developments were afoot in the Soviet system. 1923 saw the consolidation of the
bloc of Party bureaucrats owing allegiance more to the central power structure than to the
confidence of the workers. In "The New Course" written late in 1923, Trotsky warned
that the old guard of the Bolshevik party was losing its revolutionary spirit, succumbing to
"conservatism, bureaucratization, factionalism" and behaving more like a small ruling elite
whose only concern was to stay in power. 33 The hierarchical stratification of the economic
sphere was having its influence in the political sphere. Both these movements were
opposed by Trotsky.34 His call for a planned economy and rapid industrialization was an
attempt to reinstate a balanced, simultaneous expansion of producer and consumer
industries that would equalize the balance of political power as well as increase the
participation of the workers in the production of social wealth. The consequences of failing
to establish economic equality and adequate avenues of political expression had been
articulated as early as 1921 with the Kronstadt uprising.35 By 1923 this militancy extended
to Moscow and Petrograd as the possibility of a general strike was being discussed. One
result of this changed situation was the formalization and extension of the position Trotsky
broached at the Twelfth Party Congress in the Platform of the Forty-Six, a statement by a
group of leading figures of the party that criticized the authorities for their handling of the
economy and the erosion of democracy.36 1923 is thus usually treated as marking the birth
of the Left Opposition.
32Leon Trotsky, "Towards Capitalism or Socialism" in Challenge of the Left Opposition, p. 322.
33Leon Trotsky as quoted in Sheila Fitzpatrick, The Russian Revolution, p. 99.
34Trotsky differed with both Lenin and Stalin in regards to the Party's role in society. Trotsky's abhorrence
of Party tutelage over the working class not only accounted for his hesitancy in joining Lenin (Trotsky was
in opposition to the Bolshevik party up until 1917), but also account for his battles with Stalin beginning
in 1923. See Isaac Deutscher, introduction to Age of Permanent Revolution; a Trotsky Anthology.
35See Volin, The Unknown Revolution, (NY: Free Life Editions, 1975), pp. 437-521.
36Fitzpatrick, The Russian Revolution, pp. 99.
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Concurrent with Trotsky's oppositional program, Mayakovsky organized the "left-
front" of the art world around the journal Lef; first published in March of 1923. Lef lasted
for seven issues and drew in most of the literary and artistic avant-garde at the levels of
practice and theory: the Formalists (OPOYAZ), Meyerhold's State Theatrical Institute
(GITIS), the Arts Council of the Moscow Proletkult, the Institute of Artistic Culture
(INKhUK) and the Higher Artistic Technical Workshops (VKhUTEMAS). The first issue
of Lef was inaugurated by three articles: "Whom does Lef bite into," "Whom is Lef
alerting," and "What is Lef fighting for." Referring to themselves as the "Bolsheviks of
art," the members of Lef quite specifically saw their context in terms of the cultural forces
that NEP had engendered. Meyerhold's practice stood in an emblematic relation to this
organization. In "What is Lef fighting for," Meyerhold's production of Mystery-Bouffe is
listed with Tatlin's tower and Kamensky's Stenka Razin as "the first art objects in the
October era."37 Mayakovsky, in a 1926 speech honoring Meyerhold's twenty-five years in
theater, is even more explicit:
Comrades! It is a pleasure that I offer congratulations to the Vsevolod Meyerhold Theater
and to Vsevolod Meyerhold himself. I find it all the easier to do so because we are almost
congratulating ourselves - not personally but the entire left front in art, which
wholeheartedly - with their arms, front and rear - supported this theater at a time when there
was no question of either speeches or even a simple "good morning" . . . All of you
comrades who are sitting here in the Meyerhold Theater remember that this theater was
born and created by the revolution, that it was officially created by the left front in art - by
Lef.38
Lef was a platform from which various artists could develop a coherent redescription of
leftist art and attempt to readdress the balance that NEP seemed to be tilting away from
37Wiktor Woroszylski, The Life of Vladimir Mayakovsky, pp. 315-16. Italics in original.
3 8Vladimir Mayakovsky as quoted in Woroszylski, The Life of Vladimir Mayakovsky, p. 437
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them. Thus it seems that internal and external dynamics came together at the beginning of
1923: respectively, the need to articulate a coherent and believable redefinition of the left's
cultural position in the face of NEP and a context which offered some hope for that
argument finding a resonance. It is within this context that we now turn to Meyerhold's
1923 production of Tretyakov's The Earth in Turmoil, a play not only dedicated "to the
Red Army and the first soldier of the RSFSR, Leon Trotsky,"39 but one that marks a
significant shift in Meyerhold's work as he attempts to refunction the theater to face these
new conditions.
THE CINEFICATION OF THEATER
Meyerhold's production of The Magnanimous Cuckold, while demonstrating the
universal, egalitarian body of the biomechanical actor, is simultaneously a playing out of
the construction of subjectivity and sociality in iconic, culturally motivated signs. While
the paradox inherent in such a contradictory stance is never fully resolved, it does suggest
where the answers could be found. The phenomenological model of experience Meyerhold
was developing at this time was a powerful tool in the dismantling of traditional hierarchical
modes of cultural production and reception. However, this model is marked by a certain
universalism, one that ultimately limits its ability to effect the transformation of audiences
which it sets out to enact. This deficiency is overcome with Meyerhold's supplemental
(re)introduction of iconic representations capable of reaching the new mass audiences. Of
course, this iconic potential was always present in Meyerhold's work: the grotesque
images of folk culture provided iconic models of representation capable of addressing
specific forms of subjectivity and sociality. But while these images remained tied to a
39As quoted in Braun, The Director and the Stage, p. 182.
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specifically folkloric identity, the grotesque images of the Magnanimous Cuckold presents
the audience with those images of the body which construct historically specific gender and
class identities.40
In his attempt to address not only the activity of the body but also its symbolic value,
Meyerhold was no doubt responding to the increased pressure of film and its ability to
produces new means of social representations embodying new relations of production and
consumption. Given Meyerhold's determination to constitute new modes of audience
address, it was perhaps inevitable that film's potential to transgress the confines of the
auditorium though iconic, documentary representations would be incorporated into the
participatory action of the stage. For those artists, like Meyerhold, who were concerned
with realizing the international transformation of perception and technique as the historical
logical correlative of Trotsky's call for a global social revolution, modern means of
simultaneous collective reception and production would seem a natural ally.
It seems credible that Meyerhold's 1923 production of Tretyakov's The Earth in
Turmoil, with staging by Popova, was the first instance of film being introduced into the
action of a play. Though Meyerhold had as early as 1906 projected captions onto a
backdrop, he had not until this production included iconic, documentary representations.
Rudnitsky states that this play marked "the first time in a staging a [cinema] screen was
used." 4 1 Although the German director Erwin Piscator is usually attributed with
introducing cinema to the stage, he first used slide projection in 1924 when he produced
Alfon Paquet's Fahnen and it was not until 1926 (a month after a pre-release viewing of
Eisenstein's Battleship Potemkin in Berlin) that he introduced film sequences into a
production of another Paquet work entitled Sturmflut. Interestingly, Paquet had just
returned to Berlin from Moscow and was quite familiar with Meyerhold's work, quite
40With this in mind it is not insignificant that, according to Knapp, Crommelynck's original text calls for
Stella, on Bruno's demand, is to put on a cloak and grotesque mask in order to repel her pursuing entourage.
As with Meyerhold's production, Stella is turned into an object to be jeered, mocked and ridiculed. But
whereas Crommelynck's image remains tied to the specific folkloric character of the grotesque, Meyerhold
transforms this image for modem society.
41 Rudnitsky, Meyerhold, The Director, p. 314.
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conceivably having attended The Earth in Turmoil. By 1923 film was a widespread and
commonly used medium for numerous effects in numerous settings,42 thus the question of
who discovered film for theater is of little importance. Instead, what is critical is the way
Meyerhold related to the potential and consequences of the introduction of photographic
and cinematic iconic imagery.
Meyerhold's production of The Earth in Turmoil, turns on Sergei Tretyakov's free
adaptation of Marcel Martinet's 1921 verse drama La Nuit. The original, published in
1921, concerns an abortive mutiny of troops engaged in an imperialist war. Tretyakov
transformed the vague universality of Martinet's text into a documentation of recent Soviet
history, particularly the actions of the Red Army during the Civil war. As Yuri Annenkov
records, Trotsky attended at least one performance.
During one of the acts, happening to glance towards the seat of Trotsky, I saw that he was
no longer there. I assumed that the production was perhaps not to his tastes and that he had
decided to leave the theater. But after two or three minutes Trotsky suddenly appeared on
the stage and, in the same setting which contained the actors, delivered a short speech
regarding the fifth anniversary of the founding of the Red Army which fit right in with the
action of the play. After thunderous applause the action on stage continued as if without
interruption and Trotsky returned to his seat.4 3
In her "Exposition of the Fundamental Elements of the Material Design for The Earth in
Turmoil," Popova underlines the differences between the productivist mode of artistic
practice and those of traditional theater. Moreover, she clearly reveals the distance that
Meyerhold's stage had traveled from the agitational plays of Mystery-Bouffe and The
Dawns. For more than an allegory of world revolution, The Earth in Turmoil is an
42Braun notes that Herbert Iherings, reviewing Sturmflut, recalled cinematic effects in a Berlin production
of a French farce called A Million before the First World War.
43 Yuri Annenkov as quoted in Symons, Meyerhold's Theater of the Grotesque, p. 96-7
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agitational tool that addresses the specific experience of the Soviet Union's masses. She
writes:
1. Treatment of the production's design as it relates to life and not as aesthetic influence,
with the center of attention on the propaganda side of the presentation.
2. In fulfillment of this: (a) rejection of any aesthetic aims in planning the sets, both in the
area of visual effect and in that of meaning - the costuming and light effects serve as
accessories to the propaganda and not to the self-sufficient acting of the actors; (b) objects
forming the material side of the production are not changed for any scenic purpose but are
taken from the surrounding reality and introduced to the stage in their natural form, insofar
as the arrangement of the theater allows.
3. Objects are selected in order to connect the exposition of the play with the successive
tasks of the republic's construction and to create the conditions for agitational commentary
on the drama.
4. The Red Army, electrification. Heavy industry in the hands of the proletariat, the
mechanization of agriculture, the development of transportation - these provide the elements
for the props. Propaganda in the present. The old slogans of our Revolution in the
commentary to the text of the drama mark the completed stages. Cinematic projection
supplements the task, emphasizing the crucial details of action.
5. The artist's work is in selecting and uniting the material elements of the production with
the goal of the most agitational action possible.44
44Popova, "Exposition of the Fundamental Elements of the Material Design for The Earth in Turmoil," in
Dmitri Sarabianov and Natalia Adaskina, Popova, (NY: Abrams, 1989), p. 382.
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Scene from Sergei Tretyakov's The Earth in Turmoil directed by Vsevolod Meyerhold with staging by
Lyubov Popova, 1923.
Popova's statement is an aggressively rhetorical, materialist refusal of the separation of
art and life. She sees the meaning of the play's production as arising from the multiple
forces of social practice rather than the independent aesthetic qualities of the objects.
Moreover, history is posited as the driving force of this system. This conception of the
work as a direct result of social and industrial relations is underlined by the introduction of
familiar Civil War slogans, posters, photographs and cinematic shorts projected onto
screens hung on a large gantry-crane. The environment in which the audience lived was
demonstrated in a significant way. This environment had of course been shown in
traditional drama, but only as seen from the central figure's point of view; it was defined by
the hero's reaction to it. The biomechanical actor dispersed this monocular viewpoint with
his or her double-voiced quotations of speech and gesture. With filmic projections, the
background adopted a dialogic attitude toward the action and audience as well: the screens
recalled other simultaneous events elsewhere; projected documents confirmed or
contradicted what the characters said; concrete and intelligible figures accompanied abstract
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Scene from Sergei Tretyakov's The Earth in Scene from Sergei Tretyakov's The Earth in
Turmoil directed by Vsevolod Meyerhold Turmoil directed by Vsevolod Meyerhold
with staging by Lyubov Popova, 1923. with staging by Lyubov Popova, 1923.
actions; figures and sentences supplemented mimed transactions. But if biomechanics
displaces the singular authorial subject into dispersed author-functions which the audience
itself takes part, photographic projections and filmic sequences offer the potential to expand
this dispersal beyond the confines of the theater to the totality of social experience. In
short, film introduces onto the stage a representational potential that transcends the
perceptual, subjective and institutional limitations of theater.
Popova's staging also contributes to this dispersal of experience. The performance
took place without a curtain, on an open stage illuminated with searchlights. In contrast to
the absence of iconic stage properties in The Magnanimous Cuckold, the props for The
Earth in Turmoil were extensive, each a recognizable mass-produced item available to
society at large. To emphasize the object's constitution within the multiple forces of social
production rather than some autonomously conceived formal necessity, Popova presents
the stage properties in the form of an itemized list.
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1. Basic Structure
2. Details: a. car
b. tractor
c. a three-dimensional screen
d. continual agitational slogan attached to structure
e. a slogan on the tractor
3. A film projector, afilm camera, films, slides, Kino Pravda
4. Objects: a coffin
a red pail
a small machine gun
bicycles
weapons
afield kitchen
3 field telephones
one camp bed
one field pack
one large table
maps
2 typewriters
2 airplanes (Godunov's system)
5. Lighting by searchlight. Colored bulb for Burbus's lantern
6. Noises
7. Music. A military orchestra
8. Parade (military section)
9. Pyrotechnics
10. Costumes: peasant group 70
his highness 1
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Lyubov Popova, study for the staging of Lyubov Popova, photomontage of the staging for
Crommelynck's The Magnanimous Cuckold Tretyakov's The Earth in Turmoil directed by
directed by Vsevolod Meyerhold, 1922. Vsevolod Meyerhold, 1923.
Burbus's staff 13
group of civilians: men 7 women 345
By presenting the staging sequentially and decomposed - one thing after another and
one thing external to another - Popova destroys all traces of a unified, integrated image of
the world that is a metaphor of the integral psyche. The listing of objects, actions, and
even noises is, in one sense, a reiteration of the organizational strategy demonstrated in
Stepanova's design for The Death of Tarelkin : each element of the stage is a reproducible
object whose meaning is derived solely from its relation to processes and procedures of its
construction and to society at large. These properties, like the timber scantlings Stepanova
used, resist the appearance of having been manipulated or mediated by a particular artistic
personality. Instead, they convey their availability to society, and that they are the result of
certain modes of production, reproducible for a wide variety of uses. However, unlike
Stepanova's construction which relies solely on a transformational potential qua procedure,
4 5 Popova as quoted in Lodder, Russian Constructivism, pp. 175-76.
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Popova's staging introduces the potential of a new iconicity of representation that promises
to constitute new forms of audience address and new forms of distribution as well as new
institutions of dissemination and reception.
The semiological shift from indexical to iconic strategies of representation that occurs in
Meyerhold's work at this time can perhaps be best exemplified through a comparison of the
artistic means Popova chooses to represent the stage sets of The Magnanimous Cuckold
and The Earth in Turmoil. The acting apparatus for the Magnanimous Cuckold is
presented, as we have explained previously, as a physical tracing of the processes and
procedures of its construction. Attempting to completely dismantle all forms of
compositional hierarchies by reducing the drawing to a pure indexical sign, Popova's
drawing assumes a transparent, verifiable and empirical position whose every constructive
gesture can be traced and tested by the viewer. The purity of this semiological/
phenomenological model is given up for different terms with Popova's photomontage of
the set for The Earth in Turmoil. While the large acting apparatus is presented as a drawing
not unlike that for The Magnanimous Cuckold, invading this neutral space is a number of
photographic images culled from various advertisements and journals. Drawing its
materials from those discursive formations that were already consolidated by society, the
photomontage presents architectural space as fundamentally social, not abstract. Moreover,
this social space is characterized not as a unified surface or field but by the fissures and
gaps between disjunctive representations, and the interference between signs from different
systems. The photomontage does not allow the viewer to impute to it any formal or even
performative unity; rather it registers each discrete element, securing them in isolation,
displaced temporally as well as spatially, holding each within a condition of separateness
and difference. Spatial experience is in this work reconstrued as contiguous and relational
rather than hierarchical. If in Popova's earlier drawing meaning is externalized in the
transparency of the constructive gesture, her photomontage demonstrates that this gesture is
intrinsically a social gesture, one that is entangled with the specific socio-political and
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Varvara Stepanova, paper collage for Varvara Stepanova, paper collage for
Sukhovo-Kobylin's The Death of Tarelkin Sukhovo-Kobylin's The Death of Tarelkin
directed by Vsevolod Meyerhold, 1922. directed by Vsevolod Meyerhold, 1922.
economic processes of the real world which are wholly in place before the artist or the
viewer encounters them.
Stepanova's representational strategies for The Death of Tarelkin stand at the
confluence of these tendencies. Her paper collage shifts the performative aspect of
Popova's drawings toward an active engagement with actual materials. Strips of white
paper, glued on top of one another in the order which they appear in space, literally enact
the procedures of the object's actual construction. While maintaining the supreme
modernist virtues of these constructions - the transparency of the construction procedures,
the self-referentiality of the signifying devices, the reflexive spatial organization, and the
emphasis on tactility, that is, the constructed nature of the reproduction - their terms are
radically transformed in Popova's photomontage. For example, the pieces of paper
Popova arranges in her photomontage are not the abstract materials of Stepanova's collage
but iconic representations that possess an explicit relationship to specific historical
experiences as well as the more general processes and procedures of social production.
Popova's photomontage presents us with images of the Red Army, Trotsky, White
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Generals (which are turned upside-down and crossed out), workers, vehicles, airplanes
and various slogans - images intrinsically linked to the specific experience of the Civil War
and the concomitant attempt to build a new socialist society - all mounted upon a piece of
plywood. In this decentered, non-hierarchical constellation of signs, Popova extends
Stepanova's presentational strategy across the entirety of social experience.
If Popova's photomontage provides an effective vehicle to experience the highly
contiguous and contentious character of social experience in two-dimensions, her stage
design sets out to perform this dispersal of experience in three-dimensions. Just as
Popova's photomontage draws its material from mass-produced objects, her staging uses
mass-produced ready-mades; just as her inclusion of photographic fragments disrupts the
unified surface of traditional compositional strategies, the space of the stage is disrupted by
each of a series of "intruder" objects; and just as Popova's photomontage exaggerates the
chance accretions of fragments of manufactured experience, her staging exaggerates the
automatic accumulation of diverse functions. Popova's staging was called appropriately
enough a "machine-photo-poster" 46 and, as the critic Beskin writes, it
literally stands the theater on end. The proportions are living, engineered, technical. . .
Next to the actor is a real thing. Motorcycles. Automobiles. In the middle of the theater is
a wide road with a slopping bridge leading to the stage. Bicycles role on it, motorcycles fly
up it, puffing, and even automobiles ... This is already the destruction of the theater. This
is some sort of "make room!" This is the rejection of any intimacy, any theatricality with
its effects and effectlets, with its perfumery, with its chocolate-salon manners. 4?
The documentation of this military-revolutionary action proceeded like a film.
Originally a classic five act play, Tretyakov presents the action as a constellation of eight
46Rudnitsky writes, "Popova's construction was proudly named 'machine-photo-poster"' but does not cite
his source. Rudnitsky, Meyerhold, The Director, p. 314.
47Em. Beskin as quoted in Meyerhold, The Director, p. 314.
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tableaux: Down with War; Attention!; Truth in the Trenches; The Black International; All
Power to the Soviets; The Revolution Betrayed; Sheepshearing; Night. Like Popova's
listing of the production materials, the episodes emerge quite independently, succeeding
one another without internal logic. The action unrolls as a montage of episodes, a disparate
constellation of social experiences displaced temporally as well as spatially. With this in
mind, it is not so surprising that in 1927 the Soviet theater and film critic and theorist
Adrain Piotrovsky would term Meyerhold's theatrical experiments with montage and
literization the "cinefication of theater,"48 or even that Gvozdev in 1926 would suggest
Eisenstein's Potemkin owed much to Meyerhold's stage.49
Of course, when one speaks of the "cinefication of theater" one thinks immediately of
the presentational devices of Piscator. Like Meyerhold, Piscator's aim was, as he put it,
"direct action in the theater": "I hoped to achieve propagandistic effects which would be
more powerful than was possible with plays, where the ponderous structure and problems
tempt you to psychologize and constantly erect barriers between the stage and the
auditorium." 50 In July of 1925 Piscator found a solution remarkably similar to
Meyerhold's. Commissioned by the German Communist Party (KPD) to produce a review
celebrating its first party congress in Berlin, Piscator presented Trotz Alledem ("In Spite of
Everything"), a sequential tracing in twenty-four scenes events from the outbreak of war in
1914 up to the murder of Liebknecht and Luxemburg in 1919.51 Piscator reinforced the
production's factual veracity, making constant use of recorded speeches and documentary
film, often counterpointed with simultaneous action on the multiple-level structure designed
by John Heartfield, one of the few Western artists to assume the productivist use of
photomontage. Piscator describes the effect in Episode Four (set in August 1914):
48Adrain Piotrovsky, "The Cinefication of Theater - Some general points," in Taylor, The Film
Factory: Russian and Soviet Film Documents, 1896-1939, pp. 178-180.
49Alexei Gvozdev, "A New Triumph of Soviet Cinema," in Taylor, The Film Factory: Russian
and Soviet Film Documents, 1896-1939, pp. 140-43.
50Erwin Piscator, The Political Theater, ( London: Eyre Methuen, 1980), p. 81-2.
5 1
"Trotz Alledem!" was the title of a proclamation issued by Karl Liebknecht after the failure of the
Spartacist Rising in January 1919, shortly before his assassination.
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When the Social Democratic vote on War Loans (live) was followed by film showing the
first dead, it not only made the political nature of the procedure clear, but also produced a
shattering human effect, became art, in fact. What emerged was that the most effective
political propaganda lay along the same lines as the highest artistic form.5 2
Despite the resonance of such statements with Meyerhold's own practices, the editor of
Piscator's Works, Ludwig Hoffmann, testifies that Meyerhold was not at all sanguine
about Piscator's system: "The style of documentary analysis which Piscator developed
found no sympathy in Moscow (even Meyerhold had not liked it on the occasion of his
theater's tour in Germany [in 1930])."53 Indeed, upon close examination, significant
theoretical differentiations emerge. The theater historian Edward Braun quite astutely notes
that "Piscator's political commitment impelled him to seek three qualities in his productions:
totality, authenticity and immediacy." 54 According to Piscator, plays were exactly that:
"plays, fragments of our times, sections of a world picture, but never the whole, the
totality, from the roots to the ultimate ramifications, never the red-hot, up-to-the-minute
present, which leaped to overpower you from every line of the newspapers."55 This
search led Piscator first to the revue form and ultimately to the development of Epic Drama,
the formula on which Brecht would base his entire aesthetic.56 It was within these forms
that Piscator hoped to be able to present the totality of social relations in all of their
immediacy.
Meyerhold too sought a concrete relation to the social reality. In contrast to Piscator
however, this reality is for Meyerhold a dialogic totality for which no totalizing discourse is
52Piscator, The Political Theater, p. 97.
53Cited in Hoover, p. 260. Piscator would live in Moscow between 1931 and 1936, having left his
collective in 1931 to make a film of Anna Segher's novel The Revolt of the Fisherman,.
54Braun, The Directors and the Stage, p. 146.
55Piscator, The Political Theater, p. 48.
56Brecht joined Piscator's dramaturgical collective in 1927, contributing to Piscator's' Rasputin (1927) and
The Good Soldier Schwejk (1928).
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appropriate; the social field is a multiplicity, not a unity. This distinction is most clearly
focused in their respective attitudes towards the audience, the actor and the technical
apparatus of the stage. While Meyerhold calls on the "fourth creator" from the beginning,
demanding not only new production procedures but new forms of reception and
dissemination, Piscator makes little mention of the audience. Piscator's concern is not the
dismantling of traditional forms of spectatorship that erect barriers between audience and
stage but the transformation of bourgeois cultural forms into effective instruments for
"ideological liberation of the proletariat." 57 It is the relationship between stage and
socioeconomic processes that preoccupies Piscator's theatrical investigations, not the
relationship between audience and stage. Though Meyerhold was equally concerned with
socio-economic processes, he seemed to be aware that cognition of these processes
depended not on predetermined notions of "political consciousness" but on specific acts of
social experience. Meyerhold conceives of the audience not as a centered, integrated self-
determining social body but as a body of social experience, as a radically dispersed
collective subjectivity that embodies a multiplicity of viewpoints.
Perhaps it is Piscator's inability to address the fractious character of the social body that
accounts for his tendency to suppress activity of the actors on his stage. While
Meyerhold's interest in acting must be recognized as one of the most sustained efforts to
radically transform traditional notions of subjectivity and sociality, Piscator demanded one
thing from his actors: political consciousness. Discussing the acting problems posed in
trying to stage Ernst Toller's play, Hoppla, wir leben! (1927), Piscator writes: "Each actor
had to be quite conscious of the fact he represented a particular social class. I remember
that a great deal of time was spent at rehearsals discussing the political significance of each
role with the actor concerned. Only when he had mastered the spirit of the part in this way
could the actor create is role." 58 Such authenticity stands in complete opposition to
57Piscator, The Political Theater, p. 173.
58Ibid., p. 214. Toller was the leading dramatic exponent of German Expressionism. He also had been
chairman of the central council of the short-lived Munich Soviet Republic in April 1919.
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Meyerhold's concept of biomechanics. While biomechanics also relies on conscious
activity, this activity is juxtaposed with the character being demonstrated. In contrast to the
unambiguous acting on Piscator's stage, the biomechanical actor is riddled with ambiguity
and multiplicity, remaining detached from his or her character as well as the false organicity
of their bodies. Meyerhold's biomechanics sets out to dismantle the very notion of
authenticity that Piscator attempts to assert through his totalizing viewpoint, and in its place
produce a discursive construct open to all.
While Meyerhold was asserting the dialogic character of theater in his call for "the
fourth creator", Piscator continually foregrounded film's ability to reveal "the theater's
fourth dimension." "In this way," he writes in 1926, "the photographic image conducts the
story, becomes its motive force, a piece of living scenery." 59 Though Meyerhold's work
was buoyed by the same naive optimism towards the enlightening power of technology and
the media, he never assumed, like Piscator, that film alone offered transformational
powers. This distinction is crucial. In his 1929 article entitled "The Reconstruction of the
Theater", Meyerhold takes one paragraph to argue against Piscator's solution. Particularly,
he takes issue with the notion that the actor's theater can be transformed into the
"technological theater", insisting that industrialization is only one element among many that
can be used to redefine the representational systems of the new society. Word and
movement, for example, must be combined with all such technological advances. Even
then, when all of these are brought together, "not until capitalism is replaced by socialism
will this theater predominate all others." 60 To Piscator's belief that film qua procedure
carries transformational potential in the theater, Meyerhold proposes that its effects
intrinsically depend upon its productive situation. The cinefication of theater requires more
than simply erecting screens on stage.61 It demands the active participation of the social
body itself:
59Piscator as quoted in Willet, The Theater of Erwin Piscator, (NY: Holmes and Meier, 1979), p. 60.
60Meyerhold, p. 267.
61
"Let us equip the theater with all the technological refinements of the cinema (by that I don't simply
mean the erection of a cinema screen on stage)." Meyerhold, p. 255.
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Nowadays, every production is designed to induce audience participation: modern
dramatists and directors rely not only on the efforts of the actors and the facilities afforded
by the stage machinery but on the efforts of the audience as well. We produce every play
on the assumption that it will be unfinished when it appears on the stage. We do this
consciously because we realized that the crucial revision of a production is that which is
made by the spectator ... The number of "revisers" must be huge; the revision must be
carried out by a mass audience.62
The degree to which Meyerhold focuses on the question of the audience as a
determinant of form, and on the perspective of creating conditions of simultaneous
collective reception, clearly differentiate his work from Piscator's "technological theater".
Indeed, while Piscator hired the Bauhaus architect Walter Gropius to design a "Total-
Theater" capable of meeting all of Piscator's technical demands, Meyerhold seems to have
realized the paradox inherent in such modernization of the theatrical apparatus. Meyerhold,
like the rest of the productivist artists, realized that in order to address a new audience not
only did the techniques of production have to be changed but the forms of distribution and
institutions of dissemination and reception had to be transformed as well. While others
attempted to develop "modem" actors, directing and staging, Meyerhold realized that "all of
these problems have gone by the board today. They all ignore the demand of the masses for
a new type of spectacle; they ignore the need to establish new aims in the theater, they need
to examine the problems posed by the mass spectacle, they need to consider a new design
for the theater."63
With this in mind, it is not surprising that Meyerhold could not accept the confinement
of the medium to forms of distribution inherited from the traditional theater. Meyerhold's
participation in mass festivals is one response to the demand for forms not limited to the
6 2Meyerhold, p. 256.
6 3Meyerhold, p. 262.
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Lyubov Popova, set for Tretyakov's The Earth in Turmoil at Yaroslavl' station, 1924.
idealized space of the theater. The Earth in Turmoil, for example, was performed on a
number of occasions in the open air, being freely adapted for various settings. In June of
1924 it was performed for the Fifth Congress of the Comintern in Moscow on Khodinskoe
Field, where two years earlier Meyerhold, Popova and Vesnin had laid out "The Fortress
of Capital" and "The City of the Future" for The Struggle and Victory festival. While each
of these productions must be seen as an attempt to completely transform the theatrical
institution, Meyerhold's activity in workers' clubs demonstrates the possibility of an even
more effective means of creating conditions of simultaneous collective reception. Citing
Gvozdev, Meyerhold writes:
The artistic activities of clubs and reading-rooms in the USSR continue to expand rapidly.
According to the figures for one month in 1927, the number of artistic groups in clubs and
reading rooms amounted to approximately 15,000. Membership of these groups exceeded
285,000. During this single month these groups presented more than 33,000 productions
which were seen by more than 7 million spectators.64
64Meyerhold, p. 264-5.
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According to Mikhail Barkhin, an architect who Meyerhold turns to in the early 1930's
to design a new theater, "one of the first social tasks set to the country was the
democratizing of the theater and its transformation on the principle of the term 'club'."65
The workers' club was a new type of cultural institution developed to replace the
hierarchical structures of the church, the museum and the theater. Such facilities were built
to fulfill a number of functions. Built primarily in workers' districts on the borders of
cities as well as in the provinces, they were to be places to gain access to all forms of
culture - ranging from simple literacy programs to large theater productions. They were
also to be places for the creation of new forms of culture, and with it, fundamentally new
forms of subjectivity and sociality. As El Lissitzky writes in Russia: An Architecture of
World Revolution: "The most important thing to remember is that in the club the masses
should provide for themselves, that they should not throng there from the outside merely to
seek amusement, but that they should instead arrive at a realization of their potentialities by
their own efforts. The club's role is to become a University of Culture." 66 Konstantin
Melnikov's Rusakov club (1927), Ivan Leonidov's project for a "club of new social type"
(1928), and Rodchenko's Worker's Club exhibited at the Exposition Internationale des
Arts Decoratif's et Modernes in Paris (1925), among others, are all attempts to work
through the numerous challenges this new type presented.
Meyerhold and his collaborators were actively involved in the democratization of the
theater of which the workers' clubs promised in numerous ways. A "Methods Laboratory"
for clubs was organized in connection with the Meyerhold's State Experimental Theater
Workshop on January 2, 1924 to put the technical capacity of the Meyerhold Theater at the
disposal of these clubs. Besides mass spectacles (for example, the 1924 revival of The
Earth in Turmoil) , a number of celebratory pageants (such as several productions in 1925
65Mikhail Barkhin, "Problems in the Development of Theater and Club Buildings in Soviet Architecture in
the Years 1917-1940" in Theater Space = Der Raum des Theaters, (Munich: International Federation fro
Theater Research, 1977), p. 92.66E1 Lissitzky, Russia: An Architecture of World Revolution, (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1984), p. 44.
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of the play 1917-1925) and "living newspapers" ("Lenin lives among the Masses," "The
Ten Days," " Debate on Religion") were produced during the first two years of existence of
the Club Methods Laboratory. 67 With these productions, the traditional divisions between
performers and spectators is shattered. Moreover, and this is what differentiates
Meyerhold's work from that of the Proletarian Cultural Movement (Proletkult), an
improved apparatus is developed that allows an increasing number of consumers to become
producers - that is, spectators to become collaborators. 68
To this end, Meyerhold was also instrumental in developing new spatial relationships
between audience and stage. As we have seen, as early as 1910 Meyerhold sought to
dismantle traditional Renaissance box-stage and its concomitant perspectival gaze.
Predicated upon a hierarchy of vision in which the most privileged position is occupied by
the king in a monarchy or the bourgeois in capitalism, the traditional theater is instrumental
in the construction and maintenance of the social hierarchies of such societies. The
emergence of a new mass audience thus demanded a new institutions of dissemination and
reception. While the workers' club provided a new institution accessible to those who had
previously been excluded from certain forms of cultural production, it was Meyerhold's
investigations into radically new forms of audience address and production that served as
the impetus for their spatial development. The new mass audience needed new theater, one
without boxes and tiers, where there would be neither hierarchical divisions between
spectators nor between spectators and actors. According to Meyerhold:
67Hoover, Meyerhold: The Art of Conscious Theater, p. 94.
68Proletkult, founded in October of 1917, was an independent working-class organization. Although the
Proletkult did not expound one consistent theory (there were differences over specific questions such as
cultural heritage and cooperation with bourgeois specialists), the central working concept was that the new
proletarian culture could only be brought about by the ideologically immaculate elite of the working class,
the membership of which was determined more by political outlook than class origins. Proletkult
workshops were to be opened everywhere and questions of form were not to be given excessive importance
for it was the political content of the work, the message, that was to count. The regressive assertion of
some "pure" identity amongst the working class, predetermined by political consciousness, has more in
common with nineteenth century social movements like the Wanderers than Meyerhold's Theater. As
Hoover notes, Meyerhold disavowed Proletkult for its crude didacticism and its disinterest in questions of
technique. Citing Fevralsky, she writes: "Meyerhold's people who worked in the club exchanged
experiences, worked out common methods to overcome hit-or-miss dilettantism . .. Meyerhold took an
active part in criticizing people's work and helping them to find the right direction." Hoover, Meyerhold,
The Art of Conscious Theater, p. 94.
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We must destroy the box-stage once and for all, for only then can we hope to achieve a
truly dynamic spectacle. By making the stage machinery sufficiently flexible, to present a
series of rapidly changing scenes, we shall be able to abolish the tedious unity of place and
the compression of the action into four or five unwieldy acts. The new stage will have no
proscenium arch and will be equipped with a series of platforms which can be moved
horizontally and vertically to facilitate the transformation of scenes and the manipulation of
kinetic constructions.69
Popova's staging of The Earth in Turmoil already suggests how this destruction of the
box-stage was to come about. As one of the first plays to be used by the worker's clubs, it
exemplifies how the reconfiguration of theatrical space was to be achieved: the integration
of the dramatic experience of theatrical/cinematographic space with the perceptual
experience of static signs of graphic/photographic montage and typography was to
transform the passive, contemplative modes of seeing into active modes of collaborative
participation.
However, it was not until 1928 and 1929, with Lissitzky's design for Meyerhold's
production of Tretyakov's I Want a Child and Barkhin's and Vakhtangov's design for a
new Meyerhold Theater, that the new "democratization of the theater" would be fully
confirmed. I Want a Child, a play conceived as an open discussion of eugenics, was never
presented, failing to gain permission from the censors. There is no translation of this play
and there is little information pertaining to it. According to Rudnitsky (the only historian to
give the play more than a few lines) the play revolves around a young communist woman
who asks a male worker to impregnate her so she can have a child. She asks him to her
room and asks him a number of questions concerning his physical and social character.
She tells him: "Comrade, I want to have a child but I want a good child, I want his father
6 91bid., p. 257.
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to be a working man."70 He agrees to move in with her and she bears a child. When she
becomes pregnant she refused any further sexual activity. According to Rudnitsky, the
young women was shown to be equally opposed to bourgeois morality and its relations of
love and marriage as to promiscuity and dissolute relations. Quoting an anonymous
editorial in Noyi Lef (which was steered by Mayakovsky and Tretyakov) Rudnitsky writes:
Tretyakov "takes up the defense of rationalism and prudence if they are in the interests of a
healthy, future generation. The author makes a general connection between selective
measures of the Soviet State and the obtaining of healthier progeny selected in a eugenically
proper fashion."7 1
From Rudnitsky's short and dismissive description (he asks why Meyerhold became
involved in the project), it is clear that I Want a Child is an aggressive denunciation of
bourgeois character formation in its originary site of the nuclear family. When Meyerhold
undertook the play's staging, furious debates began.72 Meyerhold planned for the debates
to continue, assigning Lissitzky the task of turning the theater into a kind of forum for
public discussion of the issues. The action was supposed to unfold in a stage-arena
surrounded on all sides by a ring of spectators and be interrupted by their debates at every
turning point in the plot. Moreover, Lissitzky's plan called for a number of stairs and
ramps that connected the audience area to the stage so that ostensibly any spectator could
take the floor.
The possibility of unrestricted access to the stage was also the primary concern in
Barkhin's and Sergei Vakhtangov's design for Meyerhold's new theater. Though never
built, the design called for a single, undivided room for theater performances without any
separation of audience and actors. A single, steeply rising amphitheater surrounded the
elliptical stage on three sides with the fourth side occupied by dressing rooms that opened
70Rudnitsky, Meyerhold, The Director, p. 438.
7 1Ibid.
72Trotsky had already by this time written of the growing "cult of the family" within the Soviet
bureaucracy which provided "stable hierarchical relations and disciplining of the youth by means of forty
million points of support for authority and power. "Leon Trotsky, "Thermidor in the Family," in Woman
and the Family, (NY: Pathfinder Press, 1973), p. 69.
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El Lissitzky, set design for Tretyakov's I Mikhail Barkhin and Sergei Vakhtangov,
Want a Child, 1929. project for the new Meyerhold Theater,
1931.
directly onto the stage. The stage itself incorporated two revolving stages, a smaller one
downstage of and at an angle to the larger, jutting out well into the auditorium. The
revolves could be lowered out of site for scene changes and other platforms could be
lowered from above. The stage floor was to be level with the auditorium floor to allow for
the passage of actors and audience alike. Indeed, the stage was to function as the theater's
foyer during intermissions. "The theater had become equal for all," Barkhin notes,
"democratic and adapted to the people." 73 Clearly, this was the intent of all Meyerhold
productions since the revolution: the privileged space of institutional power was to be
reconstituted as the non-hierarchical social production of space itself.
The constituent principles of Earth in Turmoil would remain dominant in Meyerhold's
work up to his assassination in 1940: the irreverence of originality and singular authorship;
the transparency of acting and action; the reflexive spatial organization; the kinetic staging,
the utilization of typography and iconic signs; and the general emphasis on the constructed
73Barkhin, "Problems in the Development of Theater and Club Buildings in Soviet Architecture in the
Years 1917-1940" in Theater Space = Der Raum des Theaters, p. 100.
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nature of the work. For example, his 1924 production of Ostrovsky's The Forest, a
response to Lunacharsky's 1923 call for a return to the Russian classics, dismantled the
original five scenes into thirty-three episodes which were rearranged and juxtaposed in
order to most effectively satirize the bigoted county gentry of Ostrovsky's play. The result
was a montage-like progression of episodes in which two or three episodes might be going
on at the same time, completely dismantling the play's traditional plot and character
development. Titles were projected onto a screen and, like Popova's staging for The Earth
in Turmoil, an assortment of real objects with no direct relationship were assembled on the
stage to be utilized as required: a table might be used to bridge to areas of the stage, a chair
may be used to gain a different perspective, and so on. The significance of these objects
shift through the show, transforming the neutral space of the stage into a space of use and
action. If Meyerhold previously sought the mobility of the actor through biomechanics and
the mobility of the stage action in constructivist staging, in these productions he sought to
mobilize the entire production for the new audience through episodic structure, projections,
spotlighting and infinitely flexible kinetic staging.
The episodic structure, the movements of the staging and the importance placed upon
the stage objects to produce meaning related Meyerhold's stagings to the experience of
cinematic viewing. Not surprisingly, then, many critics discussed Meyerhold's work in
relation to film. Ripellino writes of the "cinefication of the theater" in The Death of
Tarelkin;74 Gorchakov, reviewing D.E. (1924), writes that Meyerhold "gave stage action a
quality of almost motion-picture like impetuosity by his rapid change of scenes, and he
created a tremendous dynamic tension;" 7 5 Gvozdev, in a lengthy comparison of
Meyerhold's stage with Eisenstein's Battleship Potemkin, links Meyerhold's "play of
objects" with cinema's iconic use of objects; 76 and Piotrovsky writes that The Inspector
General (1926), performed primarily on an artificially reduced platform, is structured along
74Ripellino as quoted in Hoover, Meyerhold, The Art of Conscious Theater, p. 238.
75Gorchakov, The Theater in Soviet Russia, p. 209.
76Alexei Gvozdev, "A New Triumph for Soviet Cinema ('The Battleship Potemkin' and the 'Theatrical
October')," in Taylor, The Film Factory: Russian and Soviet Film Documents, 1896-1939, p. 140-143.
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the principles of the "shot": "The transition from the reduced platform to the use of the
whole stage space . . . is the most interesting example of the 'transition from close-up to
long shot' in a theatrical situation. The new demands made of the actors moving within the
extremely restricted confines of the platform are quit understandable: these demands are
equivalent to the cinematic technique of acting within the confines of the frame." 77
Piotrovsky goes on in his article to say that the Inspector General also attempts to apply to
theater the well-established cinema devices of "dissolves", "flashbacks", and "dreams" that
give "rise to a production that is not a slave to the primitively direct and straightforward
flow of time, a production that is by that very fact internally dialectic, a cinefied
production." 78 Piotrovsky makes clear what he means by a "cinefied production" when,
concluding his article, he writes:
It is not only within the confines of superficial influence but also on the lines of the actual
organic development of the formal threads that the process of cinefication of contemporary
theater occurs. This process is quite active and inevitable. The art of cinema in its infancy
grew under the influence of cinema's elder brother. But already the technique of cinema,
which relies on the most up-to-date achievements of mechanics and optics, a technique that
is to a high degree industrialized, has basically and fundamentally outstripped theater.
Cinema is a product of industry. Theater is closely linked to its domestic, handicraft
manufacturing base. Theater must and will be cinefied, i.e. it will be reborn along the lines
of a more perfect external and internal (the "dialectic") technique.79
Piotrovsky's comments parallel those Meyerhold would make two years later in his
article "The Reconstruction of the Theater". This article, written in 1929 at the beginning
of Stalin's First Five-Year Plan, is at once an assertion of the industrialization of theater
77Adrian Piotrovsky, "The Cinefication of Theater - Some General Points," in Taylor, The Film Factory:
Russian and Soviet Film Documents, 1896-1939, p. 178-180.
78Ibid., p. 179.
79Ibid., p. 179-80.
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through its cinefication and, in the same movement of thought, yet another reassertion of
the principles of the grotesque, popular theater and performance. By now it should be clear
that for Meyerhold such a positioning is not considered paradoxical but a necessary strategy
to implement the transformation of audiences that he sought. The integration of the bodily
experience of theatrical space and the advanced perceptual experience of cinematographic
space provide a way to dismantle the false organicity of the body as well as the hierarchy of
vision and its concomitant contemplative modes of reception. For Meyerhold, the failure to
retain this dialectical relationship results in a return to static, hierarchical modes of cultural
production and reception.
Helped by historical hindsight, this position may seem so self-evident that it hardly
needs insistence. But the level of contestation among cultural producers in the Soviet
Union at that time suggests that such positioning was far from obvious. As Benjamin was
made aware during his short visit to Moscow in the winter of 1926-27, there was an
enormous struggle being waged on the cultural front whose outcome was far from
determined. Vertov, for example, excluded "for the time being man as an object of filming
because of his inability to control his own movements" and felt that all fictional film was
theatrical and that all traces of both must be eliminated. Purity, for Vertov, was of primary
importance: "We protest against the mixing of the arts that many call synthesis. The
mixing of bad paints, even those ideally matched to the colors of the spectrum, produce not
white but dirt."80 In contrast, Eisenstein was concerned with differentiating the methods of
fictional film from those of theater emphasizing not their exclusivity but their
interrelatedness. For Eisenstein, the theater, particularly the popular street theater, was a
transitory stage on the path to a full realization of cinema's potential. Meyerhold, on the
other hand, wanted to use the methods of cinema to completely refunction theater, while the
director Alexander Tairov (Meyerhold's modernist counterpart) argued that the institutional
boundaries of traditional theater must not only be maintained but strengthened against all
80Dziga Vertov, "We. A Version of a Manifesto," in Taylor, The Film Factory: Russian and Soviet Film
Documents, 1896-1939, p. 69.
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"impurities", be they the "literariness" of the Moscow art Theater or the "cinefication" of
Meyerhold's stage. For Tairov, "A theater is a theater, and neither a geographical atlas nor
a motion picture. Its one place of action is the stage upon which the presentation is taking
place."81 And finally, still others continued to called for the renunciation of film and for a
return to the "realistic theater" of the paragons of Russian theater, the cofounders of the
Moscow Art Theater, Nemirovich-Danchenko and Stanislavsky.
Within this contestation and struggle for the function of the stage in a socialist society,
Meyerhold's practice assumes a unique position. In contrast to Vertov's condemnation of
coarse, popular forms of entertainment and the assertion of the "higher truth" of
"rationality", "objectivity" and "reality", Meyerhold insisted on the simultaneous, dialogic
development of both the bodily discourse of popular culture and advanced forms of optics
and mechanics. While Eisenstein pursues the dramatic experimentation of cinematographic
space, Meyerhold undertakes the cinematic experimentation of dramatic space. In contrast
to Tairov's insistence on theatrical autonomy and the Art Theater's continued reliance on
naturalized discourses, Meyerhold dismantles the traditional institutional boundaries of
theater and proposes new modes of production, dissemination and reception capable of
addressing the new mass audience. To differentiate Meyerhold's practice in this way is not
an attempt to construct Meyerhold as some kind of genius or hero. On the contrary,
Meyerhold's practice resists any such categorization. His practice is unique precisely for
the extent that it enters into a dialogic relationship with other practices and positions. And
he repeatedly argues that it is precisely the failure to enter into such relationships that
81Alexander Tairov as quoted in Gorchakov, The Theater in Soviet Russia, p. 420. "The theater's mission
in enormous and autonomous. In mounting a play it must, in accord with its own artistic intention, its
own urge to action, create its own work of art to be valued in itself." Alexander Tairov, Notes of a
Director, (Coral Gables, FL: University of Miami Press, 1969), p. 97. Braun notes that in his review of
Tairov's book, Theater Unchained, Meyerhold emphasized how much his method had evolved since his early
theatricalism which Tairov learned from acting in the 1906 production of Blok's The Fairground Booth
under Meyerhold. In the review, Meyerhold rejects Tairov's continued "balleticism" drawing a line between
his theater and Tairov's as well as differentiating his earlier work from his latest. Not surprisingly,
Meyerhold locates this differentiation in his own use of biomechanics. For Meyerhold, Tairov's "ignorance
of biomechanics has had the most dismal consequences. Neither fencing nor acrobats have helped him; he
had succeeded merely in making a cult out of the dexterity of tailors and cobblers." Meyerhold, p. 200.
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ultimately limits the effectiveness of many cultural productions in the Soviet Union at this
time. This sentiment is not limited to cultural productions alone. Meyerhold's attempt to
effect a complete transformation of production procedure and audience relations must be
seen as nothing less than a struggle over the participatory forms and institutions that the
processes of production of social wealth would take.
A politics of representation is here at stake, one that parallels similar struggles occurring
in the Soviet Union at large. Trotsky's first wave of opposition against NEP and
bureaucratization was effectively isolated by 1925, and with it apparently Lefs audience,
for the journal stopped publication early in 1925. The principle marker of this changing
situation that was to have an incalculable effect on the future of socialism (not to mention
the legacy of the October revolution and , indeed, on the project of "building a new life")
was the formulation at the end of 1924 of the doctrine of Socialism in One Country. The
Bolshevik revolution had always been international in scope. According to Trotsky's
theory of "uneven development," a revolutionary outbreak could easily occur in a
nonindustrial country but such revolution could only be a holding operation to stimulate
further revolutions in other, more advanced countries. 82 In short, the success of the
October Revolution was dependent upon its ability to forge relationships with revolutionary
classes in other countries. The decision to build up an independent, industrialized state
within the terms of Socialism in One Country - accompanied by a disturbing tone of
national chauvinism - was therefore attacked by the Left Opposition. And again there is
evidence that Meyerhold participated in this attack, albeit on the cultural front.
In June of 1924, Meyerhold presented for the delegates of the Fifth Congress of the
Comintern in Leningrad Ehrenburg's D.E. (Dayesh Europu - Give us Europe!), an "agit
play in three parts." 83 An amalgam of Ilya Ehrenburg's novel, The D.E. Trust, and
Bernhard Kellermann's The Tunnel, with additional material from the novelists Upton
Sinclair and Pierre Hamp, suggestions made by students of the High Military Pedagogical
82Leon Trotsky, Age of Permanent Revolution; a Trotsky Anthology, (NY: Dell. 1964), pp. 62-65.
83See Llewellyn Hedgbeth, "D.E.," The Drama Review, vol. 19 (June, 1975), pp. 23-36.
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Institute and finally comments by Meyerhold's Theatrical Workshop. Throughout its run,
the play was often revised because of the reaction and suggestions of spectators. 84
Consequently, the play bore little resemblance to Ehrenburg's novel from which the bulk of
the material was taken. Ehrenburg protested this use of his novel to which Meyerhold
retorted: "in my theater, which serves and will continue to serve the cause of the
revolution, we need tendentious plays, plays with one aim only: to serve the cause of the
Revolution."85 Here is Fevralsky's synopsis of the bizarre plot:
The international adventurer Jens Boot organizes the "D.E. Trust" (Trust for the
Destruction of Europe), in which he is joined by three of America's most powerful
capitalists. By various means the D.E. Trust succeeds in destroying the whole of Western
Europe. A large proportion of the Western proletariat manages to escape to the U.S.S.R.,
which joins with the Comintern to form a secret organization under the cover-name of the
"U.S.S.R. Radium Trust" in order to build an undersea tunnel linking Leningrad to New
York. The building of the tunnel provides employment for the European workers. The
D.E. Trust is unable to follow up its triumph over Europe by overcoming the industrious
zeal of the Soviet workers, and is obliged to support the recognition of the Soviet Union de
facto and de jure. But it is too late: the American proletariat rises in revolt and is supported
by the International Red Army, arriving unexpectedly in New York through the tunnel
which the capitalists have never discovered. The social revolution prevails.86
84 Ibid., p. 24.
85Meyerhold as quoted in Braun, The Director and the Stage, p. 138.
8 6Fevralsky as quoted in Braun, The Director and the Stage, p. 138.
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Vsevolod Meyerhold, model of the set for Vsevolod Meyerhold, staging for D.E.,
D.E., 1924. 1924.
The play echoed Trotsky's call for the continuation of the revolution on an international
scale, an appeal far from univocal in the NEP period. In fact, more than one party critic
"wondered aloud whether Meyerhold really cared about the 'message'." 87 Of course, these
critics failed to see that a politics of representation, not simply the representation of political
ideologies, was at stake. The play contained seventeen episodes, forty-five performers and
ninety-five roles. The multiple characters each actor portrayed was less an outcome of a
shortage than Meyerhold's desire to demonstrate the notion of constructed identity subject
to radical change - the fundamental principle of his biomechanics. The staging consisted of
ten six-foot by twelve-foot wooden screens on castors which were rolled around by
members of the cast concealed behind each one. With the addition of the simplest of
properties, they were deployed to produce ever changing spaces: a lecture hall, a Moscow
street, the French assembly, a sports stadium, and so on. Once again Meyerhold employed
projections, this time on three screens. As well as titles and locations of each episode,
87 Symons, Meyerhold's Theater of the Grotesque, p. 121.
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there were comments on characters and information relevant to the action and quotations by
Lenin, Trotsky and Zinoviev (a member of Stalin's Triumvirate who would, in an abrupt
about-face, join Trotsky in 1926 to constitute a new and more powerful united opposition).
The projections related the events on stage to as wide a context as possible. If
biomechanics pointed to the constructed nature of social identities, the constructivist staging
set out to demonstrate the social production of space. In all, the production attempted to
open the cultural sphere in the same way Trotsky was trying to open the political sphere.
For Meyerhold's effort, Lenin's polemic against "left-wing communism, an infantile
disorder", used against Trotsky in the early twenties and by Stalin against the Left
Opposition later in that decade, was now used against Meyerhold. 88
At the end of 1926, Benjamin noted how the regime was "above all trying to bring
about a suspension of militant communism, to usher in a period free of class conflict, to de-
politicize the life of its citizens as much as possible ... [Its] youth is being put through
'revolutionary' education in pioneer organizations, in the Komosol, which means that they
do not come to revolution as an experience but only as a discourse. An attempt is being
made to arrest the dynamic of revolutionary progress in the life of the state." 89 This is not
to say that everything was lost. On the contrary, the point is that the situation was still
being contested and that contestation was happening on several levels at once. For
example, Meyerhold's production of The Mandate was not simply a biting satire of the
emergent bourgeois class and their fashions. Interlaced with the story of the Nepmen's
dreams of restoring the autocracy is an explicit attack on the increasing bureaucracy of the
Soviet Union. In the play, Vavara Guliachkin is in need of a dowry. With the demise of
the family store her brother realizes that only a party document, the veritable sign of
authority, can guarantee prosperity in the NEP period. Coming across a forged
membership card, the brother spreads the rumor that he has been given special powers that
allow him to imprison half of the Soviet. As a result, profiteering Nepmen bend over
88Leach, Vsevolod Meyerhold, p. 20.
8 9Benjamin, Moscow Diary, p. 53.
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backward to curry his favor, flocking to him ever eager to do his bidding. Though the
brother of Vavara is revealed as the son of the bourgeoisie and that his warrant is fake and
the police restore order, The Mandate was a satire on contemporary Soviet life. Yuri
Jelagin recounts that in the spring of 1925 there was more than a passing interest among the
party in the April premiere of Meyerhold's production. Rumors spread that anti-Stalin
demonstrations were being planned to take place at the theater on opening night. According
to Jelagin's account, at one point in the play numerous members of the audience rose to
scream: "Down with Stalin, the swindler. Down with Stalin!" 90
As Wood notes, the Left Opposition, which had been stifled by 1925, began to rise
again in a second incarnation in 1926. The paradoxical factor here was that those members
of the triumvirate who had sided with Stalin to break the Left Opposition centered around
Trotsky now began to fear the increasing concentration of power in the hands of the
General Secretariat. With Zinoviev now in their ranks, the opposition was recreated in a
new and more powerfully united form. Contributing to the force of the opposition was the
disastrous policies of the bureaucracy toward the revolution in China - a policy that
garnered Meyerhold's direct response, producing Tretyakov's Roar China in 1926.91 As
Michael Reimen in The Birth of Stalinism (1987) writes: the "opposition propaganda
steadily grew in intensity. The opposition flooded party units with leaflets, pamphlets and
other material contributing to a further decline in the Politburo's authority . .. By the end
of July [1927] the situation in the party had taken a fairly definite shape. The opposition
succeeded in increasing its influence; it was beginning to think that change in the party
leadership might be attainable at the forthcoming 15th Party congress." 92 Despite the fierce
internal conflicts among the leadership, culminating in Trotsky and Zinoviev's expulsion
from the Central Committee, the opposition's influence grew throughout the summer
90Yuri Jelagin, Taming of the Arts, (NY: Dutton, 1951), p. 283.
9 1The Soviet bureaucracy had supported the conservative nationalists, led by Chiang Kai-shek, over the
radical left between 1924 and 1927 in the hopes of establishing a stable trading partner. In 1927 Mao Tse-
tung, without Soviet support, organized a peasant uprising and in 1928 installed a communist government.
92Michael Reiman, The Birth of Stalinism: The U.S.S.R. on the Eve of the "Second Revolution",
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1987),p. 23-4.
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leading to the publication in September 1927 of the Platform of the Opposition.93 This
document echoed many of the criticisms of NEP of the earlier opposition, citing the growth
of money-commodity relations, increasing social stratification, the lack of democracy, and
offered a newer condemnation of the policy of economic autarky. It notes that "there exists
in our society these forces hostile to our cause - the kulak, the Nepman, the bureaucrat" and
recommends a continuous struggle "on all sectors of the economic, political and cultural
fronts."94 The response from the bureaucracy was swift. On December 2 at the Fifteenth
Party Congress, Trotsky along with seventy-five other leaders were expelled from the party
and in June of 1928 Trotsky was forcibly deported. One year later Trotsky was expelled
from the Soviet Union altogether.
The second wave of left opposition also brought a new situation to the cultural left.
Noyi Lef began publication in 1927 if only to fold again in 1928. This change affected the
Meyerhold Theater also. In Literature and Revolution, published in 1924, Trotsky had
called for a new "Soviet comedy": "We ought to have our own The Minors, our own
Woes from Being to Wise, and our own Inspector General. Not a new staging of these
three old comedies, not a retouching of them in a Soviet style, as for a carnival parody,
though this would be more vital than 99 percent of out repertory - no; we need simply a
Soviet comedy of manners, one of laughter and of indignation ... A new class, a new life,
new vices and new stupidity, demand that they shall be released from silence, and when
this happens we will have a new dramatic art, for it is impossible to reproduce the new
stupidity with old means. 95 As if directly responding to Trotsky's call, Meyerhold would
produce between December of 1926 and March of 1930 not only "Soviet versions" of both
Gogol's The Inspector General (1926) and Griboyedev's Woes from Being to Wise
(retitled "Woe to Wit'; 1928), but the first Soviet comedies - Mayakovsky's The Bedbug
(1929) and The Bathhouse (1930). Each of these productions were conceived as specific
93
"Platform of the Opposition" in Leon Trotsky, The Challenge of the Left Opposition, vol. 2 (NY:
Pathfinder Press, 1980).
9 4Ibid., p. 302-3.
95Leon Trotsky, Literature and Revolution, p. 238-9.
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social satires directed at the hierarchies and dogmatisms which were threatening to
extinguish the promise of October.
For The Inspector General, Meyerhold radically rewrote Gogol's original script,
incorporating dialogue from several different Gogol texts and rearranging them in fifteen
episodes "shot" on a restricted performing space. 96 The result was what Benjamin called
"a number of charming genre pictures, which is in accordance with the basic intent of this
nondramatic, sociologically analytic production." 97 The boundaries between performance
and interpretation were systematically broken down as the theater remained open for hours
after the final curtain with discussions of the evening's performance filling the auditorium.
In her autobiography , Asja Lacis tells of Benjamin's spellbound reaction to the debate
following The Inspector General: "Thousands collected in the huge hall to discuss
Meyerhold's staging of The Inspector General. They followed the controversy with every
fiber, interrupting, applauding, shouting, whistling. The Russian speakers fascinated
Benjamin; he thought they were born tribunes. Among others, Mayakovsky, Meyerhold,
and Bely spoke. One wouldn't find this in Berlin." 98 As Alpers understood, "these
debates were the arena on which battle was going on; the battle for a new conception of
theatrical art."99
Like The Inspector General, Woe to Wit was refunctioned to make it a more effective
instrument to satirize bureaucracy and its corruption. But if the satire of these plays falls on
the prerevolutionary bourgeois and bureaucracy, The Bed Bug and The Bathhouse are
aimed directly at the Party. In Mayakovsky's words, The Bed Bug was intended as an
"exposure of petit-bourgeois vulgarity today." 100 The protagonist, Prisypkin, abandons
96An english translation of the play can be found in Norris Houghton, Great Russian Play, (NY: Dell,
1960), pp. 21-122. See also Anatoli Lunacharsky, "Gogol-Meyerhold's 'The Inspector General'," in
October, no. 7 (Winter, 1978), pp. 57-71.
97Benjamin, Moscow Diary, p. 33.
98Asja Lacis as quoted in Gary Smith's afterword to Benjamin, Moscow Diary, p. 145.
99Boris Alpers, The Theater of the Social Mask, (NY: Group Theater, 1934), p. 4.
100Vladimir Mayakovsky as quoted in Hoover, Meyerhold: The Art of Conscious Theater, p. 185. An
english translation of the play can be found in Vladimir Mayakovsky, The Complete Plays of Vladimir
Mayakovsky, pp. 141-96.
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his name (assuming the identity of Pierre Scripkin) and his working-class origins to marry
the daughter of Rosalie, owner of the Renaissance Beauty Parlor, who believes Prisypkin's
party card will help the business. Like Prisypkin, Pobedonosikov in The Bathhouse is not
a figure from the "accursed past" of the pre-revolutionary period. 101 He is, at least on the
surface, a completely new Soviet man, proudly acting on behalf of "government personnel"
and boasting that he is establishing "socialism in the brilliant footsteps of Karl Marx and as
prescribed by the Center." 102 But when a representative from the Future Age of
Communism appears, it is not Pobedonosikov but workers and inventors that are invited to
return with her. The bathhouse washes the dirt and grime from the workers in addition to
the parasitic bureaucrats and their sycophants. According to Robert Payne who has
compiled Mayakovsky's work, "Mayakovsky was sternly admonished. It was hinted that
he was a reactionary, a Trotskyist, or worse. Stalin, who had been keeping a watchful eye
on Mayakovsky, encouraged the attacks."103 After one week, the production's run was
terminated. Meyerhold was given permission to leave the country (he toured in Europe for
two months before returning); Mayakovsky committed suicide.
The political satire of these two plays did not stop at political hierarchies. Meyerhold
and Mayakovsky devoted just as much energy satirizing the current artistic dogma that had
congealed around the literary correlative of AKhRR, the Russian Association of Proletarian
Writers (RAPP). In the third act of The Bathhouse the Bolshoi, where "they always make
it beautiful for us," was ridiculed as was The Moscow Art Theater. 104 The third act opens
with the characters entering the stage from the auditorium as if they were members of the
audience. The characters proceed to discuss the play and their own reality - or even
probability - in it. Pobedonosikov and his retinue of sycophants, who had been watching
the first two acts, confront the director (not played by Meyerhold) on the stage. A
10 1An english translation of the play can be found in Vladimir Mayakovsky, The Complete Plays of
Vladimir Mayakovsky, pp. 197-264.
102Vladimir Mayakovsky, The Complete Plays of Vladimir Mayakovsky, p. 221.
103 Robert Payne in the introduction to Vladimir Mayakovsky: The Complete Plays of Vladimir
Mayakovsky, p. 15.
104Rudnitsky, Meyerhold, The Director, p. 450.
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discussion about the appropriateness of the production up to that point broadens into a
discussion about the "correct" form of theater in general with Pobedonosikov charging that
the first two acts had been "untrue". "Life isn't like that," he complains. "It's unnatural.
Not lifelike. Not the way things are. You'll have to rewrite that part - tone it down,
poeticize it, soften the contours."105 The director argues that they are seeking to serve the
people by activating them and exposing them to life; but Pobedonosikov replies that he is
not interested in being aroused: "You should create pleasant sights and sounds for my eyes
and ears." 106 So the director proceeds to stage an impromptu ballet which turns into a
broad satire on the current example of "appropriateness" in the Soviet theater, The Red
Poppy at the Bolshoi. But Pobedonosikov misses the parody and is instead enchanted with
the dancing girls and flitting elves: "Bravo! Splendid! When you have talent like that,
how can you squander it on topical trifles - on frothy tabloid satire? What we have just
seen is real art. It makes sense to me . . . and to the masses." 107 Finally, after making a
pass at a couple of young actresses, Pobedonosikov and his party leave the stage and the
play continues.
The polemical attack against literary and theatrical trends toward "realism" drew furious
criticism. Rudnitsky notes that "RAPP critics spoke out against Mayakovsky's comedy. .
the satire of The Bathhouse was in total discord with the RAPP theory of 'living man' and
the RAPP theatrical program in general . . . satire did not fit into their theory at all.
Therefore, articles immediately appeared, indicating that Mayakovsky again had selected
the wrong target and was attacking unreal danger."108 Perhaps what was most bothersome
for the RAPP was Mayakovsky's explicit linking of them with the present conditions in the
Soviet Union. Among the slogans written by Mayakovsky for The Bathhouse, to be hung
at the back of the stage as part of a large kinetic sign board, was one that stated
"bureaucrats are aided by the pens of critics like Ermilov" followed by a long list of
105Mayakovsky, The Complete Plays of Vladimir Mayakovsky, p. 226
1061bid.
107Ibid., p. 232
108Rudnitsky, Meyerhold, The Director, p. 462.
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Scene from Mayakovsky's The Bathhouse Scene from Mayakovsky's The Bathhouse
directed by Vsevolod Meyerhold, 1930. directed by Vsevolod Meyerhold, 1930.
numerous other RAPP critics. 109 Though RAPP cannot be defined as a mere cultural
reflection of the state bureaucracy, just as Lef and Meyerhold's work cannot be assign the
role of reflecting the Left Opposition, it appears that Mayakovsky and Meyerhold were
arguing for their interrelatedness.
To relate the avant-garde to a site of complex political, social and moral contestations is
not to reduce it to a reflex of those struggles. Indeed, the debates within the cultural left-
front of the arts, within the various other institutions the cultural left inhabited, at times far
exceeded the political left in sophistication. At the same time the political left was alert to
the practicalities of the situation in ways often bypassed by the artists, even though they
were ultimately affected by them. However, it is crucial to understand their
interrelatedness. The Meyerhold Theater, as part of the left front of art, is related to the
Left Opposition; however, is not so much a reflection than an quasi-autonomous
equivalent. Meyerhold's hostility toward NEP, the bureaucracy and all other forms of
hierarchical social relations as well as his commitment to an industrial, democratic
109Ibid., p. 464.
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environment in which the newly emerging masses could participate in the actual processes
of cultural production is a historically logical aesthetic correlative of the predominantly
Trotskyist Left Opposition. Meyerhold's choice of play texts, the peaks and troughs of his
own activity (he would stage no new productions after 1930), the tenor of the attacks
leveled against him culminating in his public denunciation at the height of Stalin's show
trials in 1936-37 and his murder just five months before Trotsky's in February of 1940,
provide evidence for this argument.
In January 1936, Pravda published a ferocious denunciation of "formalist aesthetics",
initiating an amazingly vicious campaign against any the avant-garde artist who would not
recant and accuse other artists of formalism. It was depressingly like what was going on in
Nazi Germany and, later, was to be repeated in Eisenhower's USA. Sergei Radlov and
Nikolai Okhlopkov, both former students and now successful directors under the banner of
Realism, rushed to denounce Meyerhold and Platon Kerzhentsev, erstwhile Proletkult
theorists but now President of the Soviet Committee for Cultural Affairs, completed the
attack in an article in Pravda in December 1937. Meyerhold's "systematic deviation from
Soviet reality," Kerzhentsev writes, "the political distortion of that reality, and hostile
slanders against our way of life have brought the [Meyerhold] theater to total ideological
and artistic ruin, to shame and bankruptcy ... Do Soviet art and the Soviet public really
need such theater?" 110 In January 1938, the Meyerhold State Theater was closed. In
1939 at the All-Union Conference of Theater Directors in Moscow, Meyerhold came under
scalding attack. Unwilling to recant his work and his position he was arrested as soon as
the conference was over, and Zinaida Raikh, his wife and an actress for the Meyerhold
Theater, was arrested a few days later. Raikh was released, but on July 17 she was found
in her flat with eleven knife wounds and her throat cut. Meyerhold was brought to a secret
trial on February 1, 1940, and - it is believed - shot on the following day. 111
110Meyerhold, p. 250.
111Leach, VsevolodMeyerhold, p. 29.
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The level of State paranoia required to murder cultural producers like Meyerhold is
staggering. But in a State which believed that the Revolution was completed, that socialism
had arrived, that the ideals of October had been realized and that artists must now present
an image of an impregnable, homogenous social body, Meyerhold's work posed a very
real threat. Meyerhold's refusal to homogenize the surface of the body or to deny its
interaction with other bodies is more than a defiant stand against prevailing idealism. The
body is a common metaphor for the State, and xenophobic societies that try to control the
behavior of its citizens and keep them from outside contacts often stress the idea of keeping
the body pure. This was certainly the case under Stalin, as in that Soviet institution of the
"purge". Claude Lefort in his Political Forms of Modern Society has described this
dynamic within the Soviet Union: "The campaigns of exclusion, persecution and, for quite
awhile, terror reveal a new image of the social body. The enemy of the people is regarded
as a parasite or a waste product to be eliminated ... What is at stake is always the integrity
of the body. It is as if the body had to assure itself of its own identity by expelling waste
matter, or as if it had to close in upon itself by withdrawing from the outside, by averting
the threat of an intrusion by alien elements." 112
In contrast, Meyerhold's work speaks of the dismemberment of the social body and its
continual rearticulation through participation, struggle and contestation. This body politic
refuse identification with images of power, it excepts no dogma, no authoritarianism, no
narrow-minded seriousness; it opposed to all that is finished and polished, to every ready-
made solution in the sphere of thought and the world. Therefore, the institutions and
values proclaimed through bourgeois ideology - Property, the Family, the State, Authority,
the Nation, Culture - have no place in this world. The disintegration of the body renders
the bourgeois cult of order sustained through such institutions invalid. Instead, authority
and power appear as an empty place occupied by ever changing constellation of people who
install themselves only through their own initiative. Meyerhold's work initiates the
112Claude Lefort, The Political Forms of Modern Society: Bureaucracy, Democracy, Totalitarianism.
John Thompson, ed. (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1986), p. 298.
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experience of this radical democracy, of an ungraspable, uncontrollable body politic in
which the people's identity will constantly be open to question, to change and to
transformation.
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